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BOOK I
CH APTER I
lXTRODUCTION

§ 1. TnE boundaries of the stmly called Ethics are nrionsly
and often rnguely conceivcu: but they "·ill perhaps be sufficieutly defined, aL the outset, for the pmvoses of the present
t reatise, if a '.:.\lethod of Ethics' is explai11e<l Lo mean any
rational procedme by which we determiue what individual
human beings' ought '-or what it is 'right' for them-to do,
or to seek to realise by vohtptary action.1 By usiug the word
"iudiYidual" I provisionally distinguish the study of Ethics
from that of l'olitics,2 which seeks to determine the proper
constitution and the right public conduct of goYernecl societies:
both Ethics antl Politics being, in my view, distinguished from
positive sciences by haYi11g as their special and primary object
to determine what ought to be, antl 11ot to ascerLaiu what
merely is, has been, or will be.
The student of Ethics seeks to attaiu systematic and precise general knowledge of what ought to be, and in this sense
his aims and methods mny properly be termed 'scientific': lmt
I have preferrell Lo call Etl1ics a stmly raLher than a science,
because it is widely thought that a Science must neccs;:;arily
1
The cxnct relation of the terms' right· nml 'what ought lo b<i' is di$cus.,c,l
in chap. iii. of this Book. l here assmne that they may be nsed as conrnrtible,
for most purposes.
2 I use 'l'olitics' in what l take to l,e its most ordinary signilication, to
denote the science or stndy of l!ight or Good Lrgislntion and Go1·ernwcnt.
There is a wider possible sense of the tenn, acconling to which it wonk! include
the greater prrrt. of Ethics : i.e. if understood to be tho Theory of !tight Social
Relations. Soc chap. ii. § 2.
B
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have some department of actual exisiencc for its suhjecL-matter.
And in fact the term 'Ethical Science' might, without violation
of usage, denote either the department of Psychology that
deals with voluntary action nntl its springs, nud with ruoral
sentiments nud judgments, as actual phenomena of individual
human minds; or the department of Sociology dealing with
similar phenomena, as manifested by normal members of the
organised groups of human beings which we call societies.
1Ve observe, however, that most persons do not pursue either
of these stu<lies merely from curiosity, in order to ascertain
what actually exists, has existed, or will exist in time. They
commonly wish not only to Wlderstand human action, but also
to regulate it; in this view they apply the ideas 'good' and
'bad,' 'right' and' wrong,' to the conduct or institutions which
they describe ; and thus pass, as I shoulcl say, from the
point of view of l)sychology or Sociology to that of Ethics
or Politics. l\fy definition of Ethics is designed to mark
clcinly the fundamental importance of this transition. It is
true that the mutual implication of the two kinds of studythe positive and the practical-is, on any theory, very close
aml complete. On any theory, our view of what ought to be
must be largely derived, in details, from our apprehension of
what is ; the means of realising our ideal cau only be
thoroughly lcaYnt by a careful study of actual pheuomena;
an<l Lo any individual asking himself 'What ought I to do or
a1m at?' it is important to examine the aus,,·crs which his
fellow-men hnve actually given to simifar questions. Still it
seems clear that an attempt to ascertafo the general laws or
uniformities by which the varieties of huma,u conduct, and of
men's sentiments and jud~lllents respecting conduct, may be
explained, is essentially different from au attempt to determi ne
which among these varieties of cou(luct is 1-ight aud which of
these divergent judgments wlicl. It is, then, the systematic
cousicleration of these latter questions which constitutes, in my
view, the special au<l distinct aim of Ethics and Politics.
~ 2. In the language of the preccdii1g section I could uot
avoid taking account of two different forms iu which the fundamenLal problem of Ethics is stated; the difference between
which leads, as we shall presently see, to rather important
consequences. Ethics is sometimes considered as aq iurnsti-
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gatio11 of the t,rne ~Iornl laws or ratioual precept,s of Conduct;
sometimes as an inquiry into the uature of the Ult,imate End
of reasomible hmuan action-the Good or 'True Good' of man
-and the method of attaining it. Both these views are
familiar, and will have to be carefully consiLlere<l: lmt the
former seems most prominent iu modem ethical thought, aud
most easily a1Jplicable to modem ethical systems generally.
:For the Good investigated in ELhics is limit,ed to Good in
some degree attaiuable by human effort; acconlingly knowledge of t,he eud is songht iu order to ascertain what actions
are the right means to its attainment.
Thus however
prominent Lhe uotion of an Ult,imaLc Good-other than
voluntary action of any kind-may be in an cthicRl system,
aud whatever interpretation may be given to thfa notion, we
must still arrive finally, if it is to be prnctically useful, at
some determination of precepts or Llirective mles of couducl,.
On the other haud, the conception of Ethics as essentially
an investigation of the 'Ultimate Good' of JI.fan and the means
of attaining it is not universally appliettblc, without straining,
to the view of :.\Iornlity which we may couve11ieutly distinguish
as the IntuiLional view; according to which conduct is held to
be right when conformed to ccrtnin l)reccpts or principles of
Duty, intuitirnly known to be UlllJOn<litionally binding. lu
this view the conception of Ultimate Good is uot necessarily
of fundameutitl importauce in the determination of night conduct except on the assumptiou that Right conduct itself-or
the oha.racter realised in and cle,·elopeu through Itight conduct
-is the sole Ultimate Good for man. But, this assmnptiou
is not implied in the lntuitioual view of Ethics: nor would
it, I conceive, accord with the moral common sense of modern
Christian communities. For we cornmonly think that the
corupletc notiou of human C:ood 01· ·woU-being mnst include
the attainment of Happiness as well RS l,he perfurmanec of
Duty; even if we hold with Hntler that" the happiness of the
\\'Orlcl is t,hc couccm of IIin1 who is the Lord null tho Proprieto1· of it," a1nl that, accordingly, iL is not, right, for men to
make their performance of Duty conditional 011 Lheir knowledge of its comluciYcness to Lheir H appiness. For those who
hold this, what, meu ough t, 1,o Lake as Lhe practically ultinmte
end of their n,ction and staudard of Tiight couduct, may in son~e
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cases have no logical couuexion with the couceptiou of
Ultimate Good for man: so that, in such cases, however indispensable this latter conception rnay be to the completeness
of an ethical system, it would still uot be important for the
methodical determination of Right conduct.
It is on account of the prevaleuce of the Intnitional view
just mentione1l, and the prominent }Jlace which it consequently
occupies in my discussiou, that in defining Ethics I have
avoided the term 'Art of Conduct' which some would regard
a.c; its more appropriate designation. For the term 'Art'when applied to the contents of a treatise-seems to siguify
systematic express knowledge (as distinguished from the
implicit knowledge or organised habit which we call skill) of
the right means to a given end. Now if wc nssume that the
rightness of action clepeucls on i ts conduciveness to some
ulterior end, then no doubt-wheu this end has been clearly
ascertained-the process of determining the right rules of
conduct for human beings in different relations and circumstances would naturally come under the notion of Art. Bnt
on the view that the practically ultimate eud of moral action
is often the llightness of the action itself-or the Virtue
re11Jised in and confirmed by such action-and tlrnt this is
kuowu intuitively in each case or class of cases, we can lumlly
regard the term 'Art' as properly applicable to the systematisation of such know ledge. Heuce, as I do not wish to start
with any assumption incompatible with this latler view, I
prefer to consider Ethics as the science or study of what is
right or what ought to be, so far as this depenclc; upon the
voluntary action of individuals.1
§ 3. If, howeYer, this view of the scope of Ethics is accepted,
the question arises why it is commouly taken to consist, to a
great extent, of psychological discussion as to the • nature of
the moral faculty'; especially as I have myself thought it
right to iuclmle some discussiou of this kind in the preseut
treatise. For it does not at first a]Jpear why this should
belong to Ethics, any more than discussions about the mathematical faculty or tuc faculty of sense-perception belong to
mathematics and physics respectively. Why do we not simply
1
The relation of the notion of' Good ' to that of 'Right' or 'what ought to
l,c' will 1,c further CClusidcred inn subsequent chapter of this Book (ix.)
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start with certain 1•rmnises, stating what onght to lie done or
songht, without consi<lering the facul ty by which we apprehend Lheir Lruth?
One answer is that t he moralist has a practical aim : we ✓
desire knowledge of right conduct in order Lo acL on it. Now
we cannot help uelieviug what we see to be true, but we can
help doing what "IYe see to be right or wise, and in foct often
do wliat we know to be wrong or unwise: thus we nTe forced
to notice the existence in us of irratioual springs of action,
couflictiug with oar knowledge and prcYenting its pmctical
realisation: and the Yery imperfectness of the connexion
between onr practicnJ judgment and our will impels us to
seek for more precise knowledge as to the uature of that
counexion.
But this is not all.
lilen ne"l·cr ask, ',vhy sl10uld I
LelieYe wl1at I see to he true? ' but they frequently a~k, ' ,vhy
should I do what I see to l>e right?' lt is easy Lo reply
thnL the question is futile, since it couh1 only be answered
by a reference to some other recognised principle of right
conduct, and the r1uestion miglit just as wi>ll be asked as
regards that again, 1111cl so ou. Dnt still we do ask the question
widely and c:ontinually, ,ltld therefore this detnonstrn.tiou of
its futility is not completely satisfactory; we require uesicles
so111c exphmatiou of its persisteucy.
One explauation t,hat, may be offered is that, since we are
muYeLl to action not uy moral jmlgment alone, but also by
desires a.ud inclinations that operote iudcpe11de11Lly of rnoral
jndgment, the answer which we really want, to the question
' Why should I do it?' is one which does not merely pro,·e a
certa.iu acl,io11 to lie right, but also stirs in us a pretlorninaut,
inclination to do the action.
That this explaimtio11 is true fol' some minds in some
moods I would uot, deny. Still I think that when a man
seriously asks ' why he should do' anything, he commo11ly
nssmnes in himself a determination Lo pmsue whatever conduct
may he shown by nr gt11\1ent to l,e rensonal.Jlc, even though it
be very different from that to which his non-rational inc:linations may prompt. .Anti we are gcuerally agreed that
reasonable conduct iu any case hns to be determined on
principles, i11 applyiug which the agent's iuclinaLiou-as it
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exists apart from imch determination-is only one element
among se,·eral that have to he considered, and commonly not
the most important element. Bnt when we ask what these
principles arc, the diversity of answers which we find manifestly declared in the systems and fundamental formulre of
professed moralists seems to be really present in the comll!on
practical reasoning of mci;i. geuerally ; with this difference,
that whereas the philosopher seeks unity of principle, and
consistency of method at the risk of paradox, the unphilosophic
mau is apt to hold different principles at once, and to apply
different methods in more or less confnsed combination. If
tl1is be so, we can offer another explanation of the persistent
11 nsatisfiecl demand for an ultimate reason, 11hove noticed.
For if there arc different views of the ultirnate reasonableness
of conduct, implicit in the thought of ordinary men, thongh
not brought into clear relation to each other,-it is easy to
sec that any single answer to the question 'why' will not be
completely satisfactory, as it will be giYen only from one of
these points of view, and will always leave room to ask the
question from some othm·.
I am myself convinced that this is the mnin explanation
of the phenomenon: and it is on this conYiction that the
plan of the present treatise is based. "\Ve c:aunot, of course,
regard as valid reasonings that lead to conflicting conclusions;
and I therefore assume as a fundamental postulate of Ethics,
that so far as two methods conflict, one or olher of them must
be modified or rejected. But I think it fnmlamentally important to recognise, at the outset of Ethical inquiry, that there
is a diversity of methods applier} in ordinary practical thought.
~ J. "\Vhat then are these different methods? what arc
the different practical principles which the common sense
of mankind is 1n·i?J1a facie p1·':lpared to accept as ultimate?
Some care is needed in auswering this question: because we
frequently prescribe that this or that 'ought' to be done or
aimed at without auy express reference to an ulterior eml,
while yet such an end is taciLly presupposed. It is obYious
that such prescriptions arc merely, what Kant calls tl1cm,
Hypothetical Imperatives; they are not ad<lressCLl to any oue
who has not first accepted the encl.
For i11stancc: a teacher of any art nssnmes that his pnJ)il
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wants to produce the pl'Oduct of the art, or to protluce it
excellent in quality: he tells him that he ought to holtl the
awl, the hammer, the brush differently. A physician assumes
that his patient wants henlth: he tells him that he ought to
rise early, to live plaiuly, to take hard exercise. If the
patient deliberately prefers ease am! gootl liYiug to health, the
physiciau's precepts fall to tho ground : they are no longer
addressed to him. So, again, a man of the world assumes that
his hearers wish to get 011 in society, when he lays down rules
of dress, manner, couver&1.tiou, habits of life. A similar view
may be plausibly taken of many rules prescril,iug what are
sometimes called "duties to oneself": it may be Sc'lid that
they are give11 on the m,smnption that a man regards his own
Happiness as an ultimate eml : that if any one shoultl be so
exceptional as to distega.rd it, he does not come withiu tlieir
scope: in short, that the '(mght' in such formul~ is still
implicitly relative to an 01;tional encl.
It does uot, howernr, seem to rne that this account of tho
matter is exhaustive. ,vo do not 1111 look with simple indilfcrene:e on a mau who declines to take the right means to
attni.n his own happiness, on uo other ground thnn that he
does not care about happiness. l\:Iost men would regard sue:b
a refusal as irrational, with a certain disapprobation ; they
would thus implicitly assent to Butli>r's statome11t I that
" interest, 001:J's owu happiness, is a maniferst obligation." In
other words, they would think that a man ought to care for
his own lmppincss. '.l'hc word 'ought' thus used is uo longer
relative: hap1)iness now appears as an ultimate encl, the
pmsuit of which-at lenst within the limits imposed 1Jy other
duties-appears to be prescl'ibed Ly reason 'categorically,' as
Kaut would say, i.e. without any tacit assumption of a still
ulterior encl. And it has liecn widely held hy oven orthodox
moralists that all u1orality rests ultimately on the basis of
"rea.sonal,le self-love"; 2 i.e. that iLs rules are ultimately
l,inding on nny indi\'idual only so far as it is his interest
on the whole to observe them.
Still, common Jlloral opinion cerLaiuly regards tho duty
or virtue of Prudence as ouly a part-and not the 111ost
1

See the Preface to Butler's Sermous 01i lhrnum Katm·c.
2 'J.'he phrase is Butler~-
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imporLant part--of duty or virtue in general. Common moral
opinion recognises and inculcates other fundamental rulese.g. those of ,Justice, Good Fidth, Voracity- which, in its
ordinary judgments on particular cases, iii is inclined to treat
as bindi11g without qualification and without regard to ulterior
consequences. And, in the ordinary fo11n of the Intuitional
view of Ethics, the "categorical" prescription of such rules is
maintained explicitly and definitely, as a resu] t of philosophical rellection: aml the reali">ation of Virtue in act-at least in
the case of the Yirtues just mentioned- is held to consist in
strict and unswerving conformity to such rules.
Ou the other hand it is conteudcd by many Utilitarians
that all the rules of conduct which men prescribe to one
another as moral rules are really-though in part unconsciously - prescribed as means to the geueral happiness of
mankind, or of the whole aggregate of sentient beings; and
it is still more widely held by Utilitarian thinkers that such
mies, however they may originate, are only valid so far as
their oLsen·ance is conducive to the general happiness. This
contention I shall hereafter examine with clue care. Here I
wish only to point out that, if the duty of aiming at the
general happiness is thus takeu to include all other duties,
as subordinate applications of it, we seem to be again led to
the notion of Happiness as an ultimate end categorically prescribed,-only it is now General Happiness and not the
pri\-ate happiness of any individual. And this is the view
that I myself take of the Utilitarian principle.
!'c.
At the same time, it is not necessary, in the methodical
investigation of right conduct, e;on~idered relatively to the
end either of private or of geueral happiness, to assume that
the end itself is determined or prescribed by reason : we only
reqnfre to assume, in reasoning to cogent practicaJ conclusions,
that it is adopted as ultimate and paramount. For if a man
accepts any end a.s ultimate and paramount, he accepts implicitly as his "method of ethics" whatever process of reasoning enables him to determine the actions most conducive to this
entl.1 Since, however, to cYery difference in the end accepted
at least some difference in method will generally correspond:
if all the ends which men are found practically to adopt as
1

See the last parag raph of cl1ap. iii. of this Book.
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ultimate (subordimiting eYerything else to the attainment of
them under the infiuence of ' rnling passions'), were taken as
principles for which the student, of Et,hics is called upon to
construct rational methods, his task would he very complex
n.nd cxtcnsiYe. But if we confine ourselves to such ends as
t,he co1,1mou sense of rnaukind appe..'lrs to accept as ratio1111.l
ultimate ends, the task is reduced, I think, within manageable limits; since t his criterion will cxclutle at least many of
the objects \\"hich men practica.lly s<iem to regard as pnmmount.
Time many men eaorifioc hcrilth, fortune, hnppincss, to Fame;
bnt no one, so far as I know, has deliberately maintained that
Fame is nu object which it is reasonable for men to seek for
its own sake. It only couunemls it,sdf tu mlluct,ive 111i1uls
either (1) as a source of H appiness to the }Jersou who
gains it, or (2) a sign of his Excellence, moral or intellectual,
or (:3) because it attests the achievement uy bim of some
important heuefit to society, aU<l i~L the same tilllc stimulat,es
him and others to further acltieYement iu the fut,ure: auJ t,he
conception of" benefit" would, when examined in its tnrn, lead
us a.gain to Happiness or Excellence of human nature,- since
a mau is conunonly thought to benefit others eithrr by making
them happier or by making them wiser fl.11(1 more virLuous.
. \\'hcther there arc any ends besides these two, which can
be rc11s01mbly rcgarclctl as ultimate, it will hereafter I be part
of our uusiness to iIJYcstigatc : but we may perlmps say that
p,·imct facie the only two cuds which haYc a sLro11gly and
wid~ly supported claim to h~ n~garcled as rational ultimate
ends are the t,,·o just mc11tionccl, Happiness and Perfoctiou
or Excellence of huma.11 nature- meauiug here l>y ' Excellence'
uot primarily superiority to others, hut a partial realisatio11
of, or approximation to, nu ideal tnie of huniun 1>erfection.
And we must observe that the adoption of the former of these
ends le::uls us to two pi·ima fa cie distinct methods, according
as it is sought to be realisell uni,·ersally, or by ea.ch indivi1lual
for himself a.lone. For thongh doubtless a man may often
best promote his own happiness l.Jy labouring n.utl abstaining
for the sake of others, it seems to be implirc\ i11 our common
uotiou of sel f-sacl'ificc tliat actions most co1tducivc to the
general ha.ppiness do not-in this world at l~ast-always tend
1

See chap. ix. of this llook, an,! nook iii. chap. xi\'.
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also to the greatest happiness of the agent,.1 And among
those who hold that " happiness is our being's end aud aim"
we seem to find a fundamental difference of opinion as to
whose happiness it is that it is ultimately reasonable to aim
at. For to some it seems that "the constantly proper end of
action on the part of any individual at the moment of action
is his real greatest happiness from that moment to the end
of his life " ; 2 whereas others hold that the view of reason is
essentially universal, and that it cannot be reasonable to take
as an ultimate and pn.ramount end the happiness of any one
indi,·idual rather thnn that of any other-at any rate if
equally deserving and susceptible of i t-so t hat general happiness must be the "true standard of right ancl wrong, in the
field of morals" no less than of politics.3 It is, of course,
possible to adopt an end intermediate between the two, and to
aim at the happiness of some limited portion of mankind,
such as one's family or nation or race: but any such limitation seems arbitrary, and probably few wonld maintain it to be
reasonable ve1· se, except as the most practicable way of aiming
at the general happiness, or of indirectly securing one's own.
The case seems to be otherwise with E xcellence or Perfection.4 At first sight, indeed, the same alternatives present
themselves: 5 it seems that the Excellence aimed at may be
1 For a full discussion of this question, see Book ii. chap. v. aud the concluding chapter of the work.
2
nontham, ,Vcnwirs (,·ol. x. of Bm1Ting's et.lition), p. !>60.
3 Bentham again, .Memoirs, p. i9.
Sec note at the end of Book i. chnp. vi.
'£he Utilitariaus since 13eutham J1ave sometimes adopte,l oue, sometimes the
other, of these two principles as paramount.
• I use the terms 'Excellence' au,l 'P-Brfcclion' to denote the ss.me ultimate
end regarded in somewhat tliffcrcntaspecta: weaning by either au ideal cornplcx
of mental qualities, of whioll we ndmil-c ant.I approve tho manifestation in human
life: but using 'Perfection' to denote the ideal as such, while 'Exccllcncc'
denotes such partial realisation of or approximati011 to the ideal as we actually
fi ml in human ex p~ricnco.
0
It may be saitl that C\"Cn more di rnrgcnt dews of the reasonable end are
possilJ!c here than i11 the case of ha1,pinc.ss: for we arc uot necessarily limited (as
in that case) to the consideration of sentient beings: inanimate things also seem
to have a perfection and c:xccllcuce of their own aucl t.o be capable of being n1acle
better or wor,e in their kint.l; a11cl this perfection, or one species of it, appears
to be the em\ of the Fine Arts. But reflection I think shows that neither beauty
nor a11y other quaIi ty of inanimate objects can be regarded as good 01· cle~il'able
::1 itself, out of relation to the perfection 01· happiness of seuticnt beings. Cf.
vost, chap. ix. of tliis Book.
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taken either individually or uniwrsall,r ; a11d circumstances
are conceivable in which a nHtu is uot unlikely Lo think that
he could best promote the Excellcuce of others by sacrificing
his own. But no moralist who takes Excellence as an ultimate
end has ever approYed of such sacrifice, at least so far ns U oral
Excellence is concerned; no one has ever directet.l au iudividual to promote the virtue of others except in so far as
this promotion is eompatible with, or rather involn•d in, the
complete realisation of Virtue in himself.1 So for, then, there
seems to be no need of scp.irnting the method of determining
right co11duet whieh takes the Excellence or l'erfection of t he
individual as the ultimate a im from thttt which a ims at the
Excellence or Perfection of the humau eou1muuity. And
since Virtue is commonly couceivetl as the m ost rn.Iuable
elemeut of human Exeelleuce- nnd an element essentially
preferable to any other elen1cut that can come iuto competition wit h it as an ultornatiYe for rational choice- any method
which takes P erfection or Excellence of human nature as
ultilJJ.ate End will p1·i1na facie coincide to a great extent with
that based on what I called the I ntuit ional Yiew : and I
have accordingly decided Lo treat it as a speeial form of this
lattcr.2 The two methods which tnke happiness ns an ult imate
eud it will be c01n-enient to distinguish as Egoistic and
U ui,·ersalistic Ifodonis111: and as it is the latter of t hese, as
taught by Bentham and his successors, that is Ulore generally
nuderstoou. under the tl'rm 'Utilitarianism,' I shall always
restrict that word to this signitication. .For Egoistic H edonism
it is somewhat hard to find a s i11gle perfectly appropriate
term. I shall often call this simply Egoif\m: but it may
sometimes be convenient to call it Epicurcanism : fot· t hough
this name more properly denotes a pttrticnlar historical system,
it has come to be commonly used in Lhc witler sense in wliiel1
I wish to employ it.
~ 5. The last sentence suggests one more expla1rntiou,
which, fo1· clearness' sake, it seems desirable to make: nu
explanation, howe\'cr, rather of the pln.u and purpose of the
' Kt1ntroundlyuenics that it can be my duty to take t hePcrfoetiou of others for
my c111l: but his a1·gumont is 11ot, I think, vnli,I. Cf. 11ost, Uook iii. chap. h·. § l.
2 $cc Book iii. chap. xiv., where I cxp!Jin my reasons for ouly giviug a subordir.atc place to the conception of Perfection as Ultimate End.
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present treatise thau of the nature and boundaries of the
subject of Ethics as generally understood.
There are se,·ernl recognised ways of treat,ing this subject,
none of ,\·hich I haYe thought it, desirable to adopt. "\Ye may
start with existing systems, and either study them histol'ically,
tracing the changes in thought through the ceutmies, or compare and classify them according to relations of resemblance,
or criticise their internal coherence. Or we may seek to add
to the number of these systems: aud claim after so many
unsuccessful efforts to have at last attained the one true theory
of the suLject, Ly which all others may be tested. The
prese11t book contains neither the exposition of u system nor
a natural or critical history of systems. I have attempted to
define and unfold not one :Ucthod of Ethics, but several : at
the same time these are not here stndied historically, ns
methods that, ha,·e actually been used or proposed for the
regulatiou of practice; but rather as alternati,·es between
which-so far as they cannot be reconciled- the human mind
seerus to me necessarily forcctl to choose, when it attempt.s to
frame a complete syuthesis of practical 1aaxims aud to act, in
a perfectly consistent manner. Thus, they might, perhaps be
called natural methods rationalised ; because men commonly
seem to guide themselves by a mixture of different methods,
more or less disguised under ambiguities of language. The
impulses 01· principles from which the different methocls take
their rise, the differeuL claims of different ends to be rational,
are admitted, to some extent., by all minds : and as along with
these claims is felt the need of harmonising them- since it is,
as was said, a postulate of the l'ractical Reason, that two conflicting rules of action cannot both be reasonable-the result
is ordinarily either a confused blending, or a forced and premature reconciliation, of diffcr,mt principles and metl1ods.
X or have the systems framed by professe<l momlists been free
from similar defects. The writers have usually proceeded to
synthesis without adequate analysis; the practical demand
for the former being more urgently felt thau the theoretical
need of the latter. For here as iu other points the <levelopmeut of the theory of Ethics would seem to be somewhat
impe<led by the preponderance of practical considerations; and
perhaps a more complete detachment of the theoretical study
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of right conduct from its practical application is to be desired
for the sake even of the latter itself: since a treatment which
is a compound between the scicut.i6c and the hortat.ory is apt
to miss both the results that it would combine; the mixture
is bewildering to the brai11 and not stimulating to the henrt.
So again, I nm inclined to think that here, as in other
sciences, it would be an n.th·a11tage to draw 118 distinct a line
as possible between the known and the unknown ; as the clear
indication of an unsolved problem is at any rate a step to its
solutioH. In ethical treatise.'3, howevei·, there has been a continual tendency to ignore and keep ollt of sight the difficulties
of the sn bject; either unconsciously, from a latent conYiction
that the qucstious which the writer cannot m1swcr satisfactorily must be questions which ought not to be asked; or
consciously, thaL he may not shake the sway of morality ornr
the minds of his readers. This Inst well -meant precauticlll
frequently ,lefeats itself: the <lifficulties thus concealed in
exposition are liable to reap11ear in controversy: aml then
they appear not carefully limited, but magnified for polemical
pm-poses. Thus we get on the one hand vague and h11zy
reconciliation, on the other loose and random exaggeration of
discrepancies; and neither process is effective to dispel the
original rngueness and ambiguity which lurks iu the fundamental notions of our common practical reasonings. Tu
eliminate or reduce this indefiniteness anrl confusion is the
sole immediate end thnt I luwe l'roposed to myself in the
prese11t work Iu order better to execute this task, I ham
refrained from expressly attempting any snch complete and
final solution of the chief ethical difficulties and controversies
ns would convert this expositiou of various methods iuto the
Llevelopment of a harmonions system. At the snme time I
hope to afford aid towartls the construction of such a system ;
because it seems easier to judge of the mutnal relations and
conllicting claims or different modes of thought, after au
impartial and rigorous investigation of the conclusions lo
which they logically lc.'td. I t is 1wt uncommon to fillll in
rctlecLing 011 practical principles, tliat-howeYer uHhesitatingly
they seem to command our nsseut at first sight, nnd however
fami liar and apparently clear the notions of which they arc
composed-nevertheless wheu we kivo uarefully exa111i11ell the
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consequences of adopting them they wear a change<l and
somewhat <lubious aspect. The truth seems to be that most
of the practical principles that have been seriously put forward
are more or less satisfactory to the common sense of mankind,
so long as they have the field to themselves. They all find
a response iu our uatiu-e: their fuudamental assumptions are
all such as we are disposed to accept, aud such as we fin<l to
goveru to a certain extent our habitual conduct. ·when I am
asked, "Do you not consider it ulti111ately reasonable to seek
pleasure and amid pain for yourself?" " H ave you not a
moral sense?" " Do you not intuitively pronounce some
actions to be right and others wrong ? " "Do you not
acknowledge the general happiness to be a pammount end?"
I answer 'yes' to all these questions. l\Iy difficulty begins
when I have to choose between the different principles or
inferences drawn from them. "\Ye admit the necessity, when
they conflict, of making this choice, and that it is irrational
to let sometimes one principle ln'evail and sometimes another;
but the necessity is a painful oue. "\Ve cannot but hope that
all methods may ultimately coincide : and at any rate, before
making our election we may reasonably wish to have the
completest possible k11owle<lge of each.
1Iy object, tlleu, in the preseut work, is to expound as
clearly aml as fully as wy limits will allow the different
methods of Ethics that I find implicit in our common moral
reasoning; to point out their mutual relations; and where
they seem to conflict, to define the issue as much as possible.
In the course of this emlea,·onr I run led to discuss the considerations which should, in my opinion, be decisive in determining the adopt.ion of ethical first principles: but it is not
my primary aim to establish such principles; nor, again, is it
my primary ai111 to supply a 8'3t of practical directions for
conduct.
I ha,·e wished to keep the reader's attention
throughout directed to the processes rather than the results
of ethical thought: and haYe therefore never stated as my
owu any positive practical conclusions unless by way of illustration : and have ucYer ventlU'ed to decide dogmatically any
couLroverted points, except where the controversy seemed Lo
arise from waut of precision or cle,u·ness in the definitio11 of
principles, or want of consistency in reasoning.

CH APTER II
TUE RELATION OF ETHICS TO POLITICS

§ 1. 1:-: the last chapter I have spokeu of Ethics a ud
Politics as being both l'mctical Studies, including in the
scope of their investigation somewhaJ ihat lies outside the
sphere of positive sciences-viz. the determinaiio11 of ends to
Le sought, or rules to be unconditionally obeyed. Before
rroeeeding further, it would seem desirable to determine iu
outline the mutm~l 1elations of these cognate studies, regarded
from the point of view of Ethics.
As I haYe defined them, Ethics aims at determining what
ought to be done by individuals, while P olitics aims at determining what the government of a state or political society
011,;ht !,o do and how it ought to be constitut.e<.l, -i11cluding
under the latter he.'L<l flll questions as to the cou trol over
governruent that should be exercised by the governed.
At first sight it may seem that P olitics, so conceived,
must be a branch of Ethics. l~or all the actions of govem111ent are actions of individuals, alone or i11 cornliiuation, aml
so are all the actions of those who, obeying, inHucnuing, or
perhaps occasionally resisting government, maintaiu nnd from
time to time modify the constituLion of i11eir state: ttml iL
would seem LI.tat if properly perforwecl such actions must he
determined 011 ethical p1-iuciples or be capable of justificatio11
by s uch ,principles. nut tl1is argument is not decisi,·c; for
by similar rensouing Ethics would have Lo comprcl1eml all
arts, libeml and iudustrial. B.g. it is n main part of the
woral unty of a sea-captain and his subordinnies to unvigate
t heir ship propt:rly; lint we do uot, take Ethics to include 1~
15
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study of the rules of navigation.
It may be replied t,hat
every man is not a &\ilor, but--at le,ast in a country under
popuhn government-every citizen has importnnt political
clui,ies, which he ought to perform according to knowledge, so
far as possible; but, similarly, it is au important part of every
adult's mornl duty to take care of his health, nnd it is pro,·erbial that "every man at forty is a fool or his own physician"; yet we do not consider E thics to include the art of
medicine.
The specially important connexion between :Ethics iind
Politics arises i11 a different way.
It is the business of
gl)vernment, by laying down nntl enforcing laws, to regulate
t he outward condnct of the governed, not in one dopartrnent
only, but ill all their social relo.tions, so fnr as such conduct is
a prnper subject for coercive rules. And not only ought this
regulation to be in harmony with morality-for obviously
people ought not to be compelled to do what they ought, not
to do--lrnt further, to nu important extent the Law of a
man's state will properly determine the details of his moral
dut,y, even l,eyond the sphere of legal enforcement. Thus we
t onnnonly regard it as an iHdividunl's moral duty, under the
head of Justice, to" give e,ery man his owu," even whent,hrough some accident--the other party has not the power of
legally enforcing his right; but still, in considering what is
the other's "own," we assume him generally to be guided by
the law of his state; if thnt were changed, his moral dnty
would change with it. Similarly, the mutual moral duties of
hnsbands and wives, and of children and parenls, will vary in
detail with the variations in their legal relations.
But when we look closer nt the relation thus coostitut,ecl
bct,rcen Ethics aud Politics, we sec thnL a distinctio11 has to
Le taken between act.ual or Poi;itivc L'1w and Ideal L'\w or
Law as it ought to be. It is for Llw latter that Political
Theory lays clown principles ; but it is l'osiLivc, not Ideal,
Law that pri111a1ily detenniues right conduct for an individual
here aucl 110w, in the manuer just exemplified. Xo doubt if
l'ositiYe nncl I deal Law appear to me to di\'erge very·widely
- if (e.g.) I am convinced by political theory t,hat a fundamental clianbre in the law of property is <lt-sirnble-thii; con, iction is likely to influence my ,·iew of my mom) duty under
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the existing law; but the extent, of this influence is vague and
uncertain. Suppose I am a slave-owner in a society iu which
slavery is estnblishcll, and become con vineed that private
property in humau beings should be abolished by law: it does
not, therefol'C follow that I shall regard it as my moral
duty to set free my slaves at once. I may think immediate
general abolition of slavery not only hopeless, but even inexpedient for the slaYes themselves, who rec1nire a gmdual
education for freedom: so that it is better for Lhe present
to aim at legal changes that would cut off the worst evils of
slavery, and meanwhile to set an example of humane and consitleml,e treatment of bondsmen. Similar reasonings might he
applied to the abolition of private property in the instrnmeuLs
of production, or in appoinLmeu Ls to offices, civil or ecclesiastical.
Spcakiug geuemlly, the extent, Lo which poliLical ideals ought
to influence mora.l duty would seem to depeud partly 011 Lhe
apparent remoteness or n~arness of the prospect of realising
the ideal, parLly 011 it,s impernti \'eness, or the expediency of
immediate realisation: and the force at.tached to botll these
cousiderations is likely to vary with the political methou
adopted; so that it belongs to Politics rather than Ethics to
determine them more precisely.
To sum up: we have to distinguish clearly between two
questions: (1) how far the determination of right conduct for
au individual here and now ought, t,o be influene:ed by Posit,i,·e
Laws, and other commands of Government as actually established; and (2) how far it ought to be influenced by P olitical
Theory, as to the functions ,md struct11re of Government as it
ought to be. As regards the former, it clearly belongs to
Et.hies to determine the grounds and limits of obedience Lo
Government; and also the general conception of polit,ical du Ly,
so far as it goes beyond mere ohedieuce-,vit,h due recognition
of the large variations due to Urn rnryiug l)()litical conditions
of different slates. (A "good citizen" in the United States
";n reasonably form :. concept.ion of his actual poliLical dnt,y
widely divcrgunt from that, reasonably formed by a good
cit.izen in Russia.1) And this will be the primary business of
1 It may be dou!Jte<l whether tl1e l:1ttcr ought properly to bo termed a "good
citizen," an<l not rather" "faithful subject of the Ciar of llassia." But this
cloabt only illm,trates the divergence to which I nm drawins attention.
C
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Ethics so far as it deals with the political side of life. The
cliscnssion of political ideals will only come within its purview
in a more indefinite an<l indirect way, so far as such ideals
cannot but have some influence on the determination of
political duty under existing conditions.
~ 2. I haYe statetl the Relation of Ethics to Pohticsregardecl from an ethical point of view-that seems to
me to accord with the definition of the former subject
adopted in the preceding chapter. Some thinkers, however, take a view of Ethical Theory which involves a relation to Political Theory quite Llifferent from that just set
forth; regarding Theo.reticil]. or "Absolute" Ethics as properly
au i1l\'estigatiou uot of what onght to hP. ,lone hP.rn n.nrl
now, but of what ought to be the rules of behaviour in a
society of ideally perfect human beings. Thus the subjectmatter of our stuJy' would be dultbly ideal: as it would not
only prescribe what ought to be done as distinct from what
is, but what ought to be flone in a society that itself is 11ot,
but only ought to be.
In this view the conclusions of
Theoretical or" Absolute" Ethics would have as indirect and
uncertain a relation to the practical problems of actunl life
AS those of Theoretical Politics :-or even more so, as in sober
political theory it is commonly only the government and not
the governed society that is conceived in an ideal condition.
Still the two studies in·e not unlikely to blend in one theory
of ideal social relations ;-unless the ideal society is conceiYcd
as ha\'ing no need of government, so that Politics, in the
ordinary sense,1 vanishes altogether.
Those who take this view 2 ndcluce the analogy of Geometry
1

Sometimes, as before observeu, PoUtics appears to be used iu a wider seuse,

to denote the theory of ideal social relations, whether conceived to be established
through governmental coercion or otherwise.
2 In wl'iting this sectiou I hail prim....ily in view tho docti·ino set forth in
)Ir. Speueer·s Soci(ll Statics. As ~fr. Spencer has restated his view and replie<l
to my argttruents in his Data of Ethics, it is necessary for me to point out that
the first paragrapl1 of this section is uot directed against such a view of' Absolute' and 'Rclati.,e • Ethics as is gh·eu in the later treatise-which seems to me
to differ materially from the doctrine of Social Statics. In Soci,al Stat-ics it is
maiutaiuod not merely-as iu the Data, of Ethics-that Absolute Ethics which
"fonnulates normal conduct iu an ideal society" ought to "take preccdeuce of
Relative Ethics" ; but that Absolute Ethics is the only kind of Ethics with
which a philosophical moralist can posr,ibly concern himself. 'l'o quote .\Ir.
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to show thali Ethics ought to denl wiLh ideally pel'fect human
relations, jnst as Geometry treats of iueally straight lilies and
perfect circleR. Dut the irregular lines which ,ve meet with
in experience h,lYe spatial r elations which Geometry does not
ignore altogether; it can and 1loes ascertain them with a
sufficient degree of accuracy for vradical purpo~cs : though of
course they are more com1Jlex than those of perfectly straight
lines.
So in Astronomy, it wuuld be more convenient for
purposes uf study if the stars moYed in circles, as was once
believed : buL the fact that they move not in cirdes but in
ellipses, and <ffen in imperfect a nd perturbeLl ellipses, does not
take them out of the sphere of st:icutific: inYestigation : by
patience and industry ,rn lun-e leal'llt how to reduce to
principle:; and calculate eYeu theRe more complicated motions.
It may be useful for pm1loscs of ini:;truction to assume that
the planets rnove in perfect ellip~cs : lmL " ·hat we want, as
astronomers, to know is the actual motion of the star~, and
its causes: and similarly as moralists we naturally inquire
what oug ht to be done in the actun l world in which we liYe.
Ju neither case can we hope to repreRen t in our geuernl rcasouiugs the full complexity of Lhe actual consillernLions : but we
endea.;-our to O.J)proximate to it as clo$~ly as possible. It
is only so that we really grnpple wit,h t he q uestion tu which
maukincl generally require au ans\\·er: '"'hat is a man's duty
iu his present condition?' For it is too paradoxical to say
that the whole cluty of man is summe<.l lll' in the effort to
attnin nn i<lenl state of social rPlntious: aud uulcss we say
this, we must cleLermiue our duties tu i::xisting meu iu Yiew of
Speuccr', words:-" Any proposed system of morals which recognises existing
defects. and couu tena uccs acts made needful by tho:.u, s tamlssclf.cou1lcmncd. . . .
)lorn,! law . . . requires as its postulate that lll.imuu l.,eiugs be pc1feet. 'l'he
philosophical momlisl trCtLts solely of the straiuf,t mun . . . shows in "hat
relatiou~hip he stands to other strai~ht n1cu . . • a 1•roblcm in wl1ich a cruokc,l
mnu forms one of the elements, is insoluble hy him. ·· Svdrrl St((lics (chap. i.).
Still more definitely is lfolativc Ethics excluded in the followi ng passage of
the concluding chaJ•tcr of the fame treatise (the italics arc mine) :-" lt will
n ry likdy be nrge,l that, whereas the perfect 1110ml c<><le is con fessedly beyond
the fulfilmcut of imperfect nicn, sorue other code is uecdful for om· present guidn.ucc . . . to ,ay that the imperfect nmn re11uircs a moi-al co·le which recognises
his imperfection and allows for it, scem.s lit .first .~irJfit ,w,so11al,l,,. /Jut ii is nut
1w1lly so . . . a. sy,tcm of morals which shall rccO):,'lli~e rnau·s 1>resent illlJ>Crfectious all(l allow for f,h cm cannot 1,c ilc-ciscd; wul tcould l,c irsclcss ,f it C<Jt<«l be
,le t:-lsct.l."
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existing circumstances: and this is what the stuueut of Ethics
seeks to do in a systematic manner.
The inquiry into the morality of an ideal society can therefore be at best but a preliminary investigation, after which the
step from the ideal to the actual, iu accordance with reason,
remains to be taken. \Ve have to ask, then, how far such a
prelhnioary construction seems desirable. And in ausweriug
this we must tlistinguish the different methods of Ethics.
F or it is generally held by Iutuitionists that true morality
prescribes absolutely ,,·hat is in itself right, under all social
conditions; at least as far as determinate duties a~·e concerued: as (e.g.) that truth shonld always be spoken and
promises kept, and 'Justice be ,lone, t.hongh the sky should
fall.' And so far as this is held it would seem that there can
be no funcl.uueuLn.l distinction drawn, in the determination of
duty, between the actual state of society and au ideal state:
at any rate the general definition of (e.g.) Justice will be t.he
same for both, no less than its aLsolute stringency. Still
even an extreme Intuitionist woulu aumit that the details of
Justice aud other duties will vary "·ith social institutions :
and it is n plausible suggestion, I.hat if we can clearly contemplate as a pattern the " ausolute" Justice of an ideal
community, we shall be lJetter able to attain the merely
"relative" J nstice that is alone possible tmtler existing conditions. How far this is so, we shall be iu a better position
to judge when we ham examined the definition of Justice
from au Intuitional point of view.
The question takes a simpler form in the case of the
met.hod whicl.J proposes as au ultimate cud, and supreme
standard, Uni,·ersal IIapµin eSll.1 Here we h:we merely to
ask how far a systematic consideration of the social relations
of an ideally happy group of hmuau beings is likely to afford
guidauce in our efforts to promote human happiness here and
now. I shall uot at present deny that this task might usefully be includetl in an exhaustive study of this n1ethod.
1 I omit, for the present, the consideration of the ruethod which takeo
Pel'fection as an ultimate cn,l : since, as has been before obsen•t d, it is hardly
possible to discuss this satisfactol'i ly, in relation to the present question, until
it has bceu somewhat more clearly distinguished from tLe ordinary lntuitional
Method.
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Dut it, cau easily be shown that it, is involved in serious
difficulties.
}'or as in ordinary deliberation we ha,·e to consider what
is best uuder certain conditions of human life, internal oL·
extemal, so we mnsL do this in contemplating the ideal society.
\Ye require to contem1)late not so much the end supposed to be
attained-which is simply the most pleasant consciousness
conceivable, lasting as long anll as uninterruptedly as llossil,le
-but rather some method ~f realising it, pursued by human
beings; and these, flgain, mnst he conceived as existing under
conditions not too remote from our O\rn, so that we can at
least eudeaYour to imitate thern. Aml for this we must know
how fru· our present circumstances are modifiable; a very
difficult question, as tho constructions which haYe actually
been made of such ideal societies show. l~or example, the
Rep~tUic of rla.to i,eems in many respects sufficiently divergent
from the reality, and yet he con templates war as a permanent
unalterahlo fact, to he providccl for in tho ideal stat.e, a.nd
indeed such provision seems the predomi11m1i aim of his construction; whereas the soberest modern utopia would certainly
incl ude the s uppression of war. Indeed the ideal will often
seem to diverge in diametrically opposite directions from the
actual, according to the line of imagined change which we
happen to adopt, in om visionary flight from present evils.
For example, pennanf nt marriage -unions now cause some
unhavpiuess, bec.1use conjngal affection is not always l)ermancnt ; but they arc thought to be ncct3ssary, partly to protect
men and women from vagaries of passion peruicions to thmnselves, hut chie:lly iu order to the better rearing of children.
~ow it may seem to some that in an ideal state of society we
could trust more to parental affections, and require less to
control i,he natunil J..ilay of emotion between the sexes, and
that 'Free Love ' is therefore tht ideal ; while others wouhl
maintain t hat pen11ane11ce in conjugal atrectiou is natnral and
nornial, aml that any exceptions to this rnle must be s upposed
to <lisappear as we approximate to the ideal. Again, t he
happiness enjoye1l in om· actual society i;eems rnuc:11 diminished
hy the unequal 1listrihution of the means of hnppi11ess, an<l
the 1livision of mankind into rich and })Oor. Dui we c.111
conceive this evil removed in two qui te ,liflerent wn.ys: either
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by an increased disposition on the part of the rich to redistribut:c their slrnre, or by such social arrangements as would
euable t,he poor t,o secure more for themselves. In the one
case the ideal inrnh-es a great extension and systematisation
of the arbitrary and casual almsgiving that now goes on: in
the other case, its extiuction.
In short, it seems that when we abandon the firm ground
of actual society we have an illimitable cloudland surrounding
us on all sides, in which we may construct any variety of
pattern states; but no definite ideal to which the actual undeniably approximates, as the straight lines and circles of the
acl,ual physical worltl approximate to those of scientific geometry.
It may be said, however, tha~ we can reduce Lliis n1rieLy by
studying the past history of mankind, as this will enable us to
predict to some extent their future manner of existence. nut
even so it does not appear that we shall gain much definite
guidance for our present conduct. For let us make the most
favourable suppositions that we can, and such as soar even
above the confidence of the most dogmatic of scientific
historians. Let us assume that the process of human history
is a progress of mankind towards ever greater happiness. Let
us assume further that we can not only fix certain limits
within which t.he future social condition of mankind must
lie, but even determine in detail the mutual relations of the
different elements of the future community, so as to view in
clear outline the rules of behaviour, by observing which they
will ntt::i.in t.hP. nir1.xi111urn of h:=ippiness. It still remnins quite
doubtful how far it would be desirable for us to imitate these
rules in Lhe circumstances in which we now live. For this
foreknown social order is ex hypothesi only presented as a more
advanced stage in our social progress, nnd not as a typo or
pattern which wo ought to make a struggle to realise
approximately at nn earlier stage.
H ow far it shonld lie
taken n.s such a pattern, is a question which would still haye
to be determined, and in the consideration of it the efiects of
our actions on t.he existing generation would after all be the
most important element.1
1 Some further consi<lera tion of this (J\testiou will be founcl iu a subsequent
chapter. Cf. Book iv. chap. h •. § 2.
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CH APTER V
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JUSTICE

§ l. '\VE have seen that in delineating the outline of duty,
as intuitively recognised, we have to attempt to give to
common terms a definite and precise meaning. 1'his process
of definition always requires some reflection and care, and is
sometimes one of considerable difficulty. But there is no case
where the difficulty is greater, or the result more disputed,
than when we try to define J ustice.
Before making the attempt, it may be as well to remind
the reader what it is that we have to do. "\Ve have not to
inquire into the derivation of the notion of JusLice, as we are
not now studying the history of our ethical thought, but its
actual condition. Nor can we profess to furnish a definition
which will correspond to every part of the common usa.:,ae of
the term ; for many persons are undoubtedly vague and loose
in their application of cunent moral notions. But it is an
assumption of the Intuitional method 1 that the term 'justice'
deuotes a quality which it is ultimately desirable to realise in
the conduct and social relations of men ; and that a definition
may be given of this which will l>e accepted by all competent
judges as presenting, in a clear and explicit form, what they
have always meant by the term, though perhaps implicitly and
vaguely. In seeking such a definition we may, so to speak,
clip the ragged edge of common usage, but we must not make
excision of any considerable portion.2

1

1 Bow fa.ran independent principle of Justice is required for the Utilitarian
method will be hereafter cowidered. (Book iv. chap. i.)
~ Aristotle, in expounding the Yirtue of A,Ka,o,;6v11, which corresponds to our
Justice, notices that the word lias two meanings ; in the wider of which it
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Perhaps the first point that strikes us when we reflect
upon our notion of Justice is its connexion with Law. There
is no doubt that just conduct is to a great extent determined
by Law, and in certain applications the two terms seem
interchangeable. Thus we speak indifferently of' Law ConrLs'
and' Courts of Justice,' and when a private citizen demands
Justice, or his just righLs, he commonly means t.o demand that
L.tw should: be canied into effect. Still reflection shows that
we do not mean by Justice merely conformity to Law. For,
first, we do not always call the violators of law unjust, but
only of some Laws: not, for example, duellists or gamulers.
Aud secondly, we often judge that Law as it exists does not
completely realise Justice; our notion of J usticc fmnishcs a
standard with which we compare actual laws, and pl'Onounce
them just or unjust. And, thirdly, there is a part of just
conduct which lies outside the sphere even of Law as it ought
to Le; for example, we think that a father may be just or
unjust to his children in matters where the law leaves (and
ought to leave) him free.
We must theu distinguish Justice from what has been
called the virtue or duty of Order, or Law-observance: and
perhaps, if we examine the points of divergence just mentioned,
we shall be led t.o the true definition of Justice.
Let us therefore first ask, Of what kind of laws is the
observance gcnemlly thought to be a realisation of Justice?
In most cases they might be described as laws which define
and secure the interests of assignable individuals. But this
description is not complete, as J nstice is admittedly concerned
in the apportionment of adequate punishment to each offender;
though we should not say that a man had au interest in the
adequacy of his punishment. Let u11 say, then, that the laws
in which Justice is or ought to Le realised, are laws which
distribute and allot to individuals either objects of desire,
includes in a manner all Virtue, or at any rate the social side or aspect of Yirtne
generally. Tbe wo1'Cl •Justice' does not "ppear to be used in English in this
comprehensi\'e manner (except occasionally in religious writings, from the inllucncc of the Greek word as used in the Xew Testament): although the ,·erb "to
justify" seems to ha,·e this wi•lth of meaning; for when I say that one i'> "jn~ti•
ficd" in doing so and so, I mean no more than that such coucluct is right ror him.
In the present discussion, at any rate, l hM·e confined my$elf to the more precise
signification or the t erm.
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liberties aud privileges, or burdens aud restraints, or even pains
as such. These latter, however, are only allotted by law to
persons ·who have broken other laws. A11d as all law is
enforced by penalties, we see how the administratio11 of law
g&nerally may be viewed as the administration of J ustice, iu
accordance with this definition : not because all laws are primarily ancl in their first intention distributive, but because the
execution of law generally involves the due allotment of pains
and losses and restraints to the persons who violate it. Or,
more precisely, we should say that this legal distribution oi19ht
to realise Justice, for we have seeu that it may fail to do so.
'\Ve have next to ask, therefore, '\Vhnt conditions must laws fulfil
in order that they may be just in theil' dist1·ilJutiYe effects 1
H ere, howernr, it may seem that we are transgressing the
lin1it which divides Ethics from Politics: for Ethics is primarily
concerned with the rules which ought to gornrn the private
couduct of individuals; and it is commonl y thought that
private persons ought to obey emu la\vs that they regard as
unjust, if established by lawful authority. Still, this is doubted
in the case of laws that seem extremely nnjnst: as (e.g.) the
Fugitive Slave law in the United States before the rebellion.
At any rate it seems desirable that we should here digress
somewhat into political discussion; partly in order to elucidate
the notion of Justice, which seems to be essentially the same
in both regions, and partly because it is of great practical
importance t,o individuals, in rcgulati11g priYate conduct beyond
I.he range of Law-observance, to know whether the laws and
established order of the society in which they live are just or
unjust.
Xow perhaps the most obYious and commonly recognised
characteristic of just laws is that they are Equal : and in some
departments of legislation, at least, the common notion of
Justice seems to be exhaustively expressed by that of Equality.
It is conunonly thought, for example, that a system of taxation
would be perfectly just if it imposed exactly equal burdens
upon all: 1 aud though this 11otion of 'equal bmtleu ' is itself
somewhat difficult to define with the tJrecisiou required for
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I ought to say that, in my view, this only applies to taxes in the narrower
sense in which they are distingnished from payments for sen·ices received by
iudi"iduals from Government. In the case of these latter, I concehe that Justice
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practical application, still we may say that Justice here is
thought to resolYe itself into a. kind of equality. However,
we canuot affirm generally that all laws ought to affect all
persons equally, for this would leave no place for any laws
allotting special privileges and burdens to special classes of the
community; but we <lo not think tdl such laws uoccssarily
unjust: e.g. we think it not unjust that only persons appointed
in a certain way should share in legislatio11, and that mcu
should be forced to fight for their country but not women.
Hence some haYe said that the only sense in which justice
requires a law to be equal is that its execution must affect
equally all the indiYicluals belonging to any of the classes
specified in Lhe law. And uo doubt this rule excludes a very .
real kind of injustice: it is of the highest importance that judges
and administ,rators should never be persuaded by mouey or
otherwise to show 'respect of persons.' So much equality,
however, is involved in the very notion of a law, if it be
couched in geuernl terms : and it is plain that laws may be
equally executed and yet unjust: for exam1)le, we should
consider a law unjust wl1ich compelled only red-haired men
to serve in the army, even though it were applied with the
strictest impartiality to all reel-haired men. "\Vc must therefore conclude, that, in laying down the law no less than in
carrying it out, all inequality 1 affecting the interests of
individuals which appears arbitrary, and for which no sttfficient
is rather held to lie iu duly proportiouing pa.,me11t to amount of~ervice received.
Snmn p<lT>\OnR hav~ held that all paymnnts 1uade to Govcrument ought to be
determined on tl1is princi1,le : and this view se~ms to me to be consistent with
the individualistic ideal of political order, which I shall presently examine : but,
as I luwo elsewhere tried to show (Prine. of l'ol. Econ. Book iii. chap. viii.),
there is an imporuint department of Governmental expenditure to which this
principle is not applirable.
1 It may be well to uotice a case in which tl10 very equality of applicatiou,
which is, as has been said, implied in the mere idea of a law couched in general
terms, is felt to be unjust. 'l'his is the caso where the words of a statute,
either from being carelessly drawn, or 011 account of the inevitable defects of
c1·eu the most precise terminology, include (or exclude) persons and circUlll·
stances which are clearly not included iu (oi- excluded from) the real intent and
purpose of the law. In this caso a particula1· decision, strictly in accordance
with a law whicl1 generally considered is just, niay cause extreme injustice:
aud so the difference between actual Law and Justice is sharply brnught out.
Still we cannot in this way obtain principles for judging generally of the justice
of laws.
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reason can be given, is held to be unjust. But we have
still to ask, whnt, kind of reasons for inequality Justice admits
and from what general principle (or principles) all such reasons
are to be deduced ?
§ 2. Perhaps we shall find it easier to answer this quest.ion,
if we examine the notion of Justice as applied to that part of
private conduct which lies beyond the sphel"e of law. H ere,
again, we may observe that the notion of Justice ahvays
involves allotment of something considered as advantageous or
diRadvantageouR: whether it be money or other material means
of happiness; or praise, or affection, or _other immaterial good,
or some merited pain or loss. Hence I should answer the
question raised in the preceding chapter (§ 3), as to the
classification of the duties there discussed under the heads
of ,Justice and Benevolence respectively, by saying that the
fulfilment of any duty of the affections, considered by itself,
does not exemplify J nstice : but that when we come to compare the obligations arising out of different affectionate relations, and to consider the right allotment of love and kind
services, the notion of Justice becomes applicable. In order
to arrauge this allotment properly we have to inquire what is
Just. ,v1ui.t then do we wean by a just man in matters where
law-observance does not enter? It is natural to reply that we
mean an impartial man, one who seeks with equal care to satisfy
all claims which he recognises as valid and does not let himself
be unduly influenced by personal preferences. Aud this seems
an adequate account of the virtue of justice so far as we consider it merely subjectively, and iudepentlently of the intellectual im,ight required for the realieation of objective justice in
action: if we neglect to give due consideration to any claim
wl1ich we rogarcl as reasonable, our action cannot be just in
intention. This definition suffice!! to exclude wilful injustice:
but it is obvious that it tloes not give uG a sufficient criterion
of just ads, any more than the absence of arbitrary inequality
was found to he a sufficient criterion of just laws. 1 vVe waut
to know what are reasouable claims.

'

I

1 It should be observed that wo cannot even say, in treating of the private
concluct of individn>Lls, that flll arbitrary i11eqnality is recognised a.s unjust: it
would not be commouly thought unjust iu a rich bachelor with no near relatives
to leaxe the bulk of liis property in pro,,iding pensions exclusively for indigent
red-haired men, however unreasonable and capricious the choice might appear.
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Well, of these the most important-apart from the claims
discussed in the preceding chapter-seems to l1e that resulting
from contract. This is to a certain extent enforced by law: but
it is clear to us that a just man will keep engagements generally,
even when there may be no legal penalty attached to their
violation. T he exact definition of this duty, and its commonly
admitted qualifications, will be discusf:ed in the next chapter:
but of its general bindingness Common Sense has no doubt.
1'\u-ther, we include under the idea of binding engagements
not merely verbal promises, but also what are called 'implied
contracts' or 'tacit understandings.' But this latter terru is
a difficult one to keep precise: aml, iu fact, is often used to
include not only the case where A has iu some way positively
implied a pledge to B, but also the case where E has certain
expectations of \\'hich A is aware. Here, ho,Yever, the obligation is uot so clear : for it would hardly be said that a man is
bound to dispel all erroneous expectations that he may know to
be formed respecting his conduct, at the risk of being required
to fulfil them. Still, if the expectation was such as mo~t
persons wottld form under the circurnstauces, there seems to be
some sort of moral obligation to fulfil it, if it docs not conflict
with other duties, though the obligation seems less definite and
stringent than that arising out of contract. Indeed I think we
may say that Justice is generally, though somewhat vaguely,
held to prescribe the ful film en t of nil such expectations (of
services, etc.) as arise nntmally mid normally out of the relations,
voluntary or involuntary, in which we stand towards other
human beings. Dnt tl1e discussions in the preceding chapter
have shown the difficulty of definiug even those duties of this
kind which, in an indefinite form, sEemed certain and indisputable : while others are only defined by customs which to
reHection appear arLitrnry. And though while these customs
persist, the expectations springing from them are in a certain
sense natural, so that a just man seems to be u11der a kind of
obligation to fulfil them, this obligation cannot be regarded as
clear or complete, for two reasons that were given in the last
chapter; first, because customs are continually varyiug, autl as
long as any one is in a state of variation, growing or decayiug,
the validity of the customary claim is obviously <lou l,tful; a11d
secondly, because it docs not seem right that an irrational a11d
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inexpedient custom should last for ever, and yet it can only be
abolished by being "more honomed in the breach than in the
observance."
This line of reflection therefore has lanclccl ns in a real
perplexity respectiug the department of duty which we are at
vresent exammrng. Justice is somethi11g that we conceive to
be intrinsically capable of perfectly definite determination: a
scrupulously just man, we think, must be very exact ancl precise in his conduct. But when we consider that part of Justice
which consists in satisfying such natural and customary claims
as arise independently of contract, it seems impossible to
estimate these claims with any exactness. The attempt to map
out the region of Justice reveals to ns 11 srwt of margin or dim
borderland, tenanted by expectations which are not quite claims
and with regard to which we do not feel sure whether Justice
does or does not require us to satisfy them. For the ordinary
actions of men proceed on the expootation that the future \\ill
resemble the past : hence it seems natural to expect that any
particular man will do as others do in similar circumstances,
antl, still more, t,hat he will continue to do whntcYer he has
hitherto been in the habit of doing; accordingly his fellow-men
are inclined to think themselves wronged by his suddenly
omitting any customary or habitual act, if the omission causes
them loss or incouveuience.1 On the other l1ancl, if a man has
given no pledge to maintain a custom or habit, it seems hard
that he should be bound by the unwarranted expectations of
others. In this perplexity, common sense often appears to
decide clilferently cases similar in all rnspects, except in the
quantity of disappointment caused by the change. For instance,
if a poor man were to leave one tradesman and deal with
another because the first had tm-n,;d Quaker, we should hardly
call it an act of injustice, however unreasonable we might think
it: but if a rich country gentleman were to act similarly towards
a poor neighbour, many persons would say that it was unjust
persecntion.
The difficulty just pointed out extends equally to the duties
of kindness-even to the specially stringent and sacred duties
1 It may be observed that somotimesclaims generated in this way haYe legal
Yalidity ; as when a right of way is established without express permission uf
the landowner, merely by his continued indulgence.
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of the domestic affections aud gratitude-discussed in the
1w<wious chapter. vYc cannot get any new principle for settling
auy conflict that may present itself among such duties, by asking
'what J ustice requires of us': the application of the notion of
Justice only leads us to view the problem in a new aspect-as
a questiou of the right disfribittion of kiud services-it does
not help us to solve it. Had we clc.c·u· and precise intuitive
principles for determining the claims (e.g.) of parents on children,
children on parents, benefactors on the recipients of their brncfits,
we might say exactly at what point or to what extent the satisfactiou of one of tlrnse claims ought in justice to be postponed
to the satisfaction of another, or to any worthy aim of a clitforcnt
kind: but I know no method of determining a problem of this
kind which is not either implicitly utilitarian, or arbi tmrily
tlogmatic, aud unsupported by Common Sense.
~ 3. If now we turn again Lo the political question, from
which we tli,·erged, we sec that we have obtained from the
preccdiug discussion one of the criteria of the justice of laws
which we were seeking- viz. that they must aYoid running
counter to natural and normal expectations-: but we sec ,tt
the same time that the criterion cannot be made tlcfinite in its
application to priYate conduct, and it is easy to sho,r that there
is the same indefiniteness and consequent dilliculty in applying
it to legislation. For Law itself is a main source of naturnl
expectations; and, siuce iu ordinary times the altemtious in
law arc very small in proportion to the amount unaltered, there
is always a natural expectation that the existing laws will be
maintaiued : aud although this is, of course, an indefinite and
uncertain expc<:tation in a society like ours, where laws are
continually being altered by lawful authority, it is suHicieut,
for people iu general to rely upon in arranging their conccrnR,
investing t,heir money, choosing their place of abode, their trade
and profession, etc. Hence when su<:h expectations are disappointed by a change in the law, the disappointed persons
complain of injustice, and it is to some exteut admitted that
justice requires t.liat Lhey should be compensated for the loss
thus incurred. But such expectations are of all degrees of
definiteness and importance, aud generally extend more widely
as they decrease in value, like the ripples nmtle by throwing
a stone into a. pond, so that it is practically impossible to
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compensate them all : at the same time, I know no intuitive
pri nciple by whic]1 we could separate valid claims from invalid,
and distinguish injustice from simple hardship.1
But even if this difficulty were overcome further reflection
must, I think, show that the cri terion above girnn is incomplete
or imperfectly stated: otherwise it would appear that no old
law could be unjust, since laws that have existed for a long time
must create corresponding expectations. But this is contrary to
Common Sense: as we are continually becoming convinced that
old laws are unjust (e.g. laws establishing slavery): indeed, this
continually recurring conviction seems to be one of the great
sources of change in the laws of a progressirn society.
Perhaps we may say that thern are uatm-al expectations
which grow up from oLher elements of the social order, independent of and so possibly contlicting with laws: and that
we call rules unjust which go counter to these. Thus e.g.
primogeniture appears to many unjust, because all the landowner's children are brought up in equally luxmious habits,
and share equally the paternal care and expenditure, and so the
inequality of inheritance seems pnradoxical and harsh. Still,
we cannot explain e,ery ~ase i1~ this way: for example, the
conviction that slavery is tmjust can hardly be traced to anything in the established order of the slave-holding society, but
seems to arise in a different way.
The truth is, this notion of ' natural expectations' is worse
than indefinite: the ambiguity of the term conceals a fundamental conflict of ideas, which appears more profound and
far-reaching in its consequences the more we examine it. For
the word ' uatm'ttl,' as used in this coune.xio11, coyers antl
conceals the whole chasm Letweeu the actmtl and the ide.-1,l what is and what ought to be. As we before noticed,2 the
term seems, as ordinarily used, to contain the distinct ideas of
(1) the common as opposed to the exceptional, and (:2) the
original or primitive as contrasted with the result of later
1 This is the case even, as I say, when laws are alterer! ]awfully: still more
after any exceptional crisis at which there has occurred a rupture of political
order: for then the legal claims arising out of the new order which is thus
rnoted in disorder coullict with those previously established iu a mauucr which
admits of no theoretical solt1tiou: it can ouly be settled by a rou;;h practical
compromise. See nexl, chapter, § 3.
2 Book i. chap. d. § 2
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<.:onventious antl institutions. Dut it is also used Lo signify,
in more or less indefinite combiuat,ion with one or other of
these meauings,' what would exis t, in an ideal state of society.'
.Aml it is eiIBy to see how these different meanings have been
blended aud confounded. :F or since by 'Kature' men haYe
really meaut God, or God Yiewetl in a part,icular a.s11eet-Cocl,
we may say, a.s known to us iu experience-when t,hey ha\'e
come to conceive a bet,ter state of things than that which
actually exists, Lhey have not only regarded tl1is ideal state
as really exhiliiting the Diviue purposes more than the actual,
and as being so far more ' natural ': but they have goue
further, and supposed more or less definitely that t,his ideal
state of things must he what Goel originaJly created, and that
the defects recognisable in whal, uow exists must be due to
the deteriorating action of men. Dut if we dismiss t,his laLLer
dew, as unsupported by historical cvidunce, \\'e recognise more
i,lninly the contrnst and conflict between I.he other two me:tnings of 'nattm1l,' and the correspouding discrepancy lletwcc11
the two clements of the common notion of J nsticc. For, from
one point of view, we are disposed Lo thiuk that, the c11stomai·y
distribution of rights, goods, aml privileges, as well as burdens
and pnins, is natmal and jnsL, nncl that this ought to be
maint.aiuccl by law, as it usually is: while, from anot.her point
of \'iew, we seem to recognise an ideal system of rules of distrilmtion \\'hich ought to exist, but perhaps have ne\·cr yet cxisred,
nnd we consider laws Lo be just in proportion as they conform
1,0 this ideal.
It is the reconciliation between Lhese L\\'o views
whi<.:h is the chief problem of political Justicc.1
On wlrn,t principles, then, is the icleal Lo be determined ?
This is, in fact, the r1uestiou which has lJcen chielly in view
from the outseL of the chapter ; hut, we could not satisfactorily cliscu~ it until we had diHLinguishccl the two elements
of .rnstic:e, as commonly conceived-,:me eonserYa.LiYe of la\\'
and custom, an<l the other tending to reform them. It is on
this latter thaL we shall now conc:cul,mte our attention.
·when, however, we examine this ideal, as it seems Lo show
1 It is oharact.cristi(\ of an 1111progrcssivc society that in it these two poiuts
of view are illllistinguishalolc; tho Jnral l,lcal absolutely coinci<lcs wiLh tho
Cust omary, a11<l socfoJ perfection is imagined to consist in the perfent obscr\'a11cc
of 11. tr:ulitioual system of rules.
T
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itself iu the minds of different men in different ages aud
countries, we observe various forms of it, which it is important
to distinguish.
Tu tlle first place, it must be noticed that an ideal consiitution of society may be conceived and sought with many other
ends i n view besides t.he right clistrilmtion of good and evil
among the individual s Lhat compose it: as (e.y.) wit,h a
view to conquest auu success in war, or to the development of
industry and commerce, or to the highest possible cultivation
of the arts and sciences. But any such political ideal as this
is beyoud the range of our present cousideratiou, as it is not
constructed on Urn basis of our common notion of Justice.
Our pr esent question is, Are there any clear principles from
which we may work out an ideally just distrilrntio11 of rights
and privileges, burdens aud pains, amoug human beings as such ?
There is a wide-spread view, tliat in order to make society just
certain Natural nights should be conceded to all membel'S of
the community, and that positive h.1.w shonhl at least embody
and protect these, whatever other regulaLions it may contain:
but it is difficult to find in Common Sense any definite agreement in the cmuueration of these Natural High ts, still less any
clear principles from wltich they ciin be systematically deduced.
§ 4. There is, however, one mode of systematising these
Rights and Lringing them under one principle, which has been
maintained by influential thinkers; and which, though now
perhaps somewhat a11tiquated, is still sufficiently current to
deserve careful examination. It has been held that l<'reeclom
from interference is really the whole of what human beings,
originally and apar t from contracts, can be strictly said to
owe to each other: at any rate, that the protection of this
Freedom (including the enforcement of Free Contract) is the
so~e proper aim of Law, i.e. of tho;;e rules of mutual behaYiour
which are maintained by penalties inflicted nuder the authority
of Government. All natural Right.~, on this view, may be
summed up in the Hight to Freedom; so that the cowplete
and universal esutblishment of this Right would be t,he complete realisation of J usticc,- the Equality at which J nstice is
thought to aim !Jeing int.erpreted as Equality of Freedom.
Now when I contemplate this as an abstract formula,
though 1 cannot say that it is self-evident to me as the true
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funclamcntal principle of Ideal Law, I admit Lhat it commends
itf:c!f muc:h Lo my mind; ancl I might 11crhaps persuade myself that it is owing to the defect of my faculty of moral (or
jural) intuition that T fail to see iLs self-evidence. :Uut when
I cHdca rnu.r to bring it into closer relation to the actual circumstrmccs of human society, it soon comes to wear a diflereut
aspect.
Ju the first place, it seems obviously needful to limit the
extent of' its applicnLion. For it involves the negative principle
that no one should be cocrcc,l for his own goo<l nlo11c; but uo
one would gnwcly argue that Lhis ought to be applicu to the
case of chiltlrcn, or of illiots, or insnue persons. But il' so, cau
we kuow a 11ri01·i that it ought to be applied to all sane adults?
siuec the aboYe-mcntioncd cxeepLious arc commonly justified
011 the ground that chiklrc11, eLc., will mauifesLlr be Leiter olJ if
they arc forced to do aud abstain as others think best for them ;
and it is, at least, not intuitively certain that the s;iruc argumeut cloes not apply to the majority of mankind in the present
state of tlwir intellccl,ual progress. Indeed, ·it is often coucoded by tlrn advocates of this principle that it docs not hol<l
ti,·cu iu respect of adults in n low state of cidlisation. nut if
so, wliat criterion can be given for its applicaLiou, except that
it nmst be applied wherc,·er human beings are suthcieutly
intelligent Lo provide for themseln:s better thnn others would
provide for them? nud thus the principle would prc~cnt itself
not as absolute, buL merely a subordiuaLc upplica tio11 of Llw
wider principle of aiming at the f:,<eueml happiness or wellhcing of uumkind.
ll11t, again, the term l ~rccdom is au1bigttous. lf wc
intc11lrct it strictly, as 111eauiug :Frec1lom of Action alone, the
pri11ciple seems to allow auy amount of mutual n.nnoyan<:e
except coustraint. .But obviously no one would be satisfied·
with such }'rce<lom as Ll1is. If, however, we include iu the
idea abseuce of pain and am1oy1mcc inflicted by others, it
becomes at once evident that we l:mmot prohibit all :mch
a1111oy,,11ccs without restraining frect\0111 of action to a degree
that would he intolerable; since there is scarcely any gratilicatiou of a man's 1rntmnl impnlsr.s which may not cause some
annoyance to others. ITcucc iu distinguishing the rnut.nal
auuoyauces Lhat ought to be allo,vcd from those that must be
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prohil.iit,ed we seem forced to balance the evils of constraint
against pain and loss of a diffe1·ent kind: while if we admit
the Utilitarian criterion so far, it is difficult to maintain that
annoyance to individuals is never to be permitted in order to
attain any positive good result, but only to preYent more
serious annoyance.
Thirdly, in order to render a social construction possiule ou
this basis, we must assume that the right to Freedom in(•ludes
the right to limit one's freedom by contract; and that such
contracts, if they are really voluntary and not outaine<l by
fraud or force, and if they do not violate the freedom of
others, are to be enforced by legal penalties. But I cannot
see that enforcement of Contracts is strictly included in tlrn
notion of realising Freedom ; for a man seems to be most
completely free when no one of his volitions is allowed to
have any eITect iu causing the external coercion of any other.
[f, again, this right of limiting Freedom is itself unlimited, a
man might thus freely contract himself out of freedom into
slavery, so that the principle of freedom would turn out
suicidal; and yet to deduce from this principle a limited
right of limiting freedom by contract seems clearly impossible.1
But if it be difficult to define freedom ns an ideal to be
realised in the merely persoual relations of humun beings, the
clifftculty is increased when we consider the relation of men to
the material means of life and happiness.
}'or it is commonly thought that the individual's right to
Freedom includes Lhe right of appropriating material things.
But, if Freedom be uuclerstoo<l strictly, I do 11ot see that it
implies more tlmn his right to non-interference while actually
using such things as can ouly be used 1,y one person at once:
the right to prevent others from using at any future time auytl1ing that an intliviclual has once seized ;.eems an interfere11P.P.
with the free action of others beyond what is needed to secure
t!Je freedom, strictly speaking, of the appropriator. It may
perhaps be said that a man, in appropriating a particular thing,
does not interfere with the freedom of others, because the rest
1 This question, how far the conce11tio11 of Freedom involves unlimited right
to limit Freedom by free contract, will meet us again in t!Je next chapter, when
we consider the general duty of obcdicuce to Law.
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of Lhe worhl is still open Lo Lhem. nnL other;; may \Yant, just
what he has a1,propriate<l : aud they 111ay noL be able to fiud
auything so goocl al all, or at least wilhouL rnuc:b labour and
search; for many of t,he insLrumeuLs and mateifals of comfortable living arc limited in quautity. This urgumeul applies
especially to property in laud: aud il is Lo ue obserred that, in
this case, Lhere is a further d itfieulLy in cletermiuiug how mnch
a mau is to be allowed Lo appropriate uy ' first occupat.ion.' If
iL be said Lhat a man is Lo l.,e uuclersloocl to occupy whaL be is
aule lo use, the answer is obvious Lha.L t,he use of land by any
indiddual may nu-y almost ill(lefinilely in extent, while (lirninish iug proportionally in intensity. For iustanro, it would surely
be a paradoxical detlm:Lion from the principle of i •'reedom tu
maintain that au indiYidual ha<l a right lo exc:lucle others from
pasturing sheep on any part of llie lautl oYor which his hunting
expeditions couhl exleucl.1 But i f so can it ue clear thaL a
shepherd has such a righL againi:;t one who wishes to Lill the
land, or LhaL oue who is using Lhc surface has a right to exclude
a would-be minor?
I do noL sec how t,ho deduction is Lo be
made ouL. Again, i.l may be disputed whether Lhe right of
l'roperly, as t,hus cleri,·ccl, is to include Lhe right of controlling
the diP.posal of one's posfiCssions afler clealh. For this to most
persons seems uaLurally uouml up with ownership: ycl it is
paradoxical to say t,haL we inLt•rfcre with a man's free1lom of
action by nnytltiug LLaL we may Lio afLer his deat,h lo what he
owned during his life: ftllll jurists 11am often LreaLed LhiR
right, as purely conventional and not, t,hcrefore included ill
' uatnral Jaw.'
Other tlilliculties 111ighl be raised: hut, we neetl noL pmsue
them, for if ]:'reedom be L,tken simply lo mean that oue man'i:;
actions arc Lo be as little as pussil,le rcst,rai11ctl by oLhers, it is
obviom1ly more fully realised withunL appropriation. And if iL
be said U1aL it inc:ludes, besirle this, fn-.:ility allll security in the
gratification of Llcsirc.'i, a.ud lhaL iL is Frcedolll in this sense tliaL
we think i;liould ue equally LlislributeLl, n.ml LhaL Lhis cannot lJe
n•aliscd wi thuul appropriation ; then it 111ay he l'eplicd, that iu
u ~ociety where nearly all material things are alrca,ly nppro1 I t has ollo11 been urger! as ajnslific:ilion forcxpropriatiug sarnges from tho
lnud of n--w colonies that tril,es of hunters h,we l'~ally 110 morn! ri:,,ht lo properly
iu the soil 1n·cr which they hunt.
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priated, this kind of .Freedom is not and cannot be equally
llistributcd. A man born into such a society, without inheritance, is not only far less free than those who possess property,
but he is less free than if there hnd been no appropriation. I t
may be said 1 that, having freedom of eoutmct, he will give his
services in exchange for the means of satisfying his wants; aml
that this exchange must necessarily gi,·c him more than he
could have got if he hnd been placed in the world by himself;
that, in fact, any human society always renders the part of the
earth that it inhabits more capable of affording gratification
of desires to each and n.11 of its later-born mem bcrs than
it woulcl otherwise be. Rut however true this may be as a
;;cnernl rule, it is obviously not so in all cases: as men are sometimes unable Lo sell their services at all, and often can only
obtain in exchange for them an insufficient subsistence. Arni,
even granting it to be true, it does not prove that soci&ty, hy
appropriation, has not interfered with the natural freedom of
its poorer members : but only that it compensiites them for
snch interference, and that the compensation is adequate : and
it must be evident tluit if compensation in the form of material commodities can be justly given for an en<:road1me11t. on
Freedom, the realisation of Freedom cannot be the one ttltimate
encl of distributive J nstice.
§ 5. It seems, then, that though }'rcedom is an object of
keen and general desire, and a11 important source of happiness,
both in itself and inuirectly from the satisfaction of natural
impulses which it allows, the att.cmpt to make it the fundamental notion of theoretical ,J nrisprudcncc fa attended \\'ith
insuperable difficulties: and that even the ~atnral nights
which it claims to cover cannot bci brought under it except in
a Yery forced and arbitrary manncr.2 But further, eYen if this
were otherwise, an equal tlistrilrntion of :Freedom does not
seem to exhaust our notion of .Justice. Ideal .Justice, as we
commonly conceive it, seems to demand that not only ]freedom
bnt all other benefits and burdens shoultl be distrilmtell, if not
1 Thi~ is the argument used by opti111istic political economists such as
Hasti3t.
2 The further consideration of Political Freedom, with which we shall be
occupied in the next cl1apter. will n!Tord additional illustrations of the difficulties
in,·olvcd in the notion.
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equally, at any mte justly,-Jnsticc iu distrilmtion being
regarded as not identical with Equality, but merely exclusiYc
of arbitrary inequality.
How, then, shall we find the principle of this highest and
most comprehensive ideal ?
·we shall be led to it, I think, by referring again to one of
the gronuds of obligation to rc1Hlcr scn·iccs, which was noticed
in the last chapter: the claim of Gratitude. It there appeared
that we have not only a natural im1mlse to rcq uite benefits,
but also a conviction that cuch requital is a duty, and its
omission bb.mcworthy, to some extent at least; though we find
it diflicul t to define the extent. :Xow it seems that when we,
so to say, unirerscilise this impulse and couvictiou, we get the
clement in the common Yiew of Justice, which we are now
trying to define. }'or if we take the proposition 'that good
clone to any iudiYidual ought to be rnquitell by him,' and leave
out the relation to the individual in either term of the proposition, we seem to have an equally strong conviction of Lhe truth
of the more geneml statement 'that good deeds ought to be
requited.' 1 And if we ta.kc into consideration all the dilforeut
kinds and degrees of sen·iccs, upon the mutual cxcha.nge of
which society is based, we get the proposition 'that men ought
to be remtnlcd iu proportiou to their deserts.' .And this would
be comm<,11 ly hel<l to be the true and simple principle of
distribution in any case where there arc no claiws arising from
Contract or Custom to modify its operation.
For examvle, it would be admitted that-if there has been
uo previous nnnngcmcnt the profits of auy ,.ork or ~utcqn-isc
should be didd~d among those who ha\'c contributed to its
success in proportiou to the worth of their scn·ices. And it
may be observed, that some thinkers maintain the proposition
discussed in the pnwious section-that Law ought to aim at
seeming the grcn.tcst possible Freedom for each individualnot as absol utc and axiomatic, bu L as deri,•aLi vc froru Lhc
1 lf the Yiew gil"en in the text be souu<l, it illustrates rnry strikingly tlie
,litrerencc between natural iMtincts anil moral iutuitio11s. For tl1e impulse
Lo re')uite n scr\'icc is, 011 its emotional sitle, 'luilc different from tl,at which
prompts us to claim tho fruits of our lnhour, or "a f:Lir ,lay's wages for n fair
day's work." flt ill, our apprehension of the duly of Gratitude seems capable
of being subsumed under the more general i11tuitio11 'th:,t desert ought to be

requited.'
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principle that Desert ought to be requited; on the grouud that
the best way of providing for the rcl1uital of Desert is to leave
men as free as possible to exer t themselves for the satisfaction
of their o\\·n desires, and so to win each his own requital. Allll
this seems to be really the principle llpon whieb the Right of
Property is rested, when it is justified by the proposition that
'every one has an exclusiYe right to the produce of his labour.'
For on rellection it is seen that no labour really 'produces' any
material t,hiug, but only adds to its Y,ilue: an<l we llo not, think
thaL a man can acquire a right to a material thing belonging to
another, uy spending his lauonr on it-e,·en if he <loes so in the
bonn fide l>elief that it is l1is own 1,roperty-uut only to
atlel1uate compcnsiition for his labom; this, therefore. is what
the proposition just quoted must mean. The principle is,
indeed, sometimes stretched to explain the original right of
property in materials, as being in a sense' produced' (i.e. found)
by their fin,t discoverer; l but here again, reflection shows that
Common Sense does not grant this (as a nioml right) absolutely,
but only in so far as it appears to be not more than adequate
com11ewmtio11 fo1· the discoverer's tronl,le. 1•'01· example, \\'e
should uot consider that the first finder of a large uninhabited
region had a moral right to apvropriate the whole of it. H ence
this justification of the right of property refers us ultimately
to the principle' that every man ought to ree;eh-e adequate requital for his labour.' So, again, wheu we speak of the \rnrltl
as justly goYerned by Goel, we seem to mean that, if we coukl
know the whole of human existence, we sl10uld find that
ha11piness is distributeu among 1u011 ac.;conliug to their tlesert.s.
~\.ml Divine Justice is thought to be a pattern which Human
Justice is Lo imitate as far as Lhe conditions of human society
allow.
This kind of J ust,ice, as has been said, seems like Gratitude
uniYersalised: and t,he same prine:iple applied t,o punishment
1 It certaiuly requires a consiuerable strain to bring the 'right of First
Disco,-ery' under the notion of 'right to the 1n-odnce of one's labour.' H cn~e
Locke an<l others h:l\'e fom1u it necessary to suppose, as the ultimate justilication of the former right, 'a tacit consent' of maukind in general that all
things previously uuappropriated shalJ belong to th e ffrst appropdator. B11t
this 11111st be admitted to be a rather desperate clcnce of ethico-political constniction : on acconnt of the fatal facility with which it may be usecl to justify
almost nny arbitrariness in positiYe law.
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may similarly be regarded ns l:esentmcml universalised; though
the parallel is iucomplete, if \\'Care considering the present state
of our moral concepl.ions. History shows us a time in which
it \\'as thought not only as natural, lmt as cle11rly right a ud
incumbent on a man, to requite injuries as to repay Lenefits :
but as moral reflection tler eloped i11 Em-ope this uotion was
repiulinl.erl, so I.hat, Plato taught that, it could never be right
really Lo liarm any one, hmrnYer he may ha,·e harmed us.
Aud t,his is the accepted doctrine in Christian societies, as
regards requitHl by individuals of personal wrongs. nut iu
it,; imiYersnlised fon11 the old conviction still lingers in the
popular view of Criminal Justice : it sceu1s still Lo Le widely
held that Justice recp1ires pain to be intlict.ecl on a man who
ha:; done 1\"fong, m·eu if no benefi L resitlt either to him or tu
others from the pain. l'ersonally, I am ~o far from ltol<ling
this Yiew that, I hare an instiuctfre and strong moral aver;;iou
Lo iL: and 1 liesitat.e to attribute it Lo Common Sense, since
I think that, it is gradually passing away from the moral
consciousness of eclu(;[ltecl persons iu the most advanced communities: but I think it is still perhaps the more onli1rnrr
YICW.

This, then, is one element of what ,,\ristotle talls Correcti,e Justice, which is emhodied ill crimiuril law. I!; must.
nut lie confounded with the principle of Hevaratiou, Oil whicl1
Jpgnl a,rnnls of damages are based. ·we hare alrendy 11otie:ed
this as a simple deduction from the maxim of general Ben e,·ohmce, which forbirls us to clo harm to our fel101r-crea Lures :
for if we have harme<l Lhem, we l'au yet. n1)proximatdy obey
the maxim by giv:ing compeusatiun f'nr the harm. Though
here the ([nest.ion arises ,...-hether we nr1' hound Lo makt,
reparation for harw that has lx.:eu q nit.e Llamelessly tausecl:
and il is not easy tu a11swer it dL'cisfrely.1 On t.lie whole, ]
1 The reauer will fiuu au iulcrestiug illnstrntiou of thr, perpl exity of Commou
~•-nsc 0 11 thi~ point in }Ir. 0. \I'. Holme~, .Juuio.-·s, illlok 011 'l'l, c l'r111111u,11 Lmr,
ch:tp. iii., wh,•r c the ,rnthor gives a ]'Cnctrating tliscnssion of tlw strngglc, iu
the uc,·elopmcut of the doctrine of tor ts in English L:iw, hctweeu two oppo~iu:-;
views : (1) tha t "the risk of a m:m's conduct i~ thrown upon liiu1 a.s tlic l-cMill
of some moral short-comiug," a111l (2 1 tlrn.L "a 1u.1u aoLs aL his peril always, 311'1
wholly i1·rcspc0Livc of tlic bl.Ile of !tis cousdon,ues, upou th,• 111:1.llor." Thi.!
former is the dew that has ill the main prcrnilcd in l•:11gl i.sh l.:l\\'; and this
sccu,s to 111c ccrtaiuly in hnnuony with tlw Cuuunou ::;,,use of 111auki11tl, so fa,·
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think we should condem n a m::1.11 who did not, oITer some
reparation for any serious injury caused by hitu to another eve11 if quite inrnlnntarily cnused, and without negligence:
but perhaps we regard this rather as a <lnty of Benevolencearising on t of the general sympathy that each ought to have
for others, intensified by this special occasion-than as a duty
of strict J nstice. If, however, we limit the requirement of
Reparation, under the head of strict J nstice, to cases in which
the miscl1ief repaired is dne to acts or omissions in some degree
culpable, a difficulty arises from the divergence between t,he
moral view of culpabiliLy, and that which social security
requires. Of t.his I will speak presently.' In any case there
is now 2 no danger of confusion 01· collision betwee.11 the
principle of nepamtive and that of Retributive Justice, as the
one is manifestly concerned with the claillls of the injured
party, and the other with the deserts of the wrongdoer :
thongh in the actunl administration of Law the obligation
of paying compensation for wrong may sometimes be treated
:i.s a sufficient punishment for the wrongdoer.
When, howeYer, we turn again to the other brnnch of
Retributive J usticc, which is concerneel wif;h the reward of
services, we find another notion, which T will call Fitness,
often blernlcd 'indistinguishably 8 with the 11otio11 of Desert,
and so needing to be carefully separat.ed from it; aud when
the distiuction has been matle, we see that the two are liable
to come into collision. I do not feel stue that the principle
of' distribution according to Fitness' is found, strictly speaking,
in the analysis of the ordinary notion of J astice : but it
certainly enters into our common conception of the ideal or
ns legal liability is concemed ; but I do not th ink that the case is eqn"-IIY ck:u· as
1·eganls moral obligation.
1 Cf. />t>Lt, pp. 292-3. It may be added that there is often a further difficulty in
ascertaining the amount of compensation due: for this r..~quently inYul-vcs a
,·ompnrison of things essenti«lly dispar«te, and there are some kinds of harm
which it seems impossi ble to compensate.
" In the earlier stage of moral development, referred to in the preceding
paragraph, retrihution inflicted on the 1no11gdoer wa.s regarded as the norma.l
mode of repamtion to the 11erson injured. Hut this dew is contrary to the
moral Common Sense or Christian Societies.
3 I think the term "merit" ortc11 hlends the two notions, as when we speak
of" promotion by merit." Uy moralists, however, "merit" is generally used
as exactly equh·nlent to what I ha\'e called "desert."
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perfectly rational order of society, as regards the distribution
both of i ustrnmonts nml functions, and (to some extent at least)
of other sources of happiness. \ Yo certainly think it reni-ouable that instruments should he gfrcn Lo t,hoso who can nsc
them best, and functions allotted to those who u c mosl
competent to p erform thorn : bnt these may not be those who
have rcndorccl most, so1Ticcs in the past. .\nd ngain, we think
it r e;1S011a lJle Lhnt pnrLicu lar mate rial means of cnjc,ymcn t
should fo,JJ to the lot of those who n.rc s nsceptiblc of the
r0specti,·c kinds o f pleasure : ns no one would think of
allotting pictures to a. blin<l man, or rnrc wines to one who
had no taste : hen ce ,rn shoul1l proha hly think it fitting t,hat
artists shouhl have lar~rr shnrcs than mechanics in the social
distri bution of wealth, thoug h they mny be by uo mcaus more
doservi ug. Thus the notions of l)escrt and F itness appear
at least occa.c;io11ally conflicti11g: lmL pt'rhap.~, as l ha ve
suggcskd, Fit ness should rather be rogal'dccl as u u tilitarian
p1·inciplc of rlist1·ilmtion, inevitably limiting the realisation of
wlrn,t is abstractly just, than as a part of the interpretation of
JnsLicc proper: aml it is wit,h the hltcr Lhat we arc at
J_Jres011t concerned. At any rate it, is Lhc Itcquital of Drsc1 t
that constitutes the chief element of Ideal .Justice, in so for
as tl1is imporLs something more than mere E 1p 1a lity and
Impartiality. Let ns the n examine more closely whrrcin
Desert consists; a ml we will hcgin wiLli Good Dc;~er~ ur
:\Icrit, as being o f the most fondamcntal and permanenL
importance; fur we may hope th at crime and its punishmcuL
will decrease and gradually disappear as the ,rorltl improves,
bnt the right or best distribution of the means of welllicin g is
an object that we must always be striving to realise.
~ 6. An1l first, the q uestion which wo ltacl to consider iu
defining nra t,itudc agaiu recurs : whet her, namely, we a rc to
appor t ion the rO\rnrcl Lo the effort made, or to the results
a ttainecl
F or it may be said that t,hc acLua l utility of any
snn·icc mnst rlcpond mnch npon fo.voural.Jlc circnmst.anccs n,ll(l
fort unate accidents, not rlne to any desert of t he agent: or
again, may be due to powers a ntl skills wl1ich were couuatc,
or h ave been dcvolopcd Ly favournhle condi tions of life, or by
goocl CHluc1ttio11, mul why should we rew;ml him for t.hcfie? (for
the last-mentioned we on~ht rather to rc w:ml those who ha\'e
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educated him). Arnl certainly it is ouly in so far as mcml
cxcelleoecs are exhibited in human achievements that they are
commonly thought to be such as Goel will 1·eward. nut by
drawing this line we do not yet get rid of t,he cliITiculty. }'or
it may still be said that good actions are llne entirely, or to
a great extent, to good dispositions and habits, and that these
are partly inherited and partly due to the care of parents aml
teachers; so that in rewarding the:,e ,rn are rewarding t,Iie
results of natural and accidental advantages, and it is unreasonable to distinguish these from ot.hers, such as skill and knowledge, anrl to sa.y that it is even ideally just to reward t,he
one and not the other. Shall we say, then, that the reward
should Le proportionate to the a mount of voluntary effort for
a good end ? l3ut Determinisls will say that even this is
ulLilllately the effect of causes extraneous to the man's self.
On the Dcterminist ,·iew, then, it would seem to be ideally
just (if anything is so) that all men should enjoy equal
aJUounts of happi11ess: for t.here seems to be no justice in
making A happier than B, lllerely because circurustances
beyond his own control hnve first made him better. But why
should we not, i11stcad of 'all men,' say' all sentient beings'? fol'
why should men have more happiness than any other animal ?
But thus the pursuit of ideal justice seems to condncL us to
such a l_,Jrccipice of parndox Lhat Common Sense is likely to
abandon it. AL any rate the ordinary idea of Desert has thus
tiltogether vauished.1 And thus we seem to be led to the
c.;011clusion which I anticipated in Book i. chap. v.: that in this
one department of our moral consciousness the idea of :Free
\\'ill sec111s involved in a peculiar way in the moral ideas of
Common Sense, since if it is eliminated the important notions
of Desert or Merit and Justice require mate1·ial mo<lificatiou. 2
1
The only tenable Dcterminist. interpretation of Desert is, in my opinion, the
Utilitarian: "-Ccordiug to which, when a man is said to descn·e reward for any
sel'\'iccs to society, the meaning is that it is expedient to reward him, in order
that he and others may be induced to render similar services by the expectation
of similar rewards. Cf. JJOst, Book iv. chap. iii. § 4.
~ Perhaps we may partly atb·ibnte to the dilliculties above discussed, that
the uotiou of Desert bas sometimes dropped out of the ideal of Utopian
recoustructors of sooiety, a11tl 'Ef'[uality of H appiness' has seemed to be the
only cud. Justice, it has been thought, pre,cribes simply that each should
ba-·e au equal share of happiues.s, as far as lmppiuess tlepeuclR on the action of
others. 1:ut tl1cre seems to be much difiiculty in working this out: for (al'art
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.\t the »ame time, the difference between Determinist aud
Libertarian J us Lice cau hardly h:n-e auy pracUcal effect. For
iu any case it docs not seem possible Lo separate iu practice
that part of a man's achievement which is due strictly to his
free choice from thaL ]Jnrt which is due lo the original gift
of uaLure and Lo favouring circumstauees: 1 so t,haL we must
11ecessa.rily leaYe to providence the realisation of what ,rn
conceive as the theoretical ideal of Justice, and content onrsrlrns with trying to reward voluutury ac:tions in proportion
to the worth of the services intentionally rendered by Lhcrn.
If, then, we tnlrn as the prin<:i1)le of ideal jnstice, so far as
this can be prnctically aimed at in hnmall society, the re<1nital
of rnluntary services in proportion to their " ·orth, it remains to
consider 011 what principle or principles the comparati,·e worth
of diffcreut sen'ices is to be rationally estimated. There is no
douLt LhaL we commonly assmnc snclt au estimate to be
vossiblc; for we continually speak of the ' fair' or ' proper'
price of any kind of scn·ices as something generally kuowu, and
eondcmn the demn.ml for more than this as extortionate. It
may be i::aid that the uotiou of Fairness or Equity which we
ordinarily apply in such judgments is Lo Le distiuguished from
that of Justice; .Ef1uity being in fact often contrasted with
strict ,Justice, aud c:onceiYed as eapable of coming into collision
with it. Aud this is parLly true: but T think the wider and
uo less usual f-ense of the term Justice, in which it includes
Ec1uity or Fairness, is the only one that can be conveniently
frn1n th.- coosidcralious of Fit.uass above mcutionccl) equal hnppine~s is uot
to uc al!aincd hy equal disLrihuLion of ohj eels of rlesirc. For some rcq uirc
more and some less to be equally l,appy. Ilcnce, it seems, we lll\1$t take
dillen· nces or nrctls into consideration. Uul if merely mental needs are i nrhulcd
(as sce1m reasonaule) we should ha1•c lo give le;;s to cheerful, conleulcd, selfsnc·rificing people Llmu to those who ..rc u,1turnl ly moody nml cxiycunt, 11s I he
former can uc made hll]'JIY with less. Anc.l this is too pa ts1doxieal to recommend itself lo Common S,·usc.
1 Xo douul, it would be possible Lo l'c movc, l o some exten t, Lhc iucqualilics
that arc attributable Lo cir cumstances, hy bringing the hesl education withiu
the reach of a ll classes, so that all children might have :iu equal opporluuity of
being selected and trained for nny functions for which they seemed lo uc lit :
aud this seems to be prescribed by ideal justice, in so far as it rcmovc•s or miti•
gate$ aruitm1y inequality. Aeconliugly iu those ideal rcconsll'uctions or society,
m which we lllCLY expect Lo finrl men's notions or ahstract ju8Lice exhibited, such
an inslilution tis this has generally found a place. Still, Lherc will be umch
natural iuequality which we cannot rcmo,•c or c,·cn estimate.
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adopted in an ethical treatise : for iu a11y case where Equity
comes int.o conflict with sL1ict justice, its dictates are held to
be in a higher seuse just, and what ought to be ultimately
carried intu effoct in the case cousiclered-thoLtgh not, perhaps,
by the administrators of law. I treat Equity, therefore, as a
species of ,Tustice; though uotiug that Lhe former term is more
ordinarily used in cases where the defiuiteness attaiua.ble is
recognised as somewhat less than in ordinary cases of rightful
claims arising out of law or contract. On what principle, then,
can we deLermiue the "fair" or "equitable" price of services?
Wl1en we examine the common judgments of practical person.~
in which this judgment occurs, we find, I think, that the 'fair '
in such cases is ascerta.incd by a l'efcrenc.e to analogy and
cusl,om, aud that any service is cousitleretl to be 'fairly worth '
what is usually given for services of the kind. Ileuee this
clement of the notion of Justice may sceU1, ufter all, tu resol ve
itself into that discussed iu ~ 2: and in some st.-ites of society
it certainly appears tluit the payment to ho given for services is
us comvletely fixed by usage as auy other customary duty, so
that it wonk! be a clear disappointment of normal expectation
to deviate from this usage. Hnt probably no one in a modem
civilised com1mmity would maiut,ain in its full breadth this
identification of the Just with the U snal price of services : and
so for as the judgments of practical persons may seem to imply
this, I Lhiuk it must be admitted that they are superficial
or merely iuudvertent, antl ignore the established mode nf
determining the market prices of commodities by free competition of producers aucl traders. For where snch competition
operntes the market value rises and falls, and is different at
different places antl times; so that no properly instructed
persou can expect any fixity in it, or complain of iujustic-e
merely OJI account of the variations in it.
Can we then say that, 'market value' (as determined by
free colJlpetition) corresponds to our notion of what is ideally
jnst?
This is question of much interest, because this is obviously
the mode of determining the remuneration of sen-ices that
would he uniYCrsal in a society constructed on the principle
previously discussed, of securing the greatest possible Freedom
to all members of the conmrnuity. It shonkl be observed that
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this, which we may call the l ndividnalistic Ideal, is the type to
\\·hich modern civilised commt111itics have, uutil htcly, bccu
wmling to approximate: and it is therefore very i111porLant to
kuow whether it is one which completely satisfies the tlemimds
of morality; aud whether Freedom, if not an absolute eml or
}'irst Priuci1)le of abstract Jnsticc, is still to be sought ns the
best means to the realisation of a just, social order hy the
general rcqnital of Desert.
At first sight it seems plausible to urge that the ' market
value' represents the estimate set upon anything by mankind
genemlly, aml tliereforn gi \'es ns exaeLly that 'common sense'
judgment respecting value which we are now trying to find.
l~nt on examination it seems likely that the mnjority of men a1·e
not properly qualified to tl0<:idc on t,he Yalne of mauy irnportaiit
kinds of se1Ticcs, from imperfect knowledge of their natmc
and effocts; so t,hat, as for as these arc concerned, Lhc trne
judgment will not be represented in tho n1arkct.-place. Even
ill the rasc of things which a man is genern,lly able to estimate,
it 111ay be manifest in a particular case that he is ignomnt,
of the real utility of ,yhat he exchanges; and iu this case
the 'free' contract hardly seems to be fair: though if t.he
ignorance was not canSCll hy the other party to the exe:hange,
Common Sense is hardly prepared to condemn the hitter as
unjust for taking advantage of it. For instance, if a u1an has
discoYercd by a legitimate use of geological knowledge a.ml
skill t.hat there is probrtbly a vahrnblo mine on lantl owned oy
a stranger, reasonable persons wonlll not blame him for e:oncealing his discovery until lie h,tcl bought the mine at its market
mine: yet it could not l,e said that the seller got what it was
really wnrth. In fac:L Common Sense is rather perplexed 011
this point: and the mtiunale of Lhe couclu1:;ion aL which it
arriYes, must, 1 conceive, be sought in el:onon1ic consicle1~1tiom,
which take us qui le bt>yoml the analysis of the common notion
of .J ustice.1
Again, there arc social ~erviccs recognised as highly imporLanL which gencrnlly speaking haYc no 1,rice in any market,
on aC(:ouut of Lhe indirceL11css n.nll unce rLainLy of their practical
utility: as, for instance, scientific dise:oYeric,;. The extent to
which any given discoYcry will aid ill<lnst.rial inrcntion is RO
1

Cf. post, llook fr. chap. iii. § 4.
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uncertain, that c,·cu if the secret of it could be com·cuicntly
kept, it \YOul<.l not usually be profitable to buy it.
But even if we confine our attention to products and
services generally marketable, and to bargains thoroughly understood 011 both sides, there are still serious 1lifficulties iu the
way of identifying the notions of' free' am] 'fair' exchange.
Thus, where an individual, or combination of individuals, has
Lhe monopoly of a cerLain kind of services. the market-price of
the aggregate of such services can under certain conditions be
increased by diminishing their total amount ; but it would seem
absurd to say that the social Desert of those rendering the
serrices is tbereuy increased, and a plain man has grave doubts
whether the price thus attained is fair. Still le&'- is it thought.
fair to take advantage of the transient mouopoly produced by
emergency: thus, if I saw Croosus drowning uud no one near, it
would not be held fair in me to refuse to save him except at
the price of half his wealth. Dut if so, can it be fair for any
class of persons to gain competiLively l>y the unfavourable
economic situation of another class with which they deal?
Auel if we admit that it would be unfair, where are we to
draw the line? For any increase of the numbers of a class
renders its situatio11 for bargaining less favourable: since thc>
market price of different services depends partly upon the
case or difficulty of procuring them-as Political Economists
say, '011 the relation between the snpply of services aud the
demand for them '-and it c.loes not seem that any individual's
social Desert can properly be lessened merely by the increased
number or willingness of others rendering the same services.
Xor, indeed, tloes iL seem that it can be decreased by his own
willingness, for it is strange to reward a mtui less because
he is zealous and cager in the perforuiauce of his function ;
yet in bargaining the less willing always has the advantage.
And, finally, it hardly appears thn.t, the. social worth of a
man's service is necessarily iucrcased by the fact that his
service is rendered to those who can pay lavishly; but his
reward is cerLainly likely to be greater from this cause.
Such considerations as these have let.I some political
thinkers to hold that Justice requires a mode of distributing
payment for services, entirely diffrrenL from that at present
ellectecl by free competition: mHJ that all labourers ought to

CH.u>. ,.
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he paid according to the intrinsic value of their labour as
estimated b;" enlightened and co111pctcnt jndgcs. lf the
Socialistic Ideal-as we may perhaps call it-could l,e
realised without counter- halancing evils, it would cerLainly
i-ccm to gi,·c a nearer approxi111aLion Lo whaL we co11ccfre ns
] >iYinc J usticc than the presenL slate of society affort.ls. 1-hlL
this supposes thaL we h1we found the rational method of
determining v11lno: whic:h, howcYcr, is still lo seek. ~hall
we say Lhat these judges nre Lo Lake Lhe Ynluc of a senic<i ns
proportionate to the amount of happiness proLluccd lJy it?
Ir so, the calculation is, of eom-se, exposed Lo all the difficulties
of the hedonistic method discussed in llook ii. : but supposing
these C'a11 be overcome, it is still hard to say liow we are Lo
compare the value of different services that must necessarily
Le combined to produce happy life. For cxarnple, how shnll
we compare the respective values of necessaries and hLxm·iex ?
for ,Ye may be ruore sensible of the enjoyment derived from
the latter, but we could not have thi~ at all " ·ithont the
former. .And, again, wltcn different kiuds of labour co-opernte
i11 Lhe same production, how arc "e t I estimate their rdalive
values? for even if all mere u11skille1\ ln,bour may he brought
to a common standard, Lhis seems almost impossible iu t,hc
c:ise of different kinds of skill. For how shall we compare
tile Jal ,our of clcsigu with that of achievement? or the supervision of the whole with the exccul,ion of cktails? or Lite
labour of acl,unlly procluciug with that of educ11 ting producers?
or the service of the sm:ant who disl'OYers a new principle,
wiLh Llmi of the i11ve11tor wlio applies it?
I do not see how Lhese quesiious, or Lhe diilicnltics noticc<l
in the preceding paragraph, can be roet by any analysis of
our common notion of J usticc. To deal wiLh sncli poiuLs at
nll satii;factorily we han:, I concciYe, to adopL quite a dillerc11t
line of rcasouing : we haYe to ask, uot what sorvi('cs of n
certain kind are inLri11siC'aJly worl 11, hut whaL rewarcl cau
procure them and wltcLher the rest of society gnin by the
serYiccs more 1,han tl1c cquivaleut rcwnnl. "'c hnn•, in short,,
Lo give up 11s impracticable tlic constrnctiou of au idc11lly ,im;t
social ordcr,1 in which all seniccs are rcwn11h·1l in exact pm' It i~ n,1t perhaps necessary that 1 should licrr <·nlargc 011 the Jiructirnl
obstacles in tho w:1y of any :ttt.cmpt to realise such au ideal ~yst.crn.
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portion to t,heir intrinsic value. And, for similar reasons, we
seem forced to conclude, more generally, that it is impossible
to obtain clear premises for a reasoned method of determining
exactly different, amount,s of Good Desert. Indeed, perhaps,
Common Sense scarcely bolds such a method to be possible:
for though it considers Ideal Justice to consist in re\\'arding
Desert, it regards as Utopian any geueral attempt to realise
t.his ideal in t.he social distrilrntion of the means of happiness.
In the actual state of society it is only within a very limited
range that any enrleavour is made to reward Good Desert.
Parents attempt this to some extent in dealing with their
children, and the St,ate in rewarding remarkable public services
rendered by statesmen, soldiers, etc. : but rotlection on these
cases will show how very rough and imperfect. are the
standards used in deciding the aruouut tlne. And ordinarily
the only kind of Justice which we try to realise is that
which consists in the fulfilment of contracts and definite
expectations; leaving the general fairness of Distribution by
Bargaiuiug to take care of itself.
~ 7. Wuen we pass to consider the case of Criminal
Justice, we find, iu the first place, difficulties corresponding
to those which we have already noticed. ·we find, to begin,
a similar implica,tion and partial confusion of the ideas of
Law and Justice. For, as was said, by ' bringing a. mau to
Justice' we commonly mean 'inflicting legal punishment' on
h:im: and we thiuk it right that neither more nor less than
tlrn penalty prnsf'rilu~cl hy ln.w should Le executed, even though
we may regard the legal scale of punishment as unjust. At
the same t.ime, we have no snch perplexit.y in respect of
changes in the law as occurs i u t he case of Ci Yil Justice ; for
we <lo not think that a man can acquire, Ly custom, prescriptive rights to over-lenient punishmeut, as he is thought
to do to an unequal <listriuution of liberties and prh-ileges.
If now we investigate the ideal of Criminal Justice, as
intuitively determiued, we certainly find that in so far as
punishment is not regarded as merely preventive,1 it is
commonly thought that it ought to be proportioned to the

1
I
I
I

1 I have already expressed my opinion that this Utilitarian view of puoish•
meut i. gradually teu<ling to prarnil ; but I do not think that it has yet
pre,·ailed.
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graYity of crimc.1 Still, when we eudca,·otu· to mrike the
mct,hod of aµportiolllllent, perfectly ratiouul au<l precise, the
difficulties seem at lcust as great as iu the case of Uood
Desert.
]for, first, the assumption of :Free \\'ill seems
uaccssarily to come iu here also; since if a rnau's bad deeds
are entirely caused by Haturc and circumstances, it certainly
appears, ai; Hobert O"·eu lll'ged, that he does not properly
deserve Lo be punished for them ; J usticc would rather seem
to require us to try to alL<ll' t,he eomlitious under whicli he
acts. Aud we actually do punish dcliberntc offences mote
than impulsive, perhaps as implying a ruore free choice of
c,·il. .Again, we think that offences committed Ly persons
who lum.i had no moral Lmini11g, or a perverted tmiuing, arc
really less criminal ; at the same time it is co111111ouly agreed
that 111en um hardly r emit punishment ou this account.
.Again tllo gravit,y-from a moral point of Yicw-of a t·riuie
seems to be at least much reduced, if Lhc llloLive be la.udaLle,
as when a man kills a villa.iu whose crime:; elude legal puuish111ent, or heads a hopeless rebellion for the good of his
country: still it, \\'ould lJe pa.rndoxical to nflirm that, we
ought to 1·educe vnnishmcnt proporLioually : Conuuou Sense
would hold tbat-whate\'Cr Gu<l lllay do-men Ulust, gcuerally speaking, inflict seyerc punishment for any graye]y
111ischieYous act forbidden Ly law which has been iutcntioually
cloue, even though it may have been prompted by a goud
rnotiYe.
But, even if we ueglect the motive, and take the intention
only iuLo account, it is uot easy to state clear principles for
tletennining the gnwity of crimes. For someLiu1es, as i11 the
case of the patl'iotic rebel, Lho iutcntiou of the crirniual is to
do what is right aud good: and in many cases, though he
k11ows that lie is lloiug wroug, he docs not inLend Lo cause
any actual harm to any senticut being; as when a thief
takes \\'hat he thinks will not be missed. Agaiu, we do uut
coum10uly think LlmL a crime h; rc11dercd less graYc by Leiug
1 Of <:ourse thobC who hold t.hat the essence of .Justice consists in set·uriug
cxtcrual ~·reedo111 a.moug the mcmhers of a commuuity, aml thai p11nishuwut
is ouly justified as a mca11s to this cu<l, uat.urally t.hink that iu aw.irdiug
punishment we ought to conside1· mel'cly it.s ellicacy ,.,, such rnuans. But Lhis
Cs'\ll scarcely be put. forw:m.1,ts a.11 iut()rprct...Lion of tucconunou uotiou of Just
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kepL perfectly secret ; and yet a great part of Lhe harm done
l,y a crime is the 'secondary evil' (as Bentham calls it) of
the alarm and insecurity which it causes ; and this part is
cut off by complete secrecy. It may be replied that this
latter dilllculty is not a practical one; because we are not
called upon to pnuish a crime until it has been discovered,
and then the secondary evil has been caused, an<l is all the
greaLer l,ecause of Lhe previous secrecy. But, it, remains true
that it was not designed for discovery; and therefore that
thi,; part of the evil caused by the crime was not intended by
the criminal. And if we say that the heinousness of the
crime depends on the loss of happiness that would generally
be caused by such acts if they were allowed to go unpunishm1, and that we must suppose the criminal to he
aware of this; we seem Lo he endeavom-ing to force a utilitarian theory into an intuitional form by means of a legal
Hction.
" re have hitherto spoken of intentional wrong-doing: hut ,
positive law awanls puuishment also for harm that is due to
rashness or negligence; and the justification of this invoh·es
ns in further dill1cnlties. Some jurists seem to regard rashness :i.ud negligence as positive states of mind, in which thP f
agent consciou~ly refuses the attention 01· reflection which he
knows he ought to gh·e; aml no doubt this sort of wilful
recklessuess cloes sometimes occur, and seems as prn1Jcrly
punishable as if the resulting harm had been positively
intended. Hut the hlw as actually ndministcrcd <loes not
require evidence that this was the agent's state of miud
(which indeeJ in most cases it would be impossible to g:i,·e):
but is content with proof that the harm might haYc been
prevented hy such care as an a,·erage man would have slum 11
nuder the circumstances. And most commonly by ' cnselcssness' we simply mean a purely negntive psycholClgical fact, i.e.
that the ageuL did not perform certain processes of ohsenatiou
01· reflection ; it is therefore at the time strictly inrnluntary,
and so scarcely seems to involve ill-dcl:iert. It may Le said ('
JICrhaps that though the present c 1relessues.'l is 11ot blameworthy, the past neglect to cultiYatc habits of e,1re is so. But '
in many indivitlnal inst,auces we c:umot reasonably infer even
tlii!!: past neglect; aucl in such cases the ntilitru:ian theory of

,.
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punishment, which regards it as a means of preventing similar
lrnnnful acts in Lite future, seems alone applicable. :::,imilar
<lifficultics arise, as was Lefore llintetl (p. 282), i11 determining
the limits wit.bin which ltcpamtiou is due; t,hat is, on t,hc
view that iL ii; uot im:u1n1Jcut, on us to make compensation for
all harm caused Ly our rnusculn.r actious, but 011ly for lrnnu
which-if not inteutional-mts <luc to our mslllless or

negligPnce.
The results of t,his examimition of J ustiee 11my be summed
up a:; follows. The prominent element in ,Justice as unlinaril_r
co11ccivctl is a Jdud of E1pwlity: t.lwl, is, Impartiulit.y in the
ouse1·v,u1ee or euforcemeuL of certain general mies allotting
i good or evil to iuclividuals.
But when we have cleurly distinguished this clcmcn 1,, we see that Lhe tlefiuit.io11 of the drtuc
rc11 uired for practical guillaucc is left ob\'iously ineomplctl'.
!Ul1uiriug further for the right genernl principles of clistrilmLiuu,
we find that om common uotio1.1 of J usticc iuclutles-lJesides
the principle of Hcl_)aratiou for iujlll'y-Lwo quite tlisLiucL and
di,·erg1mt elcmeut.s. The oue, which we may call Conservative
J usLice, is realised ( l) in the observ:rnce of Law aml Uoutracts
ao1l definite umlerst:u1tli11gs, and iu the cuforceuicnL of such
penalties for the violaLi•m of t,licse ns hrwc been legally
u.eler111i11e<l and auuounced; and (2) in the fuHilmenL ol'
uaLurnl and normal cxpcctatio11s. This latter ol.JligaLion,
however, is of a s0111t>what, iudcfiuite kiml. But the other
clement, whid1 we h,we called ltlcal Justice, is still 111uri>
<lifficu.lL to define; for there seem to be two quite distiuct
conceptions of it, cmtJodie<l respecLirnly in what we hnve
called tile ludivitlualistic aad the Socialistic hlcals of a
politica l co1umuuity. The tirsL of these takes the rcalisaLio11
of l<'rccdom as the ultimate cml and stamlanl or right social
1
relatio11s : uut ou cxa111iniug it closer we fi.nd that the uotio11
of Frecuum \I ill uut give a pmcl,icuble l)n;;is for so<:i:il <-011strnution witl1out certain arhitmry 1 lll'l'iuition:i allll limitations: au<l even if we a<lmiL these, still n society iu which
l!'reeuom is rcaliscll ns for ns is foasiLlc docs not cornplt·t.l'l.r
suit our sense of ,Justice. Prima /acie, t,his is 1uore satislieJ
1 lly 'arbitrnry' [ mean such dcfiuilious aml li,nitn.tious as <lc~tt·oy tl,c soJf.
cvirlcnco of the priuciplc; ant.I, whcu closely cxau1ine<l, lead u~ to rcg,rnl it ns

suL01,lim~tc.
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by the Socialistic Ideal of Distribution, founded on the
principle of requiting Desert: but when we try to make this
principle precise, we find ourselves again involn•d in grn.ve
difficulties; and similar perplexities beset Lhe working out
of rules of Criminal Justice on the same principle.

I

I
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Henry Sidgwick

Principles of Political Economy
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SCOPE .A~D )IETHOD OF POLITICS

§ 1.

ON moral questions, in our age and country, most
persons are accustomed from comparatively early years
to pronounce confident decisions; sometimes a.rrivecl at
intuitively, or at least without conscious processes of
reasoning, sometimes the result of rational processes of
more or less length. The citizens of a modern state-at
least if it is under government in any degree popular-are
similarly accustomed to decide unhesitatingly many, if not
all, of the political questions which the course of their
national life brings before them : but in this case, to a
greate1· extent Lhan in the former, the decisions are arrived
at as the result of conscious reasoning from certain general
principles or assumptions. :Now, the primary aim of the
Political Theory that is here to be expounded is not to
supply any entirely new method of obtaining reasoned
answers to political questions; but rather, by careful
reflection, to introduce greater clearness and consistency
into the kind of thought and reasoning with which we are
all more or less familiar. In order to arrive at sound con•
clusions on practical questions-I do not mean infaUible
conclusions, but conclusions as free from error as human
beings, in the present stage of their development, can hope
to reach-much detailed knowledge is needed which the
general theory of politics cannot profess to give : it ca11
only point out the nature and sources of this further
B
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~lations. Is its primary aim to establish certain general propositions, either positively or hypothetically true, respecting the
coexistence and sequence of facts, or to give pr-actical rules for
the attainment of certain ends? Is it, in short-to use an old
distinction recently revived in this connexion-a Science or an
Art ? The former view is that now generally adopted by writers
on economic theory in England Their treatises no doubt include topics belonging admittedly to Art rather than to Science;
namely, t he discussion of the principles on which Taxation should
be managed and of the general nature and limits of Governmental
interference, so far as it affects the amount or the distribution
of the national wealth. But these matters are generally handled
by the writers in question under the head not of Political
Economy strictly speaking, but of its application to Politics
or the Art of Government. They hold that the precepts or
rules of this department of practice are properly based, in a
great measure, on the generalisations or deductions of Economic
Science; but they do not mean these rules of Art when they
speak- of the 'laws of Political Economy '; and they have
frequently censured as a vulgar error the habit of thinking
and speaking of economic ' laws ' as liable to ' violation,' and
as needing to be realised by voluntary conformity or even
enforced by public opinion. Still this habit has been found
very difficult to eradicate 1 ; and indeed, the sharp distinction
which English economists have dra,vn between economic
theory and its application to practice has not worked itself
into the common thought even of cultivated Englishmen, and
it has not been generally accepted by Continental writers.
When, in discussing the same matters, one set of disputants
blend the consideration of ' what exists ' or ' tends to exist'
with the consideration of' what ought to be done,' while another
set emphatically distinguish the two questions, the gravest
misunderstanding is likely to result: hence it seems very
impo~ant to examine carefully the causes and the justification, if there be any, of this widespread confusion-or at least
fusion-of distinct inquiries.
1 I think it may be ~aid that, at least io nine cases out of ten, when reference
is made by public speakers or journalists to the laws of Political Economy, it is
implied that l>olitical Economy prescribes "freedom of contract," and does not
inerely assume it as a condition of the applicability of its conclusions.
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§ 2. The causes are partly historical or linguistic; partly,
again, they lie deep in the nature of t he subject and the normal
conditions of the application of the human intellect to practice.
To begin with the former, we may observe that the generic
te1m Economy has always denoted an Art or method of attaining
a practical end rather than a Science, and that it has naturally
been found difficult to alter its meaning altogether in prefixing
to it the epithet Political ; especially since, the compound
'politico-economical ' having been found unendurable, the
simple 'economical ' has been used to do adjectival duty both
for 'economy' and 'political economy.' Recent writers, it is
true, have generally used •economic' as the adj ective corresponding to 'political economy' : hut thougli they have- thereby
to some extent obviated an ambiguity of language', they have
not done away with the general impression that Political
Economy is one branch of a larger subject which includes
Domestic Economy as another branch. This, of course, was
the relation of the two studies as originally conceived: otherwise the term Political Economy would never have com~ into
use. "Economy" originally meant, in Greek, the management
of the affairs of a household, especially the provision and administration of its income; and it was because a monarch or
1 It is worth observing that, in its current use, the adjective "economic"
retains its relation to "economy" iu the department of Production, where--as
will be pointed out subsequently-the line between Science 11nd Art is pllrticularly difficult to draw. Thus when the word "economic" is used either
along with such terms as "gain," " loss," "advantage," "drawback," or as a
term of approval implying gain or advantage, it always refers to the relation of
cost or expenditure to the quantity of some result attained by it. An arrangement "economically" preferable to some other is one that produces either a
given result at a less cost or a greater amount of a certain kind of result at no
gre11ter cost: there is an "economic gain" when either cost" is saved or produce
increased, and an "economic loss" when the reverse of either process occurs.
There is no similar use of the term to lmply on ideal system of distributing
wealth; we should not, for instance, sp,,ak of 1..ws r~latiug to property as
economically advantageous or desirable, meaning that they led to a right
division of property. We might no doubt speak of an "economic" distribution
of wealth, no Iese than of labour; but this is really a confirmation of the view
just stated; since in so speaking we should be understood to be a~suming tha t
the entl of the distribution was to produce the greatest possible amount of
happiness or satisfaction, and affirming that the arrangement spoken of as
"economic" was well adapted to this end. Thls peculiar use of the adjective
"economic" should be carefully noticed; as it is almost indispensable, while at
the same time it is a little liable to confuse the reader.
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statesman was conceived to have the function of arr-.:1.nging the
industry of the country somewhat as the father of a family
ammges the industry of his household, that the Art which
offered him guidance in the performance of this function was
called Political Economy. The term is used to denote the
financial branch of the art or business of government in a
treatise translated as Aristotle's in the thirteenth century;
and so when, in the transition from mediaeval to modern
history, the question of ways and means obtrusively claimed
thP. 11.t.tP.ntion of st,11.t,i:i,smP.n, "pnlit.ic::i.l economy" was the name
naturally given to that part of the art of government which had
for its aim the replenishment of the public treasury, and-as a
means to this-the enrichment of the community by a provident regulation of industry and trade. The term retained this
meaning for a considerable time, the enrichment of the people
coming, however, to be less exclusively regarded from the point
of view of public finance, and more sought as a condition of
social wellbeing. If we turn, for example, to Sir J ames Steuart,
the first of our systematic writers, we find that his Inq·u iry into
the Principles of Political Economy (pnblished in 1767, nine
years before the Wealth of Nations) commences with- the
following account of the subj ect:
"Economy in general is the art of providing for all the
"wants of a family with prudence and frug-c1.lity ...... The whole
"economy must be directed by the head, who is both lord and
"steward;......as lord he establishes the laws of his economy, as
"steward he puts them into execution..... .
"What economy is in a family, Political Economy is in a
"state,...... but the statesman is not ma'Ster to establish what
"form of economy he pleases;.... .. th'il great art, therefore, of
" Political Economy is first to adapt the different operations of it
" to the spirit, manners, habits, and customs of the people, and
"afterwards to model these circumst.ances so as to be able to
" introduce a set of new and more useful · institutions.
"The principal object of this science is to secure a certain
"fund of subsistence for al1 the inhabitants, to obviate every
"circumstance which may render it precarious; to provide
"everything necessary for supplying the wants of the society,
"and to employ the inhabitants (supposing them to be freemen)
" in such a manner as naturally to create reciprocal relations
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" and dependencies between them, so as to make their several
"interests lead them to supply one another with their reciprocal
"wants ...... Political Economy in each country must necessarily
"be different; ...... it is the business of a statesman to judge
" of the expediency of different schemes of economy, and by
"degrees to model the minds of his subjects so as to induce
"them, from the allurement of private interest, to concur in the
" execution of his plan."
Before the close, indeed, of the eighteenth century, an
essentially different view of a statesman's duties, in relation
to industry and trade, had begun to be widely taken, under the
influence first of the Physiocrats and afterwards of Adam Smith.
Still, not·withstanding the gulf that separates Aaam Smith's
economic doctrine from Steuart's, he is equally decided in regarding Political Economy as a study with an immediate
practical end 1. " Political Economy," he says, in the introduction to the fourth book of the Wealth of Nations, " proposes
"two distinct objects: first, to provide a plentiful revenue
"or subsistence for the people, or, more properly, to enable
" them to provide such a revenue or subsistence for them" selves; and secondly, to supply the state or commonwealth
"with a revenue sufficient for the public services. It proposes
"to enrich both the people and the sovereign." Accordingly
by the "systems of Political Economy" of which he treats
in this book he seems at the outset to mean not systems in the
scientific sense, that is, connected sets of general statements
of fact; but modes of organised governmental interference with
a view to "enriching the people and the sovereign." But each
of these systems was of course based upon certain quasi-scientific
principles, a certain view of economic facts; for instance, the
"mercantile" system of restraints on importation, encouragements of exportation, &c., rested on the supposition that the
balance of gold and silver procu:red by any branch of national
industry and commerce was a trustworthy criterion of its advan1 No importance is to be attached to the fact that Steuart, Adam Smith,
and others call Political Economy a Science while defining it as (what we should
now call) an Art. The present general recognition of the distinction between
the two terms, in its application to economic matt.era, is due, I think, to the
combined influence of Senior and J. S. Mill, and cannot be traced further back.
M<Cnlloeh, for instance, altogether ignores it.
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tage to the country. H ence in his discussion of the mercantile
system Adam Smith naturally expounds and refutes this quasiscientific doctrine (and the confusions and errors on which it
was founded) along with the practical deductions drawn from it;
though he is chiefly occupied in describing these latter and
tracing t heir consequences. So far there is no particular disadvantage in the ambiguity of the term 'system '; as it might
legitimately denote either a body of scientific doctrines or a set
of practical precepts, there is no serious confusion caused by using
it for a combination of the two.
But when Adam Smith passes in the ninth chapter to treat
of "Agricultural Systems," the ambiguous term becomes a
manifestly awkward instrument for the conveyance of his
meaning, and is certainly liable to cause a confusion in t he
reader's mind. For we naturally expect to find in an agricultural 'system' the same kind of organised governmental
interference in the interest of agricultural producers that we
found in the mercantile system in the interest of manufacturers
and merchants; and in fact Adam Smith's own language
expressly suggests this antithesis. H e introduces his account
of the views of Quesnay and the other French Physiocrats,
which occupies two-thirds of this chapter, by a reference to
Colbert's protective policy ; remarking that "as in the plan of
"Mr Colbert the industry of the towns was certainly overvalued
" in comparison with that of the country, so in their system it
"seems to be as certainly undervalued." He passes on from
his discussion of the Physiocrats to speak of the policy of
China, Indostan, and ancient Egypt, which, as he says, "favours
"agriculture more than all other employments"; he also refers
to the ancient republics of Greece and Rome, whose policy
"honoured agriculture more than manufactures (though it
"seems rather to have discouraged the latter employments than
"to have given any direct or intentional encouragement to the
"former)." And he concludes by arguing that" those agricul" tural systems... which preferring agriculture to all other em" ployments, in order to promote it, impose restraints upon
"manufactures and foreign trade...really and in the end dis" courage their own favourite species of industry...and are
" therefore more inconsistent than the mercantile system ";
and that, therefore, " all systems of preference and restraint '
8. P. E.
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"should be completely taken away." H ence the careless reader
might excusably carry away the impression that Quesnay's
doctrine, which was certainly a "system of preference" for
agriculture, was like the "plan of Mr Colbert," a system oflegal
regulation and restraint : and even the careful reader, if not
previously informed on the subject, must be startled when he
suddenly learns that in Quesnay's view " perfect liberty" was
" the only effectual expedient" for encouraging agriculture;
and that the only positive governmental interference proposed
by the Physiocrats, as a deduction from their speculative
preference for agriculturists, was the raising of all revenue by
an " impot unique" on rent.
The truth is that Adam Smith ho.s really not seen the
extent to which, in the hands of the Physiocrats as well as
his own, the method of Political Economy has changed its
fundamental character and become the method of a science
rather than an art: since the change is due not to any
difference in the question primarily asked by the economic
inquirer, but to the entirely different answer now given to it.
The question is still the same," How to make the nation as rich
" as possible" : but as the answer now is " By letting each
"member of it make himself as rich as he can in his own way,"
that portion of the old art of Political Economy which professed
to teach a statesman how to " provide a plentiful revenue or
"subsistence for the people" becomes almost evanescent: since
the only service of this kind which the sovereign can renderbesides protecting his subjects from the violence of foreigners
and from mutual oppression and injustice-is to "erect and
"maintain certain public works and certain public institutions,
"which it can never be for the interest of any individual, or any
"small number of individuals, to erect and maintain." What
remains for Political Economy to teach the statesman is merely
how to provide himself with a "revenue sufficient for the public
"services" in the best possible way: and accordingly such
teaching, since Adam Smith's time, has constituted the sole
or chief part of Political Economy considered as an art. As
regards the " plentiful revenue or subsistence of t he people,"
Adam Smith, instead of shewing t he statesman how to provide it, has to shew him how Nature herself would make
ample provision if only the statesman would abstain from
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interfering with her processes: instead of recommending laws
(in the jurist's sense) by which the national production and
distribution of wealth ou,glit to be governed, he has to trace the
laws (in the naturalist's sense) by which these processes actually
are governed. In short, the substance of his economic doctrine
naturally leads him to expound it in the form of the science to
which later writers have applied the name of Political Economy;
before entering (in Book v.) on the discussion of the principles
of the Art of Political Economy, of which the legitimate sphere
is, in his view, reduced to the principles of governmental expenditure and taxation.
§ 3. But however great the change that was thus made,
through the teaching of the Physiocrats and Adam Smith combined, in the current conception of Political Economy, it is
important to observe t hat the transition thus effected from
Art to Science was, in the nature of the case, incomplete.
Political Economy became primarily a study of 'what is' rather
than of' what ought to be done': but this was because the two
notions were, at least to a considerable extent, identifictl in the
political economist's contemplation of the existing processes of
the production and distribution of wealth. H e_ described and
analysed these processes, not only to shew what they were, but
also to shew that they were not likely to be improved by human
restraints and regulations. This is true not only of Adam Smith,
but of almost all his disciples and successors for more than half
a century. It should be noted, however, that they have maintained this identity of the actual with the ideal in very different
degrees and on very different grounds; and that a considcm.ble
amount of mutual misunderstanding and mistaken inference
has resulted from not observing these differences. Such misunderstanding has been a good deal aided by the ambiguity of
the term 'natural,' applied by Adam Smith, Ricardo, and others,
to the shares of different producers as determined by the economic laws which these writers expound. For by the term
'natural ' as commonly used, the notion of 'what generally is,'
or ' what would be apart from human interference,' is suggested
in vague combination with that of 'what ought to be' or 'what
is intended by a benevolent Providence' : and it is not always
easy to say in what proportions the two meanings are mixed
by any particular writer. Indeed it is somewhat difficult to
2-2
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determine this even in the case of Adam Smith himself.
There is no doubt t hat-as Mr Cliffe Leslie I has pointed
out-Adam Smith's advocacy of the "obvious and simple sys" tern of natural liberty" is connected with his strongly marked
theistic and optimistic view of the order of the physical and
social world. H e is convinced that "all the inhabitants of the
"universe are under the immediate care and protection of that
"great, benevolent, and all-wise Being, who directs all the
"movements of nature, and who .is determined, by his own
"unalterable perfections, to maintain in it, at all times, the
"greatest possible quantity of happiness"~: and this conviction
gives him a peculiar satisfaction in tracing the various ways in
which the public interest is " naturally" promoted by the spontaneous co-operation of individuals seeking each the greatest
pecuniary gain to himself. At the same time he is too cool an
observer of social facts to carry this optimism to an extravagant
pitch. He takes care to point out, for instance. that the "in" terest of the employers of stock" has " not the same connexion
"with the general interest of society" as that of landlords and
laboure~ : and even that " the interest of the deale1-s in any
"particular branch of trade or manufactures is always in some
"respect different from and even opposite to that of the
" public" •. So again when he speaks of " hands naturally
"multiplying beyond their employment" in the stationary state
of a country's wealth, and describes the "starving condition of
"the labouring poor as a natuml symptom of the declining
"state," we can hardly suppose that the term "natural " is intended directly to imply the design of a benevolent Providence.
The Natural is here what actually exists or what tends to exist
according to general laws, apart from casual disturbances and
deliberate human interference. In consideration of these and
similar passages we should, I think, refrain from attributing to
Adam Smith a speculative belief in the excellence of the existing arrangements for producing and distributing wealth, to
any further extent than is required to support his pmctical
conclusion that they are not likely to be bettered by the
1
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interference of government. Still less should we attribute to

him any intention of demonstrating that these arrangements
realise distributive justice, in the sense that each man's remuneration is an exact mea~ure of the service that he renders to
society. On t~e contrary, he expressly affirms the opposite of
this in the case of the landlord, whose rent "costs him neither
!' labour nor care" and is "not at all proportional to what the
" landlord may have laid out upon the improvement of the land,
"or to what he can afford to take; but to what the farmer can
"afford to give." I f at the same time, as a 1\fomlist and
Natural Theologian, he holds that there is nothing unjust in
the established order of distribution, and that each individual
is duly provided for by a beneficent Providence, it is not because he considers that each enjoys wealth in proportion to his
deserts, but rather because he sincerely believes in the delusiveness-so far as the individual is concerned-of the common
struggle to get rich, and holds that happiness is equally distributed among the different ranks of society in spite of their vast
inequalities in wealth 1•
There is, therefore, a great interval between the position of
Adam Smith and that, for instance, of Bastiat. In Bastiat's
conception of the fundamental problem of Political Economy
the questions of Science and Art are completely fused; his aim
being, as his biographer says," to prove that that which is :•-or
rather would be, if government would only keep its hands off" is conformable to that which ought to be": and that every
one ten<l'> to get exactly his deserts in the economic order of
unmodified competition. "None of the English followers of
Adam Smith has ever gone so far in this direction as Bastiat;
and the most eminent of them, Ricardo, represents, we may say,
the opposite pole in the development of Adam Smith's doctrine.
When Ricardo, using Adam Smith's term to denote a somewhat
different fact, speaks of the" natural " price of labour, his phI"a:se
carries with it no optimistic or theistic suggestions whatsoever;
he ineans simply the price which certain supposed permanent
ca.uses are continually tending' to produce. Indeed he explains
that "in an improving society" the market-price of labour may
remain an indefinite time above the "natural " price; and he
1
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contemplates with anything but satisfaction the result of the
" natural advance of society," which in his view tends to the
benefit of landlords alone. He remains true, no doubt, to Adam
Smith's "system o( natural liberty". as regards the distribution
of produce no less than the direction of industry; but he is
further even than Adam Smith from any atte~pt to demonstrate a necessary harmony of interests among the producers,
whom he would leave to settle their shares by free contract.
In fact, t,vo of his most characteristic doctrines are diametrically oppooerl to any !,nch harmony: his demonstrations, namely,
that marked improvements in agriculture have a tendency to
diminish rent, and that the substitution of machinery for human
labour is often very injurious to the interests of the class of
labourers. And though he is averse to any direct legislative
interference with the natural determination of wages, he is
disposed to encourage " some effort on the part of the legis" lature" to secure the comfort and well-being of the poor
by regulating the increase of their numbers. This last suggestion indicates a main source of the difference between
Ricardo's teaching and that of his great predecessor. It was
the Malthusian view of Population which rendered the optimism
of the eighteenth century impossible to English economists of
the nineteenth. If the tendency of Nature left alone was to
prodp.ce, as the ultimate outcome of social progress, a multitude of labourers on the verge of starvation, it was difficult
to contemplate her processes with anything like enthusiasm.
A less " jaundiced " mind than that of the hero of Locksley
Hall might well feel depressed at the prospect,
" Slowly comes a hungry people, &s a lion creeping nigher
"Glares at one that nods and wiriks beside a slowly dying fire."

H ence in England, the more thoughtful even of those economists, who have adhered in the main to Adam Smith's
limitations of the sphere of government, have enforced these
limitations sadly rather than triumphantly; not as admirers
of the social order at present resulting from " natural liberty,"
but as convinced t hat it is at least preferable to any artificial
order that government might be able to substitute for it.
Still it remains true that "orthodox" Political Economy, in
England no less than on the Continent, has generally included
an advocacy of Lciisser llaire ; and that not only in treating of
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the attempts to regulate Production, with which Adam Smith
was practically most concerned, but also in dealing with the
questions of Distribution, which the movement of nineteenth
century thought has brought into continually greater prominence. If our orthodox economists have not gone the length
of maintaining that distribution by free competition is perfectly
just, as proportioning reward to service, they have still generally maintained it to be practically the best mode of dividing
the produce of the organised labour of human beings; they
have held that through the stimulus it gives to exertion, the
self-reliance and forethought that it fosters, the free play of
intellect that it allows, it must produce more happiness on the
whole than any other system, in spite of the waste of the
material means of happiness caused by the luxurious expenditure of the rich. Or if they have not even gone so far ns this,
they have at any rate taught that it is inevitable, and that any
attempt to deviate from it will be merely throwing effort away.
Thus, by one road or another, they have been led to the same
practi0al conclusion in favour of non-interference; and it is
hardly surprising that practical pe1'Sons have connected this
conclusion with the economic doctrines with which it wns found
in company, and have regarded it as an established "law of
"political economy" that all contracts should be free and that
every one should be paid exactly the market-price of his
services.
It must be obvious, however, as soon as it is pointed out,
that the investigation of the laws that determine actual prices,
wages, and profits, so far as these depend on the free competition of individuals, is essentially distinct from the inquiry
how far it is desirable that the action of free competition
should be restrained or modified-whether by the steadying
force of custom, the remedial intervention of philanthropy,
the legislative or administrative control of government, or the
voluntary combination of masters or workmen. So far as the
purely scientific economist studies primarily the results that
tend to be produced by pe1fectly free competition, it is not
because he has any predilection for this order of things-for
science knows nothing of such preferences-but merely because
its greater simplicity renders it easier to grasp. He holds that
a knowledge of these simpler relations precedes, in the order
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of study, the investigation of the more complex economic
problems that result from competition modified by disturbing
causcs1 • But the adoption of competition perfectly free and perfectly active as a scientific ideal-as a means of simplifying the
economic facts which actual society presents, for the convenience
of general reasoning-does not imply its adoption as a practical
ideal, which the statesman or philanthropist ought to aim at
realising as completely as possible. Even if we conclude with
Bastiat that unrestricted competition would give every man
his <lP.ciert.c: si.nd otherwii::e hring about the best of all possible
economic worlds, we must, in order to reach this conclusion,
adopt some principle for determining what a man's deserts are,
some criterion of social wellbeing which carries us beyond the
merely scientific determination of wages, profits, and prices.
In short, as regards the whole department of distribution and
exchange, the Art of Political Economy-if we admit the notion
of art at all-is easily and completely distinguishable from the
scientific study of economic facts and laws.
§ 4. The case is different with Production: and it is to be
observed that in the original treatment of Political Economy as
a directly practical inquiry it was the improvement of Production ra,ther than Distribution that was taken as its practical end.
Thus Adam Smith's opening paragraphs represent as his main.
object the investigation of the conditions which determine a
nation's annual supply of the necessaries and conveniences of
life to be abundant or scanty. His first book begins with a
9iscussion of " the causes of the improvement in the productive
" powers of labour"; in his second book he is occupied in considering the fundamental importance of "stock" to production,
and "the different quantities of labour which it puts in motion,
"according to the different ways in which it is employed." In
the third he describes the diverse plans that nations have followed in the general direction of labour, with the aim of making
1 The statement in the text represents, I think, the genernl view of economists, which I am here trying to give; but it does not exactly represent my
own view as regards one of these disturbing en.uses, no.mely, voluntary combination. For combination among the sellers of any commodity places the
persons combining in a position economically •imilar to that of a monopolist;
and though the laws that govern prices under the condition of monopoly are
different from those that result from free competition, they do not appear to
be necessarily more complex. Cf. post, Book II. c. ii. and c. x.
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its produce as great as possible; and, as we have seen, the
" systems of political economy " discussed in his fourth book
were systems framed with a view to the same end. On the other
hand he hardly considers Distribution as a practical problem ;
and so far as he does raise the question, how a more "liberal
" reward of labour" may be attained, his answer seems to be
that it can only be attained by " increasing the national
"wealth," or in other words by solving the pmctical problem of
Production. So again, in the brief but pregnant treatise on the
Elements of Political Economy written a generation later by
James Mill, it is noticeable that in describing the scope of his
chapter on Production he puts prominently forward its directly
practical aim: its object is, he says, to "ascertain by what
" means the objects of desire may be produced with the greatest
"ease and in greatest abundance, nnd upon these discoveries,
"when made, to form a system of rules skilfully adapted to the
"end." Whereas, when he comes to speak of the laws of Distribution, it never occurs to him even to hint that the process
investigated admits of being improved, and that the student
ought to keep this improvement in view. And in the account
of the objects of Political Economy given ten years later by
McCulloch, this difference in the treatment of the different
inquiries is equally marked.
X or is it difficult to understand how this difference comes to
be mnintn.ined. In dealing with questions of Production, the
obvious and uncontroverted aim of all rational effort-public or
private-is, other thingr; heing eqnal, to produce as much as
possible in proportion to the cost. The extent to which t his
aim is realised is the most· interesting point to observe in
examining the actual process of production in different ages
and countries; iind this is also the criterion which we adopt
naturally and without reflection when we judge different
methods of production to be better or worse. Hence the
transition from the point of view of Science to that of Art is, in
this part of the subject, easy and almost imperceptible; the
conclusions of the former are almost immediately convertible
into the precepts of the latter. Accordingly we find that even
the most careful of the writers who,, like J. S. Mill, have taken
special pains to present PoliticaJ Economy as primarily a Science,
give a prominent place in this part of their work to the dis-
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cussion of the good and bad results of different modes of
production. They analyse the gain derived from the Division
of Labour, and note the counterbalancing drawbacks; they
compare the advantages and disadvantages of the "grande" and
"petite culture" in fam1ing; they consider what kinds of business are adapted to management by joint-stock companies-all
topics which clearly belong to t he discussion of Production
regarded as an Art. I do not myself think that these practical
questions should be treated decisively in a general treatise on
Economic Science; since any adequate discussion of them must
involve an amount of technical detail unsuitable to such a
treatise. But it does not seem possible to draw a sharp line
between the "technical" and the "economic" H.<,pects of t,hR'IP,
questions; and in any case it is the admitted business of an
economist, in studying social production, to investigate the
causes by which the labour of any society is rendered more or
less productive of wealth: and such an investigation necessarily
goes far to supply an answer to the question " how the produce
"of labour may be made as great as possible."
§ 5. At the same time, although in discussing the conditions
more or less favourable to Production we inevitably approach
the margin which divides Art from Science, I have thought it
expedient to reserve as much as possible for a separate inquiry
the discussion of the principles of governmental interference
with industry: whether with a view to a better organised Production or a more satisfactory Distribution of wealth: since I
conform so far to the older and more popular view of my subject
as to consider the discussion of these principles an integral part
of the t heory of Political Economy.
N. W. Senior was one of the first economists who definitely
proposed to confine the name Political Economy to the theoretical branch of the subject, leaving the practical bmnch to be
absorbed in the general art of government; and as this view of
the scope of the study has since been the prevalent view among
English economists, it may be convenient to examine briefly
the arguments by which Senior justifies the innovation. H e
begins by fully recognising the importance of the questions
which the practical branch of Political Economy, as previously
conceived, attempts to answer. Inquiries, he says, as to tho
means by which the industry of man may be rendered more
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productive by the action of government, as to the distribution of
wealth most desirable in a given state of society, and as to the
means by which any given country may facilitate such a distribution-such inquiries are undoubtedly of great interest. But
"they no more form part of the science of political economy than
" navigation forms part of the science of astronomy. The prin" ciples supplied by politica.l economy are indeed necessary
"elements in their solution but they are not the only or even
" the most important elements....They involve, as their general
"prcmissco, the consideration of the whole theory of morals, of
"government, and of civil and criminal legislation; and for
" their particular premisses, a knowledge of all the facts which
"affect the community which the ecouomist proposes to iu" fluence." The statesman, he explains, who has practically to
solve these questions, must consider all the causes which may
promote or impede the general welfare of the society fo1, which
he proposes to legislate; the political economist, whose systematic attention has been concentrated on wealth, " has con" sidered only one, though the most important, of those causes":
accordingly his scientific conclusions, however true, "do not
"authorise him in adding a single syllable of advice." His
business as a political economist" is neither to recommend nor
" to dissuade, but to state general principles which it is fatal to
" neglect, but neither advisable nor perhaps pmcticable to use
"as the sole or even the principal guides in the conduct of
"affairs." Substantially the same view was expressly adopted
hy .J_ S, Mill, t.hongh t,h l'\ plnn of his popular and influential
P riricipfos of Political Economy is not framed in accordance
with it. With characteristic eclecticism, while he includes in
his treatise a· discussion of the questions of the old art of
Political Economy-even with some startling· enlargements-he
does not introduce these discussions as belonging to Political
Economy strictly: but as mingling Political Economy with social
philo~phy. The same view was also effectively expounded,
some years later, by J. E. Cairnes in his L ectu1·es on the Character and Lo_gwal Method of Political Ec-0nomy, with still
more pronounced antagonism to the older view than even Senior
had shewn. " Political Economy," says Cairnes, "stands neutral
" between competing social schemes, as the science of mechanics
"stands neutral between competing plans of railway construction,
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"as chemistry stands neutral between competing plans of sanitary
"improvement": it has, accordingly, "nothing to do with laisser
"faire." And since Cairnes, the majority of English writers
who have regarded Political Economy as a scientific study have
taken substantially the same view of its scope.
There is no doubt much force in the arguments of these
writers, so far as they tend to the conclusion that the art of
Political Economy, according to Adam Smith's use of the term,
cannot be completely separated from the general art of government. It is certainly true that in deciding practical questions
of public finance-or of governmental action, in matters of
industry and trade, on other than financial grounds-it is often
necessary to take into account other considerations besides the
effects of the proposed measures on the production and distribution of wealth; and that sometimes these other considerations are more important than those with which Political
Economy is concerned. But to refuse therefore to recognise an
art of Political Economy at all, even o.s a partially distinct branch
of a larger whole, was a more drastic measure than these arguments justified; and it was certainly exposed to the drawbacks
involved in any attempt to change the long-established meaning
of a familiar term. To tell the readers of Adam Smith-for the
Wealth of Nation.~ has never ceased to be widely read-that
"Political Economy has nothing to do with laisser faire," was too
daring a paradox; and it certainly has not been very successful
in dispelling the popular confusion between theory and practice
which it was intended to clear away. The "laws of Political
"Economy" are still liable to be "disobeyed" in the ordinary
discourse even of well-educated persons ; and there can be no
doubt· that the interest of Adam Smith's book for ordinary
readers is largely due to the decisiveness with which he offers
to statesmen the kind of practical counsels which, according to
Senior and Cairnes, he ought carefully to have ah,;;tained from
giving; perhaps, therefore, in view of long-established usage, it
will be found more easy to avoid any confusion between "laws of
"nature" and "laws of human legislation" in relation to the
production and distribution of wealth, if we grant the study of
both a place within the pale of Political Economy, while carefully
distinguishing the Science or theoretical branch of the subject
from the Art or practical branch. ·
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§ 6. And this conclusion will receive further support if we
see reason to regard the science of Political Economy as only
a partially distinct branch of the general science of Society, just
as the art is only a partially distinct branch of the general art
of Government. This, no doubt, was not the view taken by
Senior, Cairnes, and their followers. According to the former,
while the sciences which supply the rational basis for the art of
Government have premisses drawn from an infinite variety of
phenomena, the premisses of the science of Political Economy
consist of a. very few general propositions ; from which, as he
holds, the political economist can draw conclusions universally
true in respect of the production of wealth, and as regards its
distribution, can at any rate "lay dowu Lhe natural state of
"things as a general rule," without turning his attention to any
elements of social life beyond the processes of producing and
exchanging wealth. The scientific value of such deductive
reasonings will be considered later; what we have now to
observe-a point apparently overlooked by Senior and Caimesis that the practical arguments in favour of the "system of
"natural liberty," urged by Adam Smith and his successors, may
similarly be presented as deductions from a few premisses, representing familiar facts of human experience and not requiring any
wide study of social phenomena. Thus it may be argued, first,
that from the universality of the desire for wealth, from the
superior opportunities that each individual has, as compared
with any other person, of learning what conduces best to the
satisfaction of his wants, and from the keener concern he has for
such satisfaction, any sane adult may be expected to discover
and aim at his own economic interests better than government
will do this for him. Then, this being granted, it may be argued,
secondly, that consumers in general-that is, the members of
the community generally in the character of consumers-seeking each his own interest intelligently, will causti an effectual
demand for different kinds of products and services, in proportion to their utility to society; while producers, generally
seeking each his own interest intelligently, will be led to supply
this demand in the most economic way, each one training himself or being trained by his parents for the best rewarded, and
th~refore most useful, services for which he is adapted. Then,
keeping within the same nan-ow lines of analysis and deduction,
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we may shew how in certain cases, such as that of industrial
monopoly, the general argument for the coincidence of private
interest with ~he interest of the community fails. All these
arguments may be worked out in considerable detail, without
touching on any social facts beyond those considered in the
science delineated by Senior-the nature of wealth, the general
causes of changes in the value of purchaseable commodities, the
universal desire to obtain such commodities at the least possible
sacrifice, and the rational activities to which this desire may be
assume<! t-0 prompt, int,P.lligAnt, porsons under various conditions.
It will be replied that this kind of general reasoning cannot
by itself enable us to solve any of the practical problems of
economic legislation; because such problems, a.s Cairnes says,
often "present other aspects than the purely economical" political, moral, educational, artistic aspects ;-and these may
"involve consequences so weighty as to turn the scale against
"purely economic solutions." In saying, however, that there
are " few" practical problems which do not present extraeconomical aspects, Cai.mes seems to go too far; since there
are certainly some important departments of economic legislation, e.g., banking and currency, in which a statesman would
usually come to his conclusions on purely economic grounds. Still
no doubt his statement is largely true; even in matters of ta,xation and public finance, other than strictly economic aims have
often to be taken into account,-for instance, the actual plan
of taxation in England is partly determined by the general conviction that alcoholic drinking is dangerous to health and morals.
But, granting that effects not strictly economic have to be
taken into account in some of the concrete problems belonging
to the practical branch of Political Economy, it is no less true
that in some of the concrete problems of economic science
cau.ses not strictly economic cannot be overlooked. Suppose,
for instance,-to take the leading question of the Wealth of
Nations-we compare the productiveness of the labour of one
country at the present time with that of another, or with the
productiveness of its own labour at an earlier period, there is
no one of the extra-economical elements of social life mentioned
by Cairnes which may not come into consideration ; political
systems, moral opinions and habits, educational methods, artistic
faculties and tastes, each in turn may become important. And
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no general rule can be laid down as to the extent t.o which
these other elements are to be taken into account; since their
relations to ind!]stry and trade vary indefinitely in closeness
and importance in different economic inquiries. Thus, in
considering generally the causes of the improvement in the
productive powers of labour, the importance of a healthy condition of social morality must not be overlooked; but it is not
therefore the economist's duty to study in detail the doctrine
or discipline of the different Christian churches: if, however,
wc arc studying historically the causes that have affected the
interest of capital, the views of Christian t heologians with
regard to usury will require careful attention. So, again, the
conditions and development of the Fine Arts will not generally
demand more than a very brief and summary treatment from
the economist: if, however, we are investigating the share
taken by a particular community in the international organisation of industry, the special artistic faculties and sensibilities
of its members may become a consideration of much importance.
Similarly the influence exercised on industry by government
has often been an economic factor of the first magnitude: still
it is obvious that, in modern European communities, at the
existing stage of social development, changes in the industrial
organisation of the civilised part of mankind are largely independent of changes in their political organisation. For instance, in the nineteenth century, France passed from Absolute
Monarchy to Limited Monarchy, from Limited Monarchy to
Repnhli~, from Repnbli~ t-0 Rmpire, and from Empire to Republic again; and yet none of these changes-except the third
during a transient crisis-appreciably affected its industrial
system; whereas this latter was materially modified during
the same period by causes unconnected with politics, such as
the invention of railways and of electric telegraphs. At the
same time, I should quite admit that most English ecouomi:skl
a generation ago hardly foresaw the extent t.o which political
conditions would continue t.o affect industry up to the present
date: and, similarly, the relations between the development of
industry a.nd other factors of social life, such as the progress
and diffusion of knowledge, and the changes in national character
or in the habits and sentiments of special classes, have hardly
met with due consideration.
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Granting, however, that the phenomena with which Political
Economy is concerned cannot be satisfactorily studied in complete
separation from other social phenomena, it must be admitted,
on the other hand, that the general science of Society is only in a
rudimentary condition. We can hardly say more ~han that it is
slowly struggling into existence, and what relation 1t may bear
to Political Economy when it comes to be established, it would
be rash to prophesy. There can be no doubt that the general
science of Society will include economic science as one of its
branches; and it is probable that the development of the
general science will bring into increasing prominence the interdependence of social facts of various kinds. ~ut that is no
reason why the economic aspects of socio,} fo.cts should not
continue to be made the subject of special study. 'l'he analogy
of other sciences may be appealed to: for although the progress
of science continually impresses upon us the coherence and
interdependence of the laws of the physical world, still the
steady increase of knowledge and the severe limitation of the
human faculties forces on us a continually greater specialisation
of physic.'tl study.
§ 7. To sum up: Political Economy, as commonly studied,
has included a theoretical and a practical branch, which it is
impo1tant to distinguish clearly, since there is a popular disposition to confound their respective premisses and conclusions.
For brevity, it seems convenient to refer to them as the Science
and the Art of Political Economy; the latter being historically
the subject to which the term was mainly applied in its earlier
use, whereas among English political economists from the beginning of the nineteenth century there has been a tendency
to restrict it to the former. The science of Political Economy
deals ,~th a certain class of social activities and relations, the
study of which can with advantage be partially separat4?d from
the study of the rest; but the separation is only partial,
most other social activities having an economic aspect, as
well as more or less influence on the activities with which
Political Economy is more specially concerned. The degree of
separation between the science of Political Economy and the
general science of Society it is well to leave somewhat indefinite,
partly because it differs considerably in different inquiries, partly
because the general science of Society is at present in a rudi-
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mentary condition and struggling towards a fuller development;
-each step in which is not unlikely to alter somewhat its
actual relations to t he special sciences which are, ideally speaking, its branches.
Similarly the Art of Political Economy, which deals with a
special department of governmental interference, designed to
improve either the social production of wealth or its distribution, may be partially, but only partially, separated from
the general art of legislation or government. H ere, again,
the degree of sepamtion varies considerably according to the
nature of the problems considered; but on the whole the
connexion of the art with the more comprehensive art of
which it is a part is closer than the conespouding collllexion
in the case of the science. This is partly due to the fact
that the general art of Government, though its development
is not very advanced, has hitherto received considerably more
attention than the general science of Society.
In the present treatise, the Art of Political Economy is, in
accordance with the view expressed above, made the subject
of a separate and final book1 ; whilst the Science of Political
Economy, as it is ordinarily conceived in England, forms the
subj ect of the first two books, on (1) Production and (2) Distribution and Exchange, respectively. The precise manner in
which I distinguish and connect these three topics, and the
grounds on which I have combined the theory of Exchange
with that of Distribution, will be better explained somewhat
later.
Besides the subjects above mentioned, economisti; since Say
1 I have already explained why I do not hold with one of my reviewers that
"the art of political economy considered as a study of what ought to be is
"contained in the science." n is of course true that the examination of the
effects of any kind of governmental interferem:e, either on production or on
distribu~ion a nd exchange, may be treated as a problem of economic science:
but in the case of distribution and exchange, as I have before said, it is clearly
not enough for practical purposes to determine what kind of effects on incomes
and prices will be produced by any measure: we have further to consider
whether these effects are desirable or the reverse. On this latter point very
different views are explicitly or implicitly maintained by thinkers, statesmen,
reformers, philanthropists of diJJerent schools : a careful, thorough, and impartial examination of these different views appeared to me, when I wrote my
book, to be a greBt <leaideratu11,: and it is this desideratum which I have mainly
endeavoured t.o supply in that part of my third book which deals with
Distribution.
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have often introduced, as a separate department, a discussion of
the laws of Consumption; and the indispensability of such a
discussion has been strongly urged by Jevons, who goes the
length of saying that "the whole theory of Economy depends
"upon a correct theory of Consumption." I quite agree with
Jevons as to the fundamental importance of certain propositions
relating to Consumption; and I also think that their importance
has not been adequateiy apprehended by many recent writers.
Still, it has appeared to me most convenient, in such a treatise
as the present, to introduce these propositions in discussing the
questions relating to Production, Distribution, and Exchange
which they help to elucidate; and I have, therefore, not thought
it necessary to bring them together under a separate head.

I

CHAPTER I.
TEIE ART Ot' POLITICAL ECOX0)1Y.

I N this third book of my treatise I propose to discuss briefly
the principles of Political Economy considered M .in Art or
department of the general Theory of Practice. I t has been
already observed', in the introductory portion of t his work, that
the "principles of Political Economy" are still most commonly
understood, even in England, and in spite of many protests to
t he contrary, to be practical principles- rules of conduct public
or private; and that, t his being so, confusion of thought on the
subject is likely to be most effectually prevented, not by confining the Theory of Political Economy to economic science in
the strictest sense-the study, whether by a positive or a hypot hetical treatment, of the actually existing production and
distribution of valuable commodities-but by marking and
maintaining as clearly as possible the distinction between the
points of view of the Science and the Art respectively, and the
mothooi:; of l'P.>l.<;oning nppl'()priat.P. to P.a.ch.

How then shall we define the scope of Political Economy
considered as an Art ?
If we follow the indications of language, it would seem to
be a branch or application of a more general art ca.lied
" Economy" without qualification. Another branch of this
more comprehensive art is commonly recognised as " Domestic
"Economy" or "economy in household matters." Here the
object with which the economist is concerned is wealth or
money; but we equally speak of "economy of force" in a
mechanical arrangement without regard to its utility, and of
"economy of time" in any employment whether productive
1

Introduction, c.
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of wealth or not. C<_m1paring these different uses, we may
ciefine "Economy" generally as the art or method of attaining
the greatest possible amount of some desirable result for a
given cost, or a given result for the least possible cost; "cost"
being of two kinds, either (I ) the endurance of pain, discomfort,
or something else undesirable, or (2) the sacrifice of something
desirable, either as an end or a means1•
The Art of Political Economy, then, would seem to be
Economy applied to the attainment of some desirable result
not for an individual but for a political community(or aggn.gatc
of such communities).
So far we may hope to a.void controversy. Bnt when we go
on to ask what the desirable result is which Political Economy
seeks to realise, we find the question less easy to answer.
It has already been noticed• that Adam Smith and his
earlier successors, so far as they treated political economy
M an art, conceived its end to be that the national production of wealth should be as great as possible; and hardly
itppear to have entertained the notion of aiming at the best
possible distribution. But this limitation of view is not in
accordance with the ordinary nso of tho wider term "economy."
The idea of an economic wpenditure of wealth, of which the
aim is to make a given amount of wealth as useful as possible,
is even more familiar than that of economic production of
wealth: in fact domestic economy, us ordinarily understood,
is simply the art or faculty of "making wealth go as far as
" possible." And it seems most in harmony with the received
nivision of P.!'.onornir. sr.iP.nr.P., 11nopted in the present treatise, to
recognise at least a possible Art of Distribution, of which the
aim is to apportion the produce among the members of the
community so that the greatest amount of utility or satisfaction
may be derived from it.
It may be said that this latter inquiry takes ns beyond
the limits that properly separate Political Economy from the
1 I have before urged that labour is not necessarily to be regarded as something disagreeable; all that we can infer from the fact that any kind of labour
bas to be paid for is that some, out of the whole number of persons required to
f11n1ish all the labour that society is prepared to purchase, either dislike this
labour or prefer some other kind of labour either for its own sake or for
its results.
2 Introduction, c. 11. § 4.
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more comprehensive and more difficult art of geneml Politics ;
since it inevitably carries us into a region of investigation in
which •WO can no longer use the compi\mtively exact mea.surements of economic science, but only those more vague and
uncertain balancings of different quantities of happiness with
which the politician has to content himself. But the discussions in Book I. on the definitions of wealth and value see]l}ed
to lead to the conclusion that the real exactness of economic
as compared with ordinary political estimates is generally overrated. For it there appeared that, though we could measure
all wealth at the same titne ancl place by the ordinary standard
of exchange value,-i.e., money,-still in comparing amounts of
wealth at different times and places neither this nor any
equally exact standard was a vailnble; and wo were accordingly
obliged to some extent to fall back on a necessarily more
indefinite comparison of utilities. Since, then, even in the
reasonings of economic science, an estimate of the utility of
wealth is to some extent indispensable, no fundamental change
of method is introduced by adop ting this estimate more systematically in the present part of our investigation.
It may, however, be questioned whether, so far as we regulate
the distribution of produce, we should do so on the principle
that I have laid down as "economic." Many would urge that
we ought to aim at realising Justice or Equity in our distribution. Hence it seems desirable to examine the principles of
Justice or Equity that have been proposed .\S supreme rules of
distribution: and, so far as any such principles approve themsolves on examination, to considtr how far their application
would coincide with, and how far it would diverge from, the
pursuit of the " economic" ideal.
Meanwhile we may take the subject of Political Economy
considered as an Art to include, besides the theory of provision
for governmental expenditure, (1) the art of making the
proportion of produce to population a maximum, taking generally as a measure the ordinary standard of exchange value, so
fo,r as it can be applied: and (2) the art of rightly distributing
produce among members of the community, whether on any
principle of equity or justice, or on the economic principle of
making the whole produce as useful as possible.
Here, however, it may be asked, whose conduct the Art is
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supposed to direct; nnd some further explanation on this point
seems certainly to be required. First, as regards production,
-the term "art of production" might be fairly understood to
denote a systematic exposition of the rules, by conforming to
which individuals engaged in industry may produce the maximum of commodity with the minimum of cost. But political
economy is not usually supposed to include such an exposition;
nnd it appears to me that it would be difficult to give any
geneml instructiou of this kind, if it is to be more than a collection of common-places, without entering more fully than would
be convenient into the details of particular kinds of industry.
At any rate I do not propose to attempt this in the present
Book; I shall follow tradition in treating as the main subject of
Political Economy, reg-arded as an Art of Production, the action
of government for the improvement of the national production :
but it seems desirable, for completeness, to include in our consideration the action of private persons for the same end, so far
a.sit is not prompted by the ordinary motives of pecuniary selfinterest or regulated on commercial principles. This extension
of view is still more clearly called for in dealing with the Art of
Distribution ; where gratuitous labour and expenditure have,
especially in modern times, largely supplemented the efforts of
governments to mitigate the distressing inequalities in the
distribution of produce, that are incidental to the existing
competitive organisation of society.
Finally, I have to observe that, in defining the scope of
the art of production, I have implied that the mere increase
of population is not an end ~t which it aims. This is, I think,
now the generally accepted view of political economists. A
statesman, however, will generally desire, ceteris paribus, a
large population for his country: and we shall and that some
important kinds of governmental interference with industrysuch as the regulation of land-tenure-have been partly advocated with a view to increase of population raLher Uian uf
wealth. I propose, therefore, in one or two cases to consider the
effects of governmental interference in relation to this end.

CHAPTER II.
THE SYSTEM OF NATURAL LIBERTY CONSIDERED lN RELATION
TO PRODUCTlO~L

§ 1. ON the very threshold of the subject of inquiry
defined in the preceding chapter we fi.nd ourselves confronted
by t he sweeping do~trine that t h;-;ole function of ~"it id&d
government in relation to industry is simply to leave it alone.
This view seems to be partly supported in some minds by a 1
curious confusion of thought; the absence of governmental
interference being assumed for simplicity's sake in the hypothetical reasonings, by which the values of products and services
arc deductively determined, is at the same time vaguely re- /
garded as a conclusion established by such reasonings. Still
when modern Political_ Economy-according to the common
view of its commencement as a special science or study- ~
f21mdoo hy the " Physiocmts" in the middle of the eighteenth
century, i.i_was an ~ a l part of its teaching that a
st.1.tesman's business was noCto make laws for incli1stry;-1;ut
m~ly to ascertain anaprotect from encroachment the simp_lc,
(llillllal, and immutable laws oC-natu:re, under which prnduction
w.QQ&r~~te itself in the- best po~ible way, if governments
would abstain from meddling. - And from this Lime f~nvanJ,
undir the ~ enduring influence of Adam Smith, the
accredited expositors of political economy-at least until the
comparatively recent movement against individualism in
Germany-have commonly been advocates of Laisser Faire.
H ence since this doctrine, so far as it is sound, is evid~Qtly_Jhe
~st important conclusion of Political Eeonomyconsidered as
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an Art, i.Lwill be con~ent to b__cgin...this__ d.e~rtment of our
investigation_by examining_carefully the grounds on which it is
advo~tE)..d.
-- -- ~- Throughout this examination it is desirable, for clearness'
sake, to keep distinct the two points of view which we have
taken separately in the two preceding books. I:or the proposition that what, after Adam Smith, I shall call "natuml
" ~1:tr_: tends tothe
~Ollom.tC production of weaJ.th,
~L!!Q ~nsne~arily_ im_1llies the fusther pro~sition that it
also tends to -the most economic or equitable distribution 0£.
the a_ggi:egatlL .P-1:Q.duce. - Tt was °"no doubt helctby the
Physiocrats that Natural Libel'ty tends to realise Natural
Justice: and the same view has been commonly maintained
by the more thoroughgoing followers of Adam Smith 1 in
France and Ge~·many,-of whom Bastiat may be taken as
· a type,-and has been frequently expressed or implied in
the utterances of subordinate members of the "l\fanchester
"School" in England. But I am not aware that it has been
expressly afflrmed by any leading economic writer in England
from Ricardo downwards; and since the influence of J. S. l\1ill
has been predominant, I do not think it has been the prevailing opinion even among the rank and file of the " orthodox "
school of political economy. ~.)'.... at any mte, of those,
~ in England h.ave held most strongly that_j_t.i.§._ expedient
foLg~~nt ~!_lterfer~ ~_!ittl~ as possible with the
cgstribution of wealth resu~~g from free co_m ~ , have
not maintained this 9~nd~ha.t t he existing i n ~ s
are satisfacto1·y; but rather m the belief that aeysucn interference must tend to ~1p_a ir ~ggreg:ate production more than
i~ ~Id i~cr~lie uti~ty of the produce by a better distribution.
-- It will be convenient, therefore, to commence with an
examination of the arguments by which the system of Natnml
Liberty is justified in its relation to Production. The following
is a concise statement of the reasoning to this conclusion which
is more or less definitely implied, and partly expressed, in
numberless passages of the works of Adam Smith and his
successors.

J~
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For Adam Smith's own view, see Introduction, pp. 20, 21.
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Assuming as unive1-sal a fairly intelligent and alert pursuit
of the interest of self and family, it is argued that wealth and
other purchasable commodities will be produced in the most
economic way, if every member of society is left free to produce
and transfer to others whatever utilities he can, on any terms
that may be freely arranged.
For (I) the regard for self-interest on the part of consumers
will lead always to the effectual demand for the things t hat are
most useful to society ; and (2) regard for self-interest on the
part of producers will lead to their production at the least cost.
That is, firstly, if any material part of the ordinary supply of
any commodity A were generally estimated as les.s useful for
t he satisfaction of social needs than the quantity of another
commodity B that could be produced at the same cost, the
demand of consumers would be diverted from A to B, so that
A would fall in market value and B rise; and this change
in values would cause a diversion of the efforts of producers
from A to B to the extent required. And, secondly, the
self-interest of producers will tend to t he production of everything at the least cost: for the self-interest of entrepreneurs
will lead them to purchase services most cheaply, taking
account of quality: and the self-interest of labourers-including its expansion, thro\lgh parental affection, into domestic
interest-will cause them to be trained to the perfonnance of
the best-paid, and therefore most useful, services for which they
are, or are capable of becoming, adapted ; so far as the cost of
the training does not outweigh the increment of efficiency given
by it. Any excess of labourers of any kind will be rapidly
corrected by a fall in the payment made for their services; and,
in the same way, .any deficiency will he rapidly made up. And
the more keenly and persistently each individual-whether as
consumer or as producer-pursues his private interest, the
more certain will be the natural punishment of inertia or
misdirected effort anywhere, and therefore the more completely will the adaptation of social labour to the satisfaction
of social wants be attained. What has been said applies
primarily to ordinary buying and selling; but it may obviously
be extended to borrowing and lending, hiring and lettingand, in short, to all contracts in which any exchange of utilities
takes place : the only thing r~quired of government in any
L~&
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such case is to secure-by the protection of person and property from force and fraud, and by the enforcement of freely
made contracts-that everyone shall be really free to purchase
the utility he most wants, and to transfer what he can best
furnish.
This conception of the single force of self-interest, creating
and keeping in true economic order the vast and complex
fabric of social industry, is very fascinating; and it is not
surprising that, in the first glow of the enthusiasm excited
by its revelation, it should have been unhesitatingly accepted
as presenting the ideal condition of social relations, and the final
goal of political progress. And I believe that the conception
contains a very large element of truth: the motive of selfinterest does work powerfully and continually in the manner
above indicated; and the difficulty of finding any adequate
substitute fo1· it, either as an impulsive or as a regulating
force, is an almost invincible obstacle in the way of reconstructing society on any but its present individualistic basis.
At the same time, before we accept the system of natural
liberty as supplying the type to which a practical politician
should seek to approximate, it is important to obtain a clear
view of the general qualifications with which the argument
above given has to be accepted, and of the particular cases in
which its optimistic conclusion is inadmissible.
§ 2. I propose, therefore, in the present chapter, to concentrate attention on these qualifications and exceptions. And,
in so doing, I think it will be most instructive to adhere, in the
main, to the abstmct deductive method of treatment which
has been chiefly employed in the preceding Book ; since many
persons who are willing to admit that the principle of laisse1·
faire ought not to be applied unreservedly' in the actual condition of human societies, yet seem to suppose it to be demonstrably right in the hypothetical community contemplated in
the general reasonings of politic.'11 economy. This suppasition
appears to me seriously erroneous; hence in the present
chapter I am specially concerned to shew that, even in a society
composed-solely or mainly1--of "economic men," the system
of natural liberty would have, in certain respects and under
1 The difference b~tween "solely" and "mainly" is important in e, pa1t of
the argument the,t follows. See p. 410.
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certain conditions, no tendency to realise the beneficent results
claimed for it1 •
I may begin by pointing out t hat t he argument for laisser 1(
faire does not tend to shew that the spontaneous combination
of individuals pursuing their private interests will lead to the ,
production of a maximum of material wea.lth, except so far as
the individuals in question prefer material wealth to utilities not I
embodied in matter. So far as their choice falls on the latter- '
so far (e.g.) as the wealthier among them prefer t he oper-a and
the drama to the arts of painting and sculpture, and a grea.ter
abundance of servants to a greater elaborateness in food,
clothing, and ornaments-the result of t heir free action will be
to render the production of material wealth less than it would
otherwise be. And even taking " produce," as I propose to do,
in thE} wider sense in which it has been taken in the preceding
Books, to' include immaterial utilities as well as material, we
have still to observe that men may prefer repose, leisure,
reputa.t ion, &c., to any utilities whatever that they could
obtain by labouring. Thus the freeing of a servile population
may cause a large diminution of production (in the widest sense
of the term); because the freedmen are content with what they
can get by a much smaller amount of labour than their masters
forced them to perform. In short~n:al liq_~y" caI_!_.QP..ly
tend to the production of...llla.icimum wealth, ~o far as t~~ gi..VQS
more satisfaction on the whole than any other employment of
time.
~ h e importance of both these qualifications becomes more
1 It is from this point of view that Cairnes's interesting and persnasive essay
on "Political Economy and Laissez Faire" (in his Essays in Political Economy
Theoretical and Applied) appears to me most defective. Cairnes reaches the
conclnsion that laissez faire, though the safest "prl}ctical rule," yet "falls
"to the ground as a scientific doctrine," by pointing to actual shortcomings
in the production and distribution of social ntility, and tracing these to the
miRtaken notions that men form of their inter~sts. But this reasoning seems
to me palpably inconclusive, acoording to the view of political economy as a
hypothetical science, which Cairnes elsewhere expounds (L-Oyical .ilfethod of
Political Economy, Leet. n.). What on this view he has to prove is that
there is any less reason for regarding laissez faire as a doctrine of this hypothetical science than there is for so regarding those deductive determinations of
the values of products and services which• might equally well be shewn not
to correspond exactly-nor, in all cases, even approximately-to the actual
facts of existing societies. This, then, is the point to which I chiefly direct
attention in the present chapter.

26-2
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clear when they are viewed in connexion with a third. In
the abstract argument, by which t he system of natural liberty
is shewn to lead to the most economic production, it has to be
implicitly assumed that all the different parts of produce are
to be mensm·ed, at any one time and place, by their exchange
value 1 • That is, we have to assume, that utilities valued
highly by the rich are useful to the community in proportion
either to their market price, or to the pecuniary gain foregone
in order to obtain them. And among these utilities, as we
have just seen, we must include the gratification of the love of
power, the love of ease, and all the whims and fancies that arewont to take possession of the minds of persons whose income
is far more than sufficient to satisfy ordinary human desires.
It is only by this strained extension of the idea of social utility
that the production of such utility under the system of natural
liberty can be said to have even a general tendency to reach
the maximum production possible. Thus, for instance, there is
no reason why, even in a community of most perfectly economic
men, a few wealthy landowners, fond of solitude, scenery, or
sport, should not find their interest in keeping from cultivi\tion
large tracts of land naturally fit for the plough or for pasture;
or why large capitalists generally should. not prefer to live on
the interest of their capital, without producing personally nny
utilities whatsoever.
The waste of social resources that might result in this way
is likely to be greater the nearer a man approaches the close
of life, so far as we suppose self-interest to be his governing
principle of adiou. Uule.ss he is sympathetic enough to find
bis greatest happiness in beneficence, it may clearly be his
interest, as his end draws near, to spend larger and larger sums
on smaller and smaller enjoyments. Or if we may legitimately
assume, as political economists generally do, that a man will
generally wish at least to keep his capital intact for the sake
of his descendants, we still have no ground for making any
similar general assumption in the case of persons unmarried or
childless. Such persons, again, even if they do not spend
their accumulations on themselves, may (and not unfrequently
1 A certain margin ofnncertainty is introduced, so far as the interference or
government bas any effect in altering exchange-value. But this, for our
present purposes, may be neglected.
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do) make an almost equally uneconomical disposal of them·
by whimsical or ill-judged bequests. And this leads me to
another difficulty that stands in the way of the consistent reali-·
sation of the system of natural liberty, if extended to include
freedom of bequest. Granting that men in general will extra.ct
most satisfaction out of their wealth for themselves, if they
are allowed to choose freely the manner of spending it; it
does not in any way follow that they will render it most
productive of utility for those who are t9 come after them, if
they are allowed to bequeath it under any conditions that
they choose. On the contraty, it rtither follows that any such
posthumous restraint on the use of bequeathed wealth will
tend to make it less useful to the living, as it will inteifere
with their freedom in dealing with it. H ow far it would,
therefore, be generally useful to impose restrictions on bequest
is a question which can only be decided by a balance of conflicting considerations; we have to weigh the gain of utility
that may be expected from the greater freedom of the heirs
against the loss of utility that may be feared, not so much
through the diminution in the satisfactions of the testatorwhich perhaps need not be highly csLiruatecl-lm t from his
diminished inducement to produce and preserve wealth. But
however this question may be decided, the theoretical dilemma
in which the system of natural liberty is placed is none the loss
clear. The free play of self-interest can only be supposed
to lead t.o a socially advantageous employment of wealth in old
age, if we assume that the old are keenly interested in the utilities t hat their wealth may furnish to those who succeed them :
but if they have this keen interest, they will probably wish to
regulate the employment of their wealth ; while again in proportion as they attempt this regulation by will, they will
diminish the freedom of their successors in dealing with the
wealth that they bequeath; and, therefore, according to the
fundamental assumption of the system of natural liberty, will
diminish the utility of this wealth to those successors. Of this
difficulty there is, I -think, no theoretical solution ; it can only
be settled by a rough practical compromise.
A somewhat similar difficulty arises in respect of the enforcement of contracts. If all contrncts freely made are to be
enforced, it is conceivable that a man may freely contract
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himself into slavery; it is even conceivable that a large mass of
the population of a country might do this, in the poverty and
distress caused by some wide-spreading calamity. In such
a case Freedom of Contract would have produced a social
state in which Freedom of Contract would be no longer allowed to large numbers; and, therefore, its effect in keeping •
production economic would be correspondingly restricted. It
may be said that such contracts would not really be in the
interest of the enslavers; and it is no doubt true that, according
to the fundamental hypothesis that we are now considering, it
cannot be A's interest to make a contract with B which will
tend to diminish B's prospective utility to A , taking everything into account. It is, however, possible that the most
valued utility which B can provide for A is the gratification of
the love of power or superiority which A will obtain by a more
complete control over B; so that it will be A 's interest to
obtain this control at the cost of rendering B's labour less productive-in any ordinary sense of the term. And, again, it may
be possible for A t o make a contract which, though it will tend
to diminish B's productive efficiency on the whole, will tend in
a greater degree to increase A's prospect of sccm·ing to himself
the results of this efficiency: and, if so, A's self-interest will
clearly prompt to such a contract.
§ 3. This fast possibility brings us in view of another.
fundamental assumption of the system of natural liberty, the
limited applicability of which it is both theoretically and
practically important to notice. In the general argument above
given it was implicitly assumed that the individual can always
obtain through free exchange adequate remuneration for the
services which he is capable of rendering to society. But there
is no general reason for supposing that this will always be
possible; and in fact there is a large and varied class of cases in
which the supposition would be manifestly erroneous. In the
first place, there are some utilities which, from their nature, arc
practically incapable of being appropriated by those who produce them or who would otherwise be willing to purchase them.
For insta,nce, it may easily happen that the benefits of a wellplaced lighthouse must be largely eajoyed by ships on which no
toll could be conveniently imposed. So, again, if it is economically advn.ntageous to a nation to keep up forests, on account of
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their beneficial effects in moderating and equalising rainfall 1,
the advantage is one which private enterprise has no tendency
to provide; since no one could appropriate and sell improvements in climate. For a somewhat different reason scientific
discoveries, again, however ultimately profitable to industry,
have not generally speaking a market value: the inventions in
which the discoveries are applied can, indeed, be protected by
patents; but the extent to which any given discovery will aid
invention is mostly so uncertain, that, even if the secret of
a law of nature could be conveniently kept, it would not be
worth an inventor's while to buy it, in the hope of being
able to make something of it.
H ere I may notice a specially important way in which the
inequalities in distribution-which natural liberty hns no
manifest tendency to diminish-may react unfavourably on
production. So far as the most economic production involves
present outlay for remote results, it may be prevented by the
fact that the persons concerned do not possess and cannot procure the requisite capital; while for others who do possess it,
such outlay would not be remunerative, owing to the difficulty
of appropriating an adequate share of tho resulting increment
of utility. In the preceding Book we have been led to observe
how the services of the higher grades of skilled labour, including
the labour of large employers, tend to be paid more highly than
would be the case if wealth were more equally distributed.
But this result is also prima facie evidence that such services
are rendered less abundantly than would be the case if the
labour and capital of the community were mol:'t productively
employed: since it may be inferred that society would purchase
an additional increment of such services at a price more than
sufficient to repay the outlay necessary to provide them;
while at the same time it would not be profitable for any
capitalist to provide the money, with the view of being repaid
out of the salary of the labourer educn.ted, owing "to the trouble
and risk involved in the deferred payments. In this way it
may be profitable for the community to provide technical and
professional education at a cheap l'ate, even when it could not
be remuner'atively undertaken by private enterprise. And thus,
too, the low _wages of a depressed class of labourers may cause
1 Cf. Ran-Wagner, Filla11zioi88enscha.ft, 1'•• Tbeil, § 193.
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a loss of wealth to the community, from the low standard of
efficiency which they tend to perpetuate in the class, even when
it would not be the interest of any private employer of the
labow·ers in question to pay higher wages.
§ 4. On the other hand, private enterprise may sometimes
be socially uneconomical because the underf.'i.ker is able to
approprinte not less but mo1·e than the whole net gain to the
community of his enterprise; for he may be able to appropriate the main part of the gain of a change causing both
gain and loss, while the conc01nitant loss falls entirely upon
others. 'fhus a company .A having made an expensive permanent instrument-say a railway-to the advantage both of
themselves and of their fellow-citizens, it may be the interest of
another company B to make a new railway somewhat more
convenient for the majority of travellers-and so likely to draw
the lion's share of traffic from .A-even if the increment of
utility to the community is outweighed by the extra cost of
the new railway; since B will get paid not merely for this
increment of utility, but also for a large part of the utility
that .A before supplied.
~
A still more marked divergence between private interest and
public interest is liable to occur in the case of monopoly: since,
as we have seen, a m~opolist may increase his maximum net
profit or make an equal profit more easily, by giving a smaller
supply of the commodity in which he deals at a higher price
rather than a larger supply at a lower price, n.nd so rendering
less service to the community in return for his profit. At the
same time, though a monopoly in priva.te hands is thus liable to
be economically disadvantageous from a social point of view,
there is in certain cases a decided economic gain to be obf.'i.ined
by that organisation of a whole department of production under
a single management, which inevitably leads to monopoly;
either because the qualities required in the product are such as
unity of management is peculiarly qualified to provide-as in
the case of the medium of exchange-or merely from the s.wing
of labour and capital that it renders possible. And it may be
observed that cases of this kind tend to increase in number and
importance, as civilisation progresses and the arts 'of indust1y
become more elaborate. Thus the aggregation of hJtman beings
into large towns has rendered it economica1ly important that
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the provision of water for the aggreg.i.te should be under one
management; and the substitution of gas for candles and
oil-lamps has had a similar economic effect on the provision
of light.
The practical import a,nce of the conflict of private and social
interests just mentioned is much increased by the extent to
which total or partial monopoly may be affected by combination1-especially when we consider that it may be the interest
of the combining producers not only to limit t he amount of
the utilities that they produce, in order to raise their price,
but also to resist any econoruiC8 in methods of production which
may tend to decrease the demand for those special utilities•. I t
should be observed that wherever payment is not by results, it
may easily be the interest of any individual labonrer in any
particular job to extend uneconomically the amount of labour
required, or to give as little work as he can in the time
(supposing that harder work would be more irksome). But it
is only where some combination of labourers exists, or custom
partially sustained by combination, that it can be any one's
interest on the whole to do this; since if the price of his services
were settled by open competition, n. labourer so acting would
lower the market value of his services. And it is to be observed
that the same progress of civilisation which tends to make
competition more 1·0,'tl and effective, when the circumstances
of i!}dustry favour competition, also increases the facilities and
tendencies to combination.
§ 5. So fiir we have considered combination a.s a possible
·source of economic loss to the community. But in some cases
combined action or abstinence on the part of a whole class of
producers is required to realise a certain utility, either at all or
in the most economical way-as (e.g.) where land below the
sea-level has to be protected aga.inst floods, or useful animals
and plants against infectious diseases. In a perfectly ideal
1 Combination is no doubt often tacitly excluded in the reasoning by which
it is argued that the most economic production tends to result from the play of
individual self-interests. But I do not see how it is legitimately to be excluded.
2 It is one of the most serious of economic objections alleged against TradesUnions, from the point of view of the community, that the regulations of some
of them are partly framed to carry out this anti-social method of increasing the
remuneration of a particular class. Cf. Thornton on L abour, Fart iii. c. 5.
See, however , Howell, Capital a,id Labour, c. viii.
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community of economic men all the persons concerned would
doubtless voluntarily agree to take the measures required to
ward off such common dangers: but in any community of
human beings that we can hope to see, the most that we
can reasonably expect is that the great majority of any industrial class will be adequately enlightened, vigilant, and
careful in protecting their own interests; and where the efforts
and sacrifices of a great majority are liable to be rendered
almost useless by the neglect of one or two individuals, it will
alwiiys be dangerous to trust to voluntary association. And
the ground for compulsion becomes still stronger when the very
fact of a combination among the great majority of any industrial class to attain a certain result materially increases the
inducement for individuals to stand aloof from the combination.
Take, for instance, the case of certain fisheries, where it is
clearly for the general interest that the fish should not be
caught at certain times, or in certain places, or with certain
instruments, because the increase of actual supply obtained by
such captures is much overbalanced by the detriment it causes
to prospective supply. Here-however clear the common
interest might be-it would be palpably rash to trust to
voluntary association for the observance of the required rules
of abstinence; since the larger the number that thus ,·oluntarily
R.bstain, the stronger becomes the inducement offered to those
who remain outside the association to pursue their fishing in
the objectionable times, places, and ways, so long as they are
not prevented by legal coercion.
§ 6. I have spoken above of the manner in which individuals may, through combination, avowed or tacit, make their
labour less useful in order that more of it may be required. We
have now to observe that, where there is no such combination,
open competition may cause a similar uneconomical effect, ernn
while fulfilling its normal function of equalising the remtmeration of producers. For suppose that the services of any par. ticular class of labourers receive on the average a disproportionately high remuneration as compared with those of other
classes; there are two ways in which this excess can be reduced,
either (1) by lowering the price of a given quantum of the
utilities, produced by the workers in question, or (2) by increasing the number of persons competing to produce such
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utilities, without augmenting their aggregate produce, owing
to the increased difficulty that each has in finding customers.

So far as this latter result takes place, the effect of competition
on production is positively disadvantageous. In actual experience this effect seems to occur most conspicuously in the
ca:Se of services of which the purchasers are somewhat deficient
in commercial keenness and activity; so that each producer
thinks himself likely to gain more on the whole by keeping up
the price of his services, rather than by lowering it to attract
custom. An example of this kind is furnished by retail trade,
e~pecially the retail trade of the smaller shops to which the
poorer class chiefly resorts; since the remarkable success of
the co-operative stores of artisans implies a considerable waste
of shopkeepers' time and labour under the system previously
universal. Still even in a community of thoroughly intelligent
and alert persons, the practical advantages of established goodwill or business connexion would still remain : the economic
man would find it his interest in 01tlinary circumstances, for the
saving of time and trouble, to form and maintain fixed habits of
dealing with certain persons. There would always be many
dealers who would be trying to form, and had as yet imperfectly succeeded in forming, such connexions. Thus it
appears that a coiIBiderable percentage of unemployed or halfemployed labour is a necessary concomitant of that active
competition for business by which industry is self-organised
under the system of natural liberty : and the greater the
fluctuations of demand and supply, the greater is likely to
be this pm-c1mtage of waste.
A somewhat similar waste of labour and capital employed
in manufactures, &c., due to the difficulty of adapting supply
to an imperfectly known and varying demand, has been noticed
in the last chapter but one of the preceding Book, in discussing
the phenomenon of (so-called)" over-production."
But again; the importance to each individual of finding
purchasers for his commodity also leads to a further waste,
socially speaking, in the expenditure incurred for the sole
purpose of attaining thfa result. A large part of the cost of
advertisements, of agents and "travellers," of attractive shopfronts, &c., comes under this head. A similar waste; similarly
incident to the individualistic organisation of industry, is
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involved in the initial expenses of forming joint-stock companies,
in the case of undertakings too large for ordinary private
capitalists-expenses which could not be avoided, even in a
community of economic men, though the skilled labour required
for launching such companies would not be remunerated quite
so largely as it is here and now.
In other cases again, the mere process of appropriating and
selling a commodity involves such a waste of time, trouble, and
expense as to render it on the whole a more economical arrangement for the community to provide the commodity out of public
funds. Thus (e.g.) it is an advance in industrial civilisation to
get rid of tolls on roads and bridges.
§ 7. Hitherto we have not made any distinction between
the interests of living men and LhuSB uf remote generatiurn,.
But if we are examining the merits and demerits of the purely
individualistic or competitive organisation of society from the
point of view of universal humanity, it should be observed that
it does not necessarily provide to an adequate extent for
utilities distant in time. I t was shewn before that an outlay
of c.l-pital that would be useful to the community may not be
made because it would be linremunerative to individuals at the
only mte at which they could (owing to poverty, &c.) bolTOW
the money. But we may go further and urge that an outlay
which would be on the whole advantageous, if the interests of
future generations are considered 1 as much as those of the
present, may not be profitable for any individual at the current
rate at ,vhich wealth can be commercially borrowed.
This mn.y hP. m1m'.\ly hec.rnse. the return is too distant;
since an average man's interest in his heirs is not sufficient
to make him buy a very long deferred annuity, even if its price
be calculated strictly according to t he market rate of interest.
But, speaking more generally, I do not see how it can be
nrguecl from the point of view of the community that the
tnrrent interest, the current price that individuals have to
be paid for postponing consumption, is the exact condition
that has to be fulfilled to make such postponement desir1 There is no abstraet reason· why the interest of future generations should
be less eonsidered than that of the now existing human beings; allowance being
made for the greater uncertainty that the benefits intended for the former will
aetua lly reach them and aetually be benefits.
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able; though of course it is a condition inevitably exacted
in a society of economic men organised on a purely individualistic basis.
§ 8. So far I have left unquestioned the assumptionfundamental in the system of natural liberty-that individuals
are the best judges of the commodities that they require, and
of the sources from which they should be obtained, provided
that no wilful deception 1 is practised; as I have thought it
important to make quite clear that, even if this ass-mnption be
granted, what I have called the " scientific ideal " of economists
-the political conditions of imlustry which they assume in
abstract reasoning with a view to the explanation of economic
phenomena-cannot legitimately be taken as the practical ideal
of the Art of Political Economy; since it is shewn by the same
kind of abstract reasoning to be liable to fail in various ways
to realise the most economical and effective organisation of
industry. It may perhaps seem that these results are of
merely speculative interest; since all but a few fanatics
admit that the beings for whom complete lciisse1· faire is
adapted are at any rate not the members of any existing
community. But I venture to think that the theoretical
conclusion above reached has considerable, though indirect,
practical importance. If it were demonstrably only from blind
adhesion to custom and habit, or from want of adequate
enlightenment, that the concurrence of self-interests could
not actually be relied upon to produce the best aggregate
result for the community, at any rate the direction of social
progress would seem to be fixed and the goal clearly in view;
the pace at which we ought to try to advance towards complete
laisser faire would still be open to dispute, but the sense that
every diminution of governmental interference was a step in
the right direction would be a strong inducement to take the
step, if the immediate effects of taking it appeared to be mixed,
and the balance of good and evil doubtful ; while optimistic
persons would be continually urging society to suffer a little
present loss , for the sake of the progress gained towards the'
1 The prevention of such deception is included in the functions attributed•
to government by the extremest advocates of laisser faire ; though, as we
shall see in the next ob apter, it is a disputed question how far government
should be allowed to interfere even for this preventive purpose.
·
·
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individualistic ideal. But if, as I have tried to shew, this is
not the case ; if on the contrary in a community where the
members generally were as enlightened and alert in the
pursuit of their interests as we can ever expect human beings
, to become, it might still be in various cases and on various
grounds · desirable to supplement or correct the defects of
private enterprise by the action of the community in its
collective capMity,-we shall view in a somewhat different
light the practical questions of the present t ime as to the
nature and limits of governmenta.l interference. That is, in any
case where Lhe p1·esent inadequacy of laisser faire is admitted
or strongly maintained, we shali examine carefully whether
its defects are due to want of general enlightenment, or rather
to one or other of the causes discussed in this chapter; and in
the latter case shall regard governmental interference as not
merely a temporary resource, but not improbably a normal
element of the organisation of industry.
It does not of course follow that wherever laisser fai?-e falls
short governmental interference is expedient; since the inevitable drawbacks and disadvantages of the latter may, in any
particular case, be worse than the shortcomings of private
enterprise. These drawbacks depend in part on such political
considerations as lie beyond the scope of the present discussion,
and vary very much with the constitution of the government
in question, and the state of political momlity in the country
governed. Of this kind a.re (1) the danger of increasing the
power and influence capable of being used by government for
corrupt purposes, if we add to the valuable appointments at its
disposal ; (2) the danger, on the other hand, that the exercise
of its economic functions will be hampered and perverted by
the desire to gratify influential sections of the communitycertain manufacturers, certain landlords, certain classes of
manual labourers, or the inhabitants of certain localities;
(3) the danger, again, of wasteful expeudiLure um.lei· Lhe influence of popular sentiment-since t he mass of a people,
however impatient of taxation, are liable to be insufficiently
conscious of the importance of thrift in all the det,a,ils of
national expenditure. Then, further, there is the danger of
overburdening the governmental machinery with work-which
can hardly be altogether removed, though it may be partly
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obviated, by careful organisation; since the central and supreme
org-an of government must exercise a certain supervision over
all subordinate departments, and every increase in the variety
and complexity of the latter must make this supervision somewhat more laborious and difficult.
Other disadvantages, in part economic, in part purely
politica~ attach to particular modes of governmental interference. Thus when the action of government requires funds
raised by taxn.tion, we have to reckon-besides the financial cost
of collection and any loss to production caused by particular
taxes-the political danger of adding to a burden already
impatiently borne; where, again, it requires the prohibition
of private industry, we must regard as an item on the wrong
side of the account not only the immediate irksomeness
of restraint, but the repression of energy and self'..help that
tends to follow from it; where, on the other hand, the interference takes the form of regulations imposed on private
businesses, in addition to any detrimental effects on industrial
processes that may inevitably accompany the observance of
such regulations we may often have to calculate on a certain
amount of economic aml political evils due to successful or
unsuccessful attempts to evade them.
And, lastly, in all cases, the work of government has to
be done by persons who-even with the best arrangements for
effective supervision and promotion by merit-can have only a
part of the stimulus to energetic industry that the independent
worker feels, who may reasonably hope to gain by any welldii-ected extra exertion, intcllectmil or muscular, and must fear
to lose by any indolence or neglect. The same, however, may
be said of the hired labour used by private employers, to an
extent which the development of industry has hitherto continually tended to increase; including even the specially important
labour of management, in the case of businesses conducted by
joint-stock companies. And, on the other hand, government can
apply certain kinds of stimulus which private employers have
either not at their command at all, or only in a less degree; it
can reward conspicuous merit by honours and distinctions, and
offer to faithful service a more complete security of continuous
employment and provision for old age. Still the loss, in governmental service, of the enterprise and effort that is stimulated
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and sustained by a fuller sense of self-dependence must be set
down as very serious; and, on the whole, there seems no doubt
that even where the defects of laisser faire are palpable and
grave, they may still be outweighed by the various disadvantages incident to govemmental management of industry.
But, eYen so, it is important to observe, first, that these disadvantages are largely such as moral and political progress may
be expect.eel to diminish; so that even where we do not 1-egard
the intervention of government as at present desirable, w~ may
yet look forward to it, and perhaps prepare the way for it. And,
secondly, oven where we reject governmental interference, we
may yet recognise the expediency of supplementing or limiting
in some way or other the res"!llts of private enterprise: we may
point out a place for philanthropic effort-as in the case of
educational foundations; or for associations of consumers to
supply their needs otherwise than by the competition of independent producers-as in the case of the highly successful
co-operative stores managed by artisans.
§ !). What has been said above would be true, howe\"er fully
it is granted that social progress is carrying us towards a condition in which the assumption, t hat the consumer is a better
judge than government of the commodities that he requires and
of the source from which they may be best obtained, will he
sufficiently true for all practical ptuposes. But it seems to me
very doubtful whether this can he granted; since in some important respects the tendencies of social development seem to be
rather in an opposite direction. As the appliances of life become
more elaborate and complicated through the progress of invention, it is only according to the general law of division of labour
to suppose that an average man's ability to judge of the adapt.'1.tion of means to ends, even as regards the satisfaction -of his
everyday needs, is likely to become continually less. No doubt
an ideally intelligent person would under these circumstances
be always duly aware of his own ignorance, and would take the
advice of experts. But it seems not unlikely that the need of
such advice, and the difficulty of finding the right advisers, may
increase more markedly than the average consciousness of such
need and difficulty, at any rate where the benefits to he obtained
or the evils to be warded off are somewha~ remote and uncertain ; especially when we consider that the self-interest of
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producers will in many cases lead them to offer commodities
that seem, rather than are useful, if the difference between
seeming and reality is likely to escape notice.
How far government can usefully attempt to remedy these
shortcomings of self-help is a question that does not admit of a
confident general answer, for the reasons discussed in the
preceding section. We may, however, notice certain kinds of
utility-which are or may be economically very important to
individuals-which government, in a well-organised modern
community, is peculiarly adapted to • provide. Complete
security for savings is one of these. I do not of course claim
that it is an attribute of governments, always and everywhere,
that they are less likely to go bankrupt, or defraud their
creditors, than private individuals or companies: but merely
that this is likely to be an attribute of governments in the
ideal society that orthodox political economy contemplates; of
which we may find evidence in the fact that even now, t hough
loaded with war debts and in danger of increasing the load, the
English government can borrow more cheaply than the most
prosperous private company. So again-without at present
entering dangerously into the burning question of currency-we
may at least say that if stability in the value of the medium of
exchange can be attained at all, without sacr~fices and risks
outweighing its advantages, it must be by the intervention of
government : a voluntary combination powerful enough to produce the result is practically out of the question.
And I have already observed that where uniformity of action
ur a.b:st,ineu~ un t,he pa.rt uf' a. whole class of producers is required for the most economical production of a certain utility,
the intervention of government is at least likely to be the most
effective way of attaining the result: especially if the adoption
of the required rule by a majority renders it decidedly the
immediate interest of individuals to break through it.
To sum up: the general presumption derived from abstract
economic reasoning is not in favour of leaving industry altogether
to private enterprise, in any community that can usefully be
taken even as an ideal for the guidance of practical statesmanship; but is on the contrary in favour of supplementing and
controlling such enterprise in various ways by the collective
action of the community. The general principles on which the
L~~
U
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nature and extent of such collective action should be determined
have been given in the present chapter; but it would hardly be
possible to work out a system of detailed practical rules on the
basis of these principles, by the abstract deductive method here
adopted; owing to the extent to which the construction of such
a system ought reasonably to be influenced by the particular social
and political conditions of the country and time for which it is
framed. In passing, therefore, from abstract principles to their
concrete applications-so far as the limits of my treatise allow
me to discuss the latter-it seems best to adopt a more empirical
treatment: the exposition of which will be more conveniently
reserved for another chapter.

Henry Sidgwick

Elements of Politics
Chapters 1 and 2

Henry Sidgwick, The Elements of Politics.
2nd ed. London: MacMillan and Co.
Limited. 1897

CHAPTER I
SCOPE .AND ~ETHOD OF POLITICS

§ 1.

ON moral questions, in our age and country, most
persons are accustomed from comparatively early years
to pronounce confident decisions; sometimes arrived at
intuitively, or at least without conscious processes of
reasoning, someUmes the result of rational processes of
more or less length. The citizens of a modern state-at
least if it is under government in any degree popular-are
similarly accustomed to decide unhesitatingly many, if not
all, of the political questions which the course of their
national life brings before them : but in this case, to a
greater extent than in the former, the decisions are arrived
at as the result of conscious reasoning from certain general
principles or assumptions. Now, the primary aim of the
Political Theory that is here to be expounded is not to
supply any entirely new method of obtaining reasoned
answers to political questions; but rather, by careful
reflection, to introduce greater clearneas and consistency
into the kind of thought and reasoning with which we are
all more or less familiar. In order to arrive at sound conclusions on practical questions-I do not mean infallible
conclusions, but conclusions as free from error as human
beings, in the present stage of their development, can hope
to reach-much detailed knowledge is needed which the
general theory of politics cannot profess to give: it can
ouly point out the nature aml sources of this further
n
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knowledge, and the 111a11ncr in which it is to be applied. The
general theory of politics ought to classify the consi<lcrat ions by which any g iYen political question shonld be
decided, antl indicatt' their general bearing on the question:
but the degree of weight to he a ttached to each species of
considerations in any particular case is usually difficult to
estimate precisely without special experience: so that, the
mflin practical use of the theory is to show how experience
is to be intcnogate<l. Still, clearn ess and precision in our
general poljt,icnl conceptions, definiteness and consistency in
our fundamental assmnptious .n.nd methods of reasoning,
though they do not constitute anything like a complete
protection against erroneous practical conclusions, a rc yet,
I believe, of considerable practical vnlue; and the systematic effort to acquire them deserves an iruporta.nt place
in the intellectual training of a thoroug hly educated man
and citizen.
'\Ve may appropriately begin by trying to attain clearness and precision iu our general conception of the sulJject
investigated. In the first place, it seems to me convenient
and in accordance with usage to draw a distinction.which is sometimes ovcrlooked,-between " Jlolities " and
the " Social Science," or, as it is now most commonly
called, Sociology. I take the former study as ha.Ying a
narrower scope than the latter : Sociology, as I conceive it,
deals with human societies gener;:tlly ; Politics with governed
societies regarded as possessing govemment,-that is, societies
of which the members are accustomed to olJey, at least in
certain matters, the directions g iven by some person 01· body of
persons forming part of the soci€,ty . The difference IJetween
t he two subjects is not indeed great, if we morcly consider
the number of human beings included in either case ; since
the great majority of mankind are, and have been in historical times, members of political or governed societies.
Still, we know of inferior races who only exhibit this
characteristic d ouhtfnlly and imperfectly: as 1\fr. Spencer
points out (Prine. of Soc. § 228), "groups of Esquimau.x,
of A llstralians, of Bushmen, of Fuegio.ns, are without even
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that. prima ry coutrast of parts implied by settled chieftaiuship. Their members arc subject to uo control but such
as is temporarily acquired by the stronger, or more cunniug,
or more experienced." Such groups, therefore, lack what we
now regard as an essential characteristic of political society,
though they c.an hardly be excluded from the range of
" Sociology " or the " Social Science." 1
But we are more concerned to note that the members
even of societies that have settled governments have
relations to each other of the greatest importance, which,
though they could hardly be maintained without government, are still, in the main,_ not determined by it: and,
accordingly, in those branches of social science which
are primarily concerned with these other relations, the fact.
of government drops properly into the background. Consider, for instance, the industrial or professional system
of modern communities, by which men arc distinguished
from and related to each other as physicians, teachers,
masons, ~rpenters, etc.
This vast system of relo.tions,
with all the minutely subdivided organisation of labour
which it involves, has been in the main constructed without the direct action of government: though, no doubt, it
could not be maintained without the enforcement, through
governmental agency, of rights of property, contracts, etc.;
au<l though it has been importantly modified-to a varying
extent in different ages and countries-by direct governmental intcrfereuce. Accordingly, it has been possible for
the followers of Adam Smith to separate almost cntu-ely the
study of the industrial organisation of society-under the
name of "Political Economy" 2 -from t.he study of its
1 E,•en in the cnsc of superior races, in a primitive condition, it is often
dinicult to find anytl\iug tbat can 1,e pro1>erly called go,•crnmcnt-except
du1-ing war. Thus liurckhardt (Nules o,i the JJcdottfas, i. pp. 115-6) tells
us that tbough "every Arab tribe has its chief sheikh, and e,·cry camp
is headed by 11. sheikh or nt least by an Aro.b of 11omc considoratiou," still
"the sheikl1 has no actual LLUthority over individuals . . . llis commands
would be treated with contempt, but deference" may l>e "paid to hi,;
advice."
2 In my Principle., tif Political Ec<moniy (Introduction, ch. ii. § 2) I have
pointed out that the term "Political Economy" was originally used to denote
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political organisation : and this separation I hol<l to be in
the main expedient, though it is liable to be carried too far.
"\Ve have a lso to note-what is sometimes overlooked by
w1·iters who lay stress on the analogy between the organism
of an individual man (or other animal) and the "social
organis1n "-that human beings, considered in respect of
their industrial or economic relations, fall into groups differing widely, both in e~:tcnt. and in sharpness of definition,
from the groups into which they are combined by their
political relations. Thus most of the citizens of any European community have, through foreign trade, economic
relations of more or less importance with the members of
some other communities: and not a few of them have a
closer economic connection with some foreigners than they
have with most of thei1· fellow-citizens.
There arc other relations of various kinds by which
civilised men, in the present age, a1·e socially connected
into groups not coinciding with either of those just
discussed.
Some of those groups - religious societies
being the most important example - have a kind of
government, and may therefore be called quasi-political.
But, as they exist in modern 1 countries generally, they
differ from political societies in the important characteristic that the government of such a quasi-political group
cannot inflict on its rneml>crs any (mundane) penalty more
formidable thau exclusion from religious ceremonials and
from voluntary social relations; whereas the penalties inflicted by the government of a political society-at any
rate if its political character is fully developed-extend to
deprivation of liberty, property, and even life itself. Other
groups again-for example, those coustituted by the possession of a common language and literature-have, as
such, uo government at all. The influence exercised on
the lives of imlivi<luals by both kinds of relations const.iau art rather than a science-the tl1cory of right govcrurucntal management
of national industry, aud not the theory of the manner in which industry
tc11ds to orga.nise itself indepcnclcntly of governmental interference.
1 I mean by "mo<l~rn" the ty}_Je of State now prevalent in \\'e~tern
Europe and America.
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tutes a very important pa1·t of the whole fact of social
organisation; but I only refer to it here in order to make
clear the distinction above drawn between " Social Science "
or "Sociology," which treats of human society generally,
and "Politics," which treats of political societies regarded in
their political aspect :-i.e. as under government. Such a
society, when it has attained a certain degree of civilised
order, and i$ in settlerl oecnpn.tion of a certain portion of
the earth's surface over which its government exercises
supreme control, we call a State.1
§ 2. The question, however, still remains how for Politics
can be properly or advantageously separated from the general
science of society. To this question J. S. Mill (Logic, B.
vi. ch. ix. § 4) appears to give a decidedly negative. answer.
He says that there can be no separate science of government; government being the fact which of all others is
most mixed up, both as cause and effect, with the qualities
of the particular people or of the particular age : in treating
of the phenomena of government we have to take account
of " all the circumstances by which the qualities of the
people are influenced." He holds, accordingly, that "all
questions respecting the tendencies of forms of government
must stand part of the general science of society, not of any
separate branch of it." Of this general science, as he afterward!:: nxplain$ (ch. x. § 2), "tho fundamental problem is to
find the laws accordiug to which any state of society produces the state which succeeds it and takes its place." And
the solution of this problem, as h0 goes ou to explain, can
only be advantageously attempted by a method primarily
historical: we must obtain from history empirical laws of
social development, and afterwards emleavuut· Lu couuect,
these, by a process which he calls "inverse deduction," with
" the psychological and ethological laws which govern the
action of circumstances on men and of men on circumstances." In Mill'$ view, in short, Theoretical Politics can
only be scientifically stu<lie<l as one part or application of
the Science or Philosophy of History.
1

See chap. xh·. § 2.
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.Now, I agree with )[ill in holding that the scientific
study of the struct1u·es a nd functions of the different
governments that have actually existed in human societies
cannot well lJe pursued in complete separation from the
scientific study of other important elements of the societies
in question : whether the aim of the student is to ascertain the causes of the differences in such goyernments or
t,o examine their cffocts.
Dnt I do not think that there
is any fundamental difference, in this respect, between the
study of political relations and the study of economic
relations, or, again, of religion, of art, of science and philosophy, as factors of social life. In each of these cases the
stud.cut concentrates his attention on one clement of hmnan
history which can only be partially separated from other
components of the whole complex fact of social development.
:E xperience seems to show that this k ind of concentration,
and consequent partial separation of historical and sociological study into special branches, is unavoidable in the
division of intellectual labour which the g rowth of our
knowledge renders necessary in a continually increasing
degree. I think, therefore, that it m ust be accepted in the
study of Polity no less than in other departments of
History and Social Science: though I quite admit that it
ought neYer to be carried so far as to make us forget the
influence exercised ou guver111uent by other social changes
-for instance, by the development of t hought, of knowcdge, of morals, of industry.
ln any case the study, at ouce historical and scientific,
of l'olitical Society, and the genera l science of society of
which this stncly is a more OJ.' less separable clement, arc
undoubtedly studies of great interest: and it is possibleperhaps even probable-that when t hey have reached a
further stage of development they may take the leading
place in any rational and systematic method of answering
the political ctuestions with which we shall be concerned in
the present treatise. At present, however, I do not think
that this is the case.
As has Leen explained, the primary aim of these
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lectures is to set forth in a systematic manner the general
notions and principles which we use in ordinary political
reasonings. Now, ordinary political reasonings have some
practical aim in view : to determine whether either the
constitution or the action of government ought to be modified
in a certain proposed manner. Hence the primary aim of onr
study must be similarly practical : we must endeavour to
determine what ou_qht to be, so far as the constitution
and action of government are concerned, as distinct from
what is or has been. Ancl in the systematic reasonings by
which we seek to an-ive at such practical conclusions I
conceive that the historical study of the forms and functions
of government can at present only occupy a secondary
place.
For, first, it must be observed that History cannot
determine for ns the ultimate end and standard of good
and bad, right and wrong, in political institutions ;-whether
we take this to be general happiness, or social wellbeing
defined somehow so as to distinguish it from happiness.
This ultimate end we cannot get from history ; we bring it
with us to the study of history when we judge of the goodness or badness of the laws and political institutions which
history sho,vs us.
Secondly, supposing that we are agreed on the ultimate
end to which our political efforts should be directed-and I
think the majority of my rea.ders will probably :igree iu
taking it to be general happiness-still, the study of past
history appears to rue only to a very limited extent useful
in determining our choice of means for the attainment of
the end here and now.
This is partly on account of the inevitable defects of
t he study of human history-the difficulty of ascertaining
past events ,vith sufficient fulness and accuracy to enable
us to establish trustworthy generalisations as to their causal
relations. But it is still more due to the very characteristic
which gives the history of civilised mankind its special
interest fol' the philosopher-viz. that it is concerned with
that part of the knowable univel'se in which change most
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distinctly takes the form of progress : so that each age has
its own problems, in the solution of which the assistance
that we can obtain from a study of preceding ages can only
be of a subordinate kind. Even granting that History
scientifically treated may enable us to decide, at least
roughly and approximately, how far particular laws and
institutions have tended to promote human happiness or
social wcllhP.ing in past ages; we cannot hence legitimately
infer, in auy direct and cogent way, what structure or
mode of action of government is likely to be most conducive to happiness here and now. This, indeed, the
advocates of what is called the " historical method" have
usually maintained with especial emphasis: they have been
especially anxious to urge that the value of all political
institutions is "relative," and that those best adapted to
promote social wellbeing in any gi Yen age and country may
be in the highest degree unsuited to different circumstances
and a different stage in the development of human society.
They have, it . is true, chiefly ,uged this "1·elativity" as
a reason against applying our current political maxims in
judging the events and institutions of the past: but their
arguments seem equally valid against attempts to base
present maxims of policy on inductions from past history.
It may be said, however, that so far as we have ascertained the true Jaws of development of political societies,
wo shall know what government is to be and do in the
future, no less than what it has been and done in the past.
I grant that a scientific study of political history must, in
virtue of its scientific character, aim at prevision; indeed
it has hardly earned a title to the name of science, until it
can supply some mtional forecast of Lhe fuLure. But any
such sociological forecasts-in the present stage of development of political science-can only be vague and general,
if they are kept within tho limits of caution and sobriety ;
and any guidance that may be derived from such forecasts
for the problems of practical politics must be mainly
negative and limitatirn, and can hardly amount to positive
direction. It may be useful in pre,·enting us from wasting
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our efforts in the attempt to realise impracticable ideals: it
may show us to some extent, ,vith some degree of probability, which of the chara.cteristics of our own political
society will increase in importance as the years go on, and
which will decrease: it may thus lay down for ns certain
lines within which our choice of governmental institutions
and laws is necessarily restricted: but it can hardly, I conceive, instruct us how to choose within these lines. For
instance, suppose that we know in this way-I am far from
affhming that we do know-that in the course of one or
two centuries all nations now civilised will have adopted
some form of democracy: this will render it useless to
inquire what kind of aristocracy would be best adapted for
any of these nations, but will not materially assist us in
determining the particular form of democracy most likely
to be conducive to its wellbeing. It would no doubt be a
mistake to disregard such probable forecasts : and they
have, in fact, been kept in view throughout the composition
of the present treatise; and I have considered carefully
how far they may reasonably be held to modify conclusions
otherwise arrived at. I haYe not, indeed, found that the
extent of this modifying influence has been great : but had
it been greater, it could, I think, only have been of the
limitative kind above described. Grant that we know all
that the most confident of scientific historiaus ,...-ould claim
to know of the irresistible tendencies of social and political
development; the question still remains, \Vhat, within the
limits set by these tendencies, is the best mode of organising
government and directing its action ? And the more ,ve
believe in a law of development tending to make the future
specifically unlike the past, the less direct assistance can be
expected from our knowledge of what the structure and
functions of government have been, in determining what
they ought to be.
I do not mean to imply that the student of the Art of
Government can derive no positive assistance at all from
history. Notwithstanding the continual process of change
and development through which poliliical societies pass, the
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fomlamental aims a.11(1 conditions of the work of government
do uot change so quickly and completely from age to age
that we can learn nothing as to the right methods of working
from the action of states and statesmen in the past. And
the same may be said of the qualities of human intellect a nd
feeling, on which t he dctermi11ation of the appropriate
strncture of government will properly depend. It would
therefore bo rash to affirm that suggestions of practical
value may not he derived, in particular cases, from the
study of problems analogous to our own which have been
dealt with by statesmen in other ages and countries. Dut
it will, I t hink, be generally admitted, with regard to all
b ut very recent history, that a ny practical inferences that
may be drawn from such a study must generally be of a
very indirect and uncertain kind :-that we can n ever safely
real-';ou "Because such a law, such a form or institution of
government,, such n. measurn or line of policy, was suitable
in Greece or R ome or any medireval country, or even in
any European state of t he sixteenth, seventeenth, or
eighteenth century, therefore it would be suitable here
a nd now."
The case is different when we turn to the recent history
of States on a level in civilisation with our own. H ere,
no doubt, we find that statesmen and thinkers are often
grappling with prncticnl p1·oblems closely similar in their
nature and conditions to those with which we have to deal.
Still, even these modern facts, for a. student of the general
principles a nd method of practical politics, appear to be
chiefly valuable in the way of suggestion, or as a test of
results other wise obtained ; the -particular instances afforclcd
of success or failure of certain political institutions or modes
of govcrmuentnl action being rarely in themselves sufficient
to justify confident general inductions as to the expediency
of adopting such institutions or modes of action in modern
states. It is raLher when ,ve pass from the general theory
to a particulm· application of it, that the study of these
analogous cases, if conducted with n due regard to differences
as well as resemblances, lJccomes of g reat importance.
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§ 3. On the whole, then, I think that, for the purpose
of general political reasoning that has a practical aim,
induction from the politic.-il experiences which history
records can only be employed in a secondary way. 1
But if this be so, by what other rational method can
we deal with the questions of Practical Politics? The
method commonly adopted in political reasoning that
appeals to general principles is the following : we assume
certain general characteristics of social man-characteristics
belonging not to mankind universally, but to civilised man
in the most advanced stage of his development: and we
consider what lnws and :institutions are likely to conduce
most to the welfare of an aggregate of such beings living
in social relations. The present work is an attempt to
render this method more systematic and precise : the
practical principles defined and applied in it are accordingly based on certain general assumptions as to human
motives and tendencies, which are derived primarily from
the ordinary experience of civilised life, though they find
adequate confirmation in the facts of the current and
recent history of our own nnd other civilised countries.
These propositions, it should be observed, are not put
forward as exactly or universally true, even of contemporary
civilised man ; but only as sufficiently near the truth for
practical purposes. As instances of these fundamental
assumptions, I may giYe what Bentham 2 lays down as
"propositions upon which the good of Equality is founded,"
viz. that, generally speaking," ea-ch portion of wealth has as
corresponding to it a portion "-or, more exactly, a "certain
1
Such, I may observe, b the method actually employed, not only by Bentham and James :um, but even by J. S. 1lill, in his treatise on Representative
Government-notwithstandiug the views expressed in his L ogic of tli.e J,foral
Sciences to which I have abo,·c referred. I have 110 right to suggest that 11ill
had consciously abandoned the general conception of the relation of Politics
to History which we find in Lis Logic: but whe11 he came to treat with a view
to practical conclusions the question of the best form of Government, lie cc1·tai 11ly dealt with it by a method not primarily historical: a method in which
history seems to be only used either to confirm practical conclusions otherwise
anived at, or to suggest the limits of their ap1,licability.
" Priuciples of the Oi-r;il Cude, Part I, ch. vi.
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chance "-of happiness: that "of two individuals, with
equal fortunes, he that has the most wealt h has the greatest
chance of happiness" ; but that " the excess in happiness
of the richer will not be so great as the excess of h is
wealth." Of these propositions the last, as Bentham says,
is not l ikely to be disputed : but the first two, if uniYersally
stated, any one with any wide experience of human beings
will probably be disposed to contradict: it is easy to find
bot.h persons to whom it has manifestly been a misfortune
to have been made suddenl y richer, and persons wh o have
not appreciably lost happiness by having become suddenly
poorer.
But it remains true that-other things being
equal-an overwhelming majority of sensible and reasonable persons would a l ways prefer a larger income to a
smaller, both for themselves and for those whom they
desire to benefit, and all that Bentham is concerned to
maintain-all that he requires to assume for the establishment of general rules of legislation-is that this great
majority of sensible persons would be right in the great
majority of cases.
As another of these fundamental assumptions, let us take
a proposition of J. S. ~fill's,1 viz. that "each person is the
only safe guardian of his o,vn 1·ights and interests." This
proposition, of co,use, is only intended by 1\fill to apply to
sane adults-and, to a,.-oid controversy, I will for the present suppose (what, I hardly need say, is not Mill's view)
that it is only applicable to adult males : since it is not
clear that the common sense of mankind considers women
generally to be the safest gnardia11s of their own pecuniary
interests. Even among male adults it is not difficult to
find instances of persons not i nsane, who are so reckles~ly
passionate or self-indulgent, or so easily deluded, that a
wise parent or friend would prefer to place any gift or
bequest intended for their benefit in the hands of trustees.
Still it remains broadly and generally true t hat this proposition is, as :\fill says, an "elementary maxim of prudence"
on which men commonly act without hesitation iu their
1

Representative Coi·ermnent, ch. iii.

I.
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private affairs: and it is primarily on this ground. of
common experience that he maintains the validity of this
maxim as a principle for the construction of the " ideally
best polity"; though he appeals for confirmation to the
specifically political experience which the history of oppressed classes in different ages and countries abundantly
furnishes.
These and other fundamental assumptions of deductive
politics we shall have to discuss more fully in subsequent
chapters: in which I shall consider carefully the limitations
and exceptions to which they ought to be ta.ken as subject.
Here I will only say that, while it is a grave and not
uncommon error to treat generalisations as to human
conduct which are only approximately true as if they were
universally and absolutely true, it is a no less serious mistake-and perhaps it is at the present time the more
prevalent and dangerous mistake-to throw a rule aside as
valueless, or treat it as having only a. vagne a.nd indefinite
validity, bcca.use we find it subject to important limitations
and exceptions. "\Vhereas the truth is, that in most cases
ou.r knowledge, in any real and important sense, of a general
truth relating to humau action and its motives and effects,
develops a long with onr knowledge of its limitations
and exceptions: until we have a definite and clear apprehension of the latter, we cannot have a firm grasp of the
former. This will, I think, be abundantly illustrated in
the exposition of political principles that follows: I have
said enough for the present to illustrate the general nature,
and to give a prima facie justification, of the method which
I shall be mainly engaged in developing. lfor myself,
while I regard this method as useful and eVfm indispensable, I quite admit the importance of bearing constantly in
mind its inevitable limitations and imperfections. It must
never be forgotten that no particular nation is composed of
individuals having only the few simple and general characteristics which are a ll wc can include in our conception
of the civilised man to whom our abstract political reasoning relates. An actual nation consists of persons of whom
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the predominant nmnlicr have, besides the gener al characteristics j ust mentioned, a certain Yaguely defineJ. complex
of particular characteristics which we call the "national
character" of Englishmen, Frenchmen, etc. ; among ,vhich
sent iments and habits of thought and action, formeu by
the previous history of Lhe nation, must always occupy a
prominent place : m1d n. consideration of these particular
charactc1·istics may properly modify to a n imp<1rtant extent the conclusions a.rrfrecl at by oru· general reasoning.
Thus I may conclutle, from the point of view of abstract
theory, that by taking twelve plain men an<l shutting thelll
up in a room till they a re unanimous, I am likely to get
but a blunt and clumsy instrument for the administration
of criminal justice : but this defect may be more tha n compensated by the peculiar confidence placed in this instrumen t
by a people whom the unbroken tradition of centuries has
taught to regard trial by jury as the "palladium of its
liberties." So again, no oue constructing a legislative or gan,
composed of two chambers, for a newly-founded community
of modern civilised men, would propose that membership of
the second or revising chamber should be handed clown from
father to son, like a piece of private property : but, in ,i
country that has long ueen led uy a hereditary aristocracy,
a chamber so appointe<l may have a valuable power of
resistance to dangerous popular impulses which it may be
difficult to obtain by any other mode of appointment.
These are questions which we sha ll afterwards have to
discuss: I only refer to them now by way of illustration;
and in order to warn Lhe r eader that, in my opinion, no
questions of t his kind-regarded as practical problems presented for solution to a pa rticular nation nt n particular
time-can be a.bsolutely a nd finally determined by t he
method which I shall try to work out in subsequent
chapters.
At the same time, this general treatment of
the subject cannot foil, in my opinion, to be useful, provided
that we are not misled into regarding it as complete
and final : useful, uot merely as a preparatory exercise,
but because considerations of the general kin<l with which
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we shall be concerned must always form an important part
of the discussion of any question of practical politics, though
they ha,·e to be combined with-and to a varying extent
overruled by-considerations of a more special kind.'
§ 4. T he study of Politics, then, as I shall treat it, is
concerned primarily with constructing, on the basis of
certain psychological premises, the system of relations
which ought to be established a mong the persons governing,
and between them and the governed, in a society composed
of civilised men, as we know them. I shall refer not unfrequently to actual laws and political institutions: but chiefly
by way of illustration, or to give concrete particularity to
conclusions which would otherwise remain general and
vague. The inquiry has two main divisions, (1) one relating to the ·work or :Functions of Government, aud (2) the
other to its Structure or Constitution : along with the
latter I have thought it convenient to include a general
inquiry into the relations, moral as well as legal, that ought
to exist between government and the governed, besides such
relations as are already defined in the determination of
governmental functions; and also an inquiry into the
relation of the state to voluntary associations of political
importance. In deciding which of the two main divisions
is to be taken first, we seem at first sight to be in a
dilemma. On the one hand it may be fairly said that
the first, in logical order of discussion, ought clearly to
precede the second ; for in investigating the best constitution we are considering the fitness of Government as an
1
The least reflection will show that in ordinary 1>olitical discussions
reference is continually made to propositions laid down as true of civilised
man generally, not merely of the English species of civilise.-! man. \\Thy;..
strong resistance ruade to legislation interfering with freedom of contract?
Because it is thought that 111en i?~ general are likely to know their own
interest better than any government can know it for them ; or that they are
likely to gain more in vigour of intellect and character by being left to
mauagc their own affairs than they are likely to Jose ruaterially through
foolish contracts. \Vhy is it thought expedient to increase the muuber of
peasant proprietors 1 Because it is thought that men in general will lauour
more euergctically if they receive the whole advantage resulting from their
labour. And, similarly, in other cases of cun-ent interest.
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iustrument to do a parLicular work: a nd in such a consideration we ought to get as clear an idea as possible of
the work th at has to be done before we proceed to consider
how the instrument ought to be constituted. On the other
hand i t may be urged with no less plausibility that in the
matter of government, as in private affairs, wc cannot
decide what it is pruden t to attempt till we know what
means we have at our disposal for effecting om· ends. And
in truth neither department of the subject can be entirely
left out of view in studying t he other. But on the whole
it seems the best solution of the diffie\llt,y to begin hy
considering wh at government ought to do; bearing in mind
th at-so far as our conclusions on this point go beyond our
experience of what governments actually have done-they
must not be regarded as final until we have considered
the prospect of obtaining a government qualified to
carry out the work which we have judged to be desirable
if possible. I propose, therefore, to begin by considering the "\Vork of Government. H ere, again, doubt may be
raised as to whether we should consider first Internal or
External Functions-i.e. the action of government on the
members of th e community governed, or its action in
1·elation to other communities and individuals. It is undeniable that, in early periods of human history, the most
pressing need of government is cr eated by war, and that, in
many cases, a predominant influence has been exercised on
its development by t his need. Still, in the consideration of
civilised polity, it would seem that t he Internal }'unctions
of Government should properly occupy our attention first, as
being more esseutially implied in our general notion of
political society; since we can conceive-indeed 11.1any have
looked forward to-the union of t he human race under one
"parliament of man"; or, again, we can conceive a political
society so much separated from others by physical barriers
as to have no external relations of much importance.
:F urtl1er, it, should Le observed that the E xternal Action
of Government usually involves Internal Action,-often of
a very important kind. Thns, though the primary object
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fol' which an army is raised is usually to fight a foreign
enemy, still, in the work of raising and disciplining such an
army in moclern states, an impo1·tant and peculiar exercise
of governmental functions in relation to the governed is
normally required.
I shall begin, then, with the Internal :Functions of
Government. Here the establishment and administration of
Law is admittedly the most important: and to this accordingly our attention will be fast directed. Hume indeed
asserts, in a well-known essay, thn.t "we are to look upon all
the vast apparatus of our government as having ultimately
no other object or purpose but the distribution of justice,
or, in other words, the support of the twelve judges. Kings
and parliaments, fleets and armies, officers of the court and
revenue, ambassadors, ministers and privy-councillors, arc
all subordinate in their end to this part of administration." 1
There is some exaggeration in this statement ;-since (e.g.)
the objection that a French province has to being conquered
and annexed by Germany is not due mainly to a fear of a
bad administration of justice by German judges, but more
to the national sentiment which makes it desire to remain
a part of tho French state. Still Hume's view is so far
true as to make it proper for us, in considering the work
that government has to do, to direct our attention first to
the establishment and administration of a good system of
Law. But before we proceed to the consideration of what
Law and Government ought to be, it is de.sirablo to undertake a preliminary inquiry into the characteristics that are
essentially implied in the commonly reccivcll notions of
Government and Law. To this we will proceed in the next
chapter.
1

Hume, J,foral, Political, and Literary Essays, Pe.rt I. Essay Y.
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CHAPTER II
THE E'UNDA::IIE~TAL CONCEPTIONS OF POLITICS

§ 1.

AN eminent writer,1 who treats of the" Logic of Politics,"
<listinguishes a " preliminary branch " of the science of
Politics, which he regards as an essential preparation for a
practical no less than for a purely theoretical study of the
subject, though it does not itself include an answer to any
practical questions. This preliminary study, he expfa.ius,
deals with the structure and functions of government not as
they ought to be, but as they must be ; that is, it teaches
what is essentially involved in the idea of political government, aud explains the necessary instruments and methods
of government-laws and their sanctions, executive commands and judicial decisions, the establishment of rights and
obligations, etc. Its aim is to make clear by discussion and
definition these and other general notions that enter into our
complex conception of political society ; but it does not
inquire into the operation and tendency of any particular
kinds of laws or executive commands, or of any particular
organisation of the judicature or other governmental institutions ; nor does it urge the preference of any one law
or institution to any other. " It explains the meaning of
monarchy, aristocracy, democracy, but docs not tench which is
the best form. It shows what is the nature of punishment,
but docs not say which punishments are the most efficacious.
It explains the nature of a dependency, without arguing the
question-should colonies have a separate government ? "
1

Mr. Baiu, in his Logic ; Inducl,i!in, ch. viii.
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I agree with l\fr. Bain in recognising the value of the
study thus marked off as prcliminary.1 To obtain clear and
precise definitions of leading terms is an important, and uot
a ltogether easy, achievement in all departments of scientific
inquiry: but it is specially important in our present subject.
But in most cases it seems to me most convenient, in such
a treatise as the present, not to separate our discussion of
the rueauiug of e::;seutial terms from our discussion of the
practical questions in which the terms are used. I therefore
propose, generally, to defer examining the definitions of such
terms as "property" and "contract" till we come to consider
what rights of property and of contract should be maintained
in a well-ordered society: and similarly I shall not attempt
to deal with the difficulties of determining precisely the
separation between "legislative" and" executive" functions,
until we are about to inquire how the organs exercising
these functions should be constituted. But some preliminary
discussion of the fundamental conceptions " Government,"
" I.aw," "Right," "Obligation" is almost indispensable,
before we begin to cousider the general principles on which
Government ought to act in establishing and maintaining
legal rights among the governed, and compelling the
performance of their legal obligations : and in the course of
this discussion a provisional view of the characteristics and
relations of the leading internal functions of government will
naturally be giYcn.
§ 2. First, for clearness, we will confine our attention to
the politica.l conditions of an orderly modern state. Here
reflection shows us that the notions of GoYernment and
Law are closely connected. The essential characteristic of
Government, as we commonly conceive it, is that it gives
commands, general and particular, to members of the
community governed :-meaning by a" command" a direction to do, or abstain from doing, a certain act or class of
1 This preliminary branch, if worked out in complete separation from the
practical inquiries from wl1ich Mr. Bain distingnishes it, might be called
"Formal " as contrasted with "Material" Politics ; it woultl include, as a
portion, the study of general juris1>rudcnce, as now commonly distinguished
from the theory of legislation.
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acts, combinc<l with an announcement, express or tacit, of
some penalty to be inflictc<l on those who do not conform t o
such direction. .A subor<linate organ of Government is one
whose power of issuing snch commands is limited by the
commands of a superior organ : a Supreme Government is
one that is not so limited. On the other hand, the essential
characteristic of the Laws of any community is that they
are general directions as to the conduct of members of the
community, for disobedience to which a pennlty 1 of some
kind will normally be inflicted by the authority of Government. This peualty is by no means the only motiYe
which prompts ordinary cit izens to obey the laws; nor is
it necessarily the chief motive ; but it is-or is belienld to
be-generally indispensable as an inducement to secure
adequate conformity to the law. In order, then, to the
complete establishment of any proposed law in a community,
it is necessary not only that the law should be definitely
determined and declar ed, but also that an adequate penalty
should be actually inflicted on any 'person who transgresses
it, whenever, after impartial investigation, the fact of the
transgression and t he degree of its gravity have been duly
ascertained. Now it is clear that the fuuctious ( 1) of laying
down t he law, and (2) of investigating and deciding c:ises of
alleged infringement, may be separated from each other; a nd
also (3) from the actual infiietiou of the penalty a nd the performance of whateve1· other acts are required for the effectual
execution of the laws-such as the organisation and direction
of the rnilit.ary force of the community to crush any open
resistance to its government. These three functions, then,
are those primarily distinguished as " lP.gisla tive," " judicial,"
and "executive."
1 The word " penalty" must be ltere understood in a wid e sense: since
the p enalty may consist only in the enforced payment of damages to a
private individual injured by the violation of the rule ; or may be m erely
negati,·c, and consist in the withdrawal from the law-breaker of some
govcmmcnta.l protection of his interests to which he would otherwise ha,·o
been entitled. In the case, again, of servants of Government, the penalty
may be merely reprimand or dismissal. Finally, as we sh all sec, the penalty
ordinarily incnrrcd by subordinate legislath•c bodies for illegal law-mak ing
is merely the annoyance of finding their laws or bye-laws doclarcd iu,alid.
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In a subsequent chapter we shall see reasons for assigning these functions, in a great measure, to separate organs
respectively: and we shall have to consider how to deal with
any disagreement and conflict that may arise among these
organs. But for the present, when we are considering the work
that has to be done rather than the method of doing it, we may
assume generally that the different organs of governmentlegislative, executive, and judicial, superior and subordinate,
central and local-will all co-operate harmoniously: so that
we may speak of any or all briefly as " the government."
"\Ve may say, then, that in the modern state the notion
of L-iw-in the sense in which we arc now concerned with it
-involves the notion of Government, and vice versa. But this
mutual implication of the two notions has only been reached
slowly and gradually in the development of political society.
Historically, Law first appears in the form of Custom
existing from time immemorial, and conceived by rulers and
ruled to be equally binding on both,-obedience to it being
mainly caused by habit, and by fear of general disappoval
and its consequences, rather than by any special fear of
governmental penalties. And for a long time after the
intervention of government to enforce law has become
regular and fundamentally important, the greater part of
the changes actually made in law are not made in the way
of express and conscious legislation. In consequence of this,
it would be a mistake to suppose that the "·hole body of
laws in force, even in any modern State, has actually been
laid down by a legislative organ recognised as such. In
some countries, indeed, where Law has been codified, this
would be formally true; but in ii great measm·e only formally,
as the substance of a new code usually consists, in the main,
of laws previously in force. But in such a country as
England the supposition would not be even formally true.
For a great part of our Law consists of old customary rules
modified and added to by the decisions of judges; who
either (1) while professedly interpreting pre-existing rules,
have extended, restricted, or in some way fm·ther defined
them; or (2) have overruled them in accordance with what
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they regarded as higher principles of justice or equity.1 And
it is to be noted that this conception of a higher law valid
independently of human legisln.tion, lingered till n Ycry late
stage of our civilisation. Thus we find that Ulackstone,
while defining L-iw as "a rule of civil conduct prescribed by
the supreme power in a state," still recognises a " Law of
~ature" which claims our obedience without being so
prescribed, and is indeed "superior in obligation to any
other" law. In virtue of this Law of Nature, Blackstone
declares, men haYe cc natural rights, such as life and liberty,"
which cc receive no additional strength when declared by t,hc
municipal laws to be indolable"; which" no human legislature has power to abridge or destroy, unless the owner shall
himself commit some act that amounts to a forfeiture."
Such language was by no means peculiar to Blackstone; a
doctrine of this kind was prevalent among jurists of the
eighteenth century. Ilut it is now, on the whole, antiquated:
and, indeed, it seems to involve a grave and dangerous confusion Letween (1) Law as it is, here and now, in any given
community, and (2) Law as it ought to be, the ideal by
which Positive Law ought to be judged and, if possible,
rectified. Such an ideal, if it is a true ideal, must of course
coincide with or be basc<l upou "those eternal and immutable
laws of good au<l evil, to which the Creator himself conforms,
and which he has enabled human reason to discover,"which Blackstone calls "Law of Natme,"-so far as any
such eLernal principles are held to be discoverable. But it
would be a serious error for any individual Englishman to
suppose that this ideal, as conceived by him, was actually
established as law in England at the present day, so far as
it diverges from the laws laid down by Parliament, or defined
by ti series of judicial decisions: and any language which encourages a man to claim, as valid here and now, rights not
seemed by the actually established law of his country, is
dangerously revolutionary.
1
Tho principles have often notually been dcri\•ed from some foreign
system of la\l", but their application has been justified not by their source,
but by their intrinsic superiority.
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Is then-it may be asked-the power of government
to introduce new laws theoretically nnlimited in a
modern state?
The answer to this question requires
careful consideration.
First, we have to observe that
Law, in the political sense in which we are now concerned with it--the law of o. state,- is only one species
of o. genus. I n a wider sense the term " law" may
be properly applied Lo any general rule which directs
persons to do or abstain from doing a class of acts, and
for disobedience to which some penalty may reasonably be
expected by the persons disobeying. Thus when we speak
of the "laws of health" we mean a set of rules of conduct,
the breach of which is held to entail an appreciably increased
chance of disease. So again, the rules of morality, regarded
as the expression of God's will, arc, by all ,vho believe in a
moral government of the world, properly conceived as the
"Law of God." It is to be observed, however, that---since
there are usually considerable variations of moral opinion
and sentiments within the limits of the same modern community-the true or Divine Code of morality, as conceived
by any reflective individual, may diverge importantly from
the body of rules supported by the prevalent opinion of his
community at any given timc,-which for distinction sake
may be called the "Positive morality" of the community.
Both Positive morality, and Ideal morality as conceived by
any individual may come into conflict with the law of the
state : it is a familiar experience that a law actually in
force is condemned as unjust and oppressive or otherwise
immoral by a minority of members of the community ;
and even when the opinion of this minority becomes the
prevalent opinion, the law does not the.refore at once cease
to exist,-thougb, in a state under popular government, its
days are then numbered. ·when such conflict occurs, it is
in most cases admittedly the moral duty of an i ndividual
to obey the laws of his state even when they are bad, and
when, if he had supreme legislative power, it woul<l be his
moral duty to alter them: at the same time it is also generally recognised that Positive Law may sometimes command
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what morality and religion forbid, and that in such cases
there is a moral obligation to disobey the law. Consequently-as a modern government has only a very limited
power of modifying the moral opinions of the governedits legislative power finds in positive morality two kinds of
limits, one more completely effectual, but wider and less
practically operative, the other narrower but more elastic.
That is, there are among the conceivable commands of
government some which would certainly be disobeyed so
widely that they could not be enforced; while there are
others which would probably be obeyed by the bulk of the
community, so long as they were not revoked, but would be
so strongly disapproved that government would have a powerful inducement to revoke them. The former limit may be
assumed to exist in every political society; but it is usually
impossible to determine exactly where it lies, since government is ordinarily restrained from approaching it by its
desire to avoid popular disapproval of the less intense kind:
though the effectiveness of this narrower and more elastic
limit varies very much in degree, with differences in the forms
of government and in the extent to which active political
interests arc developed among the members of the society.
The power of government, then, in a modern state is
limited not only by its own morality-or by the law of Goel,
so far I\.'$ itself recognises principles of religious duty,but by the prevalent moral opinion of the community ;
especially by opinions, resting on custom and habit, as to the
proper nature and limits of governmental coercion. Rut
can we ever properly say that the power of government is
limited by rositivc Law?
This question has been answered in the negative by
lea.ding English publicists :1 and, as we shall see, there is
usually some sense in which the negative answer is true;
but it is sometimes a very peculiar sense, requiring to be
carefully explained and limited.
At first sight it may seem tha,t a. supreme government
cannot be subject to strictly legal restraints; since the
1

Sec cspccio.lly Austin's J11rispr1ulcncc, vol. i. ch. vi.
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effectual restraint of law lies in the fear of some penalty
which government will inflict, and no supreme government
can be alarmed by the dread of its owu penalties. And
this is obviously true in the case of simple monarchy, or
any form of government, where the supreme rulers have a
lifelong temu·e. So far as such rulers arc actually restrained by constitutional rules - commonly regarded as
laws-which plll'port to limit their legislative or other
powers, it is not a fear of strictly legal penalties that
restrains them ; it is rather a fear of disobedience and
resistance rendered peculiarly formidable by the fact that
the moral sentiment of Order and Law-observance-which
ordinarily co-operates with the fear of legal penalties in
producing obedience to govermnent--will be at least partly
on the side of those who disobey and resist a government
that is breaking recognised constitutional rules.
If, however, supreme rulers only hold }lower for a limited
time, it is quite conceivable that, when they have laid
clown their power, they may suffer strictly legal punishment, inflicted by their successors, for unconstitutional
legislation. But though this is conceivable, I know no
modern constitution which provides for this kind of punishment of persons invested with legislative power who have
made unconstitutional laws. In fact, so long as the legislative and executive organs of a supreme government
co-operate harmoniously, and the judicial organ applies
unquestioningly the law la.id down by the legislature, the
restraint placed on governmental action by constitutional
rules alone-apart from prevalent opinion, which may in a
particular case be opposed to some constitutional rule-is nowhere greater than the corresponding restraint in the case of
simple monarchy: and it may easily be in practice less, since
a popularly elected organ of government, receiving the manifest support of the majority that elected it, is not unlikely to
be bolder than a monarch in defying a constitutional restraint.
The case is different in such a constitution as that of
the United States of North America; where the judicial
organ, being separate from the legislature and independently
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constituted, has normally tho function of deciding whether
tho laws made by the latter arc consistent with the fundamental laws of the constitution. No one doubts that in
this case the legislature is under strictly legal restraints. It
is true that the legislators have no other penalty to fearbeyond the censure of public opinion-except the annoyance caused by wasted labom. But this is ordinarily tho
only judicial peua!Ly inflicted on subordinate bodies to
which a closely limited legislative power has been granted
by a superior lef,•islaturc: thus in England a railway company 1 is judicially restrained from making bye-laws beyond
the limits of its authority, only by the fear that such byelaws will be declared invalid by the judges if any attempt
be made to enforce them. If then, in such a constitution
as that of the U nitcd States, there were any fundamental
laws laid down as unalterable, it could not be denied that
the highest legislative organ in such a constitution was
under strictly legal restraints,-so long, at least, as the
independence of the Supreme Court of Judicature was
maintained.
:Rut in fact no modern state has sueb a
constitution: every modern constitution contains somPprovision for altering it, from which no rule that it
contains is exempted. For instance, in the constitution
of the United States a provision for alteration, extending
to all tlm duu:;c.-:; that circmnscribc the legislative po\\·cr
of Congress, is made as follows : " The Congress, whenever two -thirds of both H ouses
shall deem it necessary, shall propose amendmeuts to this
constitution, or, on the application of the Legislatures of
two-thirds of the several Stat0s, shall call a convention
proposing amendments, which in either case shall be valid
to all intents and purposes, as a part of this constitution,
when ratified by the Legislatures of three-fourths of the
several States, or by conventions in three-fourths thereof, as
the one or the other mode of ratification may be proposed
by the Congress."
1

T he bye-laws of an English railway company ha\'e to be approved by the
Iloard ofTra<lc: but thcrcstraint thus exercised is notstrictly aj u<licial restraint.
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H ere, then, a fresh ground is afforded for those who argue
that a supreme government cannot be subject to legal
restraint; and this ground is actually taken by Austin and
others. They admit that in the United States the legislative power of Congress is strictly limited by law-that
(e.g.) Congress is legally restrained from making an "ex post
facto law" by .~ clause in the constitution forbidding it.
But, they ~rg11e, the comple..x body consisting of Congress
and the Legislatures of three-fourths of the separate states 1
- provided these Legislatures arc nil agreed-is not similarly
limited. This complex body can coustitutionully rescind
the clauses prohibiting ex post facto laws, and every other
clause of the constitution, and make, or authorise the
making of, any law that it pleases : its power is therefore
legally unlimited. There can be no doubt that this contention is true: the ouly question can be whether this
complex body is properly called the cc sovereign'' or" supreme
government" of the United States, Congress being only
allowed the title of a subordinate legislature. We need
not decide a merely verbal issue: but it is important to note
that, if the word cc go,·ernment" is so used, it is used in a
sense materially different from its ordiuary meaning. For
ordinarily we conceive au organ of government to exercise its
functions regularly, at comparatively short intervals : for
inst:inw, while historinns regard the English H ouse of
Commons as an organ of government in England during
the later 1\fidclle Ages, they do not commonly treat the
States-General in France as an organ of government during
the same period, because it only came into existence irregularly, at intervals of several years. But similarly, the 1·
complex body that has unlimited legislative power iil Lhe United States does not act at all for long periods; during a
period of more than sixty years, from 25th September
1804 to 1st February 1865, this unlimited sovereign of
the United States remained completely inactive. Surely
1 I omit the complication introduced by the alternative method of
summoning conventions ; since it is in the power of Congress not to adopt
this method.
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it strains language to say that during these sixty yeurs

citizens of the United States " habitually obeyed" this
inert composite entity?
If it be replied that this complex body possessed power
legally unlimited during the period above mentioned, though
it did not exercise it, the answer again must be that the
statement is true in a sense, but misleading if made
wjthout qualification.
It is true that it might without
illegality have altered every rule in the constitution: but
the statement ignores the fact that it was the legally
determined structure of the body in question-the difficulty
of bringing about the required majority of two-thirds in
both Houses of Congress, and the required agreement of the
prescribed number of legislatures-which practically pre/ vented action of this or any other kind. It seems truer to
say that in this and similar cases there is an actual organ
- of government whose commands arc habitually obeyed, and
a possible organ of government whose power is legally
unlimited: but that the two do not coincide, and that the
latter may at any given time be incapable of coming into
operation at all, owing to the balanced state of opinion.
In the case of England the difficulties just explained
do not arise : since the ordinary process of legislation
is nlso the process by which the Constitution is changed.
\Ve can sny with indisputable truth that there are no legal
.,. limits to the authority of Pal'liament in England: 1 in
endeavouring to ascertain what the law of England
is, we never ask what rarliarnent has authority to do,
but only what it has done. But a new difficulty arises
in communities like our own as regards the attribution of
sovereignty or supreme power. Are we to say that in

I

1
It may be obser,·ed that the legal view of the omnipotence of Parliament, now generally accepted, ,vas not completely reached till a. comparath•ely late 1~riod of English history : even so lntc as the eighteenth century
we find- not merely in the vague generalities of the \\Titers of law-books,
but even iu the more particular dicta of judges- the recognition of legal
principles limiting the lcgislath·c power of Parliament. Thus Holt affirms
t hat " if au Act of Parliament should ordain that the ~ame person shoulu be
party and judge, it would be a ,·oi<l Act of Parliamcu t."
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:England soYereiguty is to be attributed to the complex
body formed by (1) the :\fonarch, (2) the House of Lords,
and (3) the House of Commons, or ought we to substitute
for the third element of the sovereign the constituencies
which choose the House of Commons? 1 On the one hand,
the constituencies in Eugland certainly cannot make laws,
nor have they a constitutional right to invalidate laws
made by Parliament. No private Englishman will suffer
any legal penalty for disobeying a resolution passed by the
most decisive majority of the electorate; and no law-court
would admit such a resolution as a valirl exr.nsP. for rlisobeying a law laid down by Parliament. On the other
hand, it may be plausibly maintained that by the power
of dismissal when electio11 time comes rouud the coustituencies can keep their representatives in "habitual
obedience." 2
These and other difficulties I shall discuss in subsequent chapters ;3 but this preliminary discussion has seemed
necessary to explain why, while I adopt substantially
Austin's conception of the relation of Law to Government, as
applied to the civil law of a modern political community in
its latest stage, I prefer in stating it to avoid the difficulties
of Austin's notion of sovereignty. The question " where
supreme power ultimately 1·esidcs" is one that it is most
iml?ort.ant to ask with regard to any political society: but
it is a quest.ion to which, in my opinion, any simple general
answer is liable to be misleading, and the discussion of it in
the form appropriate to the present treatise will come more
fitly after we have considered in detail the proper constitution of the different organs of Government.
In the fhst part of our inquiry, thon, whioh relates to
the work of government, it will be enough to assume that
1 A similar question of course arises in the case of the United States-or
any state with a constituent body distinct from the ordinary legislature-as
regards the action of the ordinary legislatures, within the limits fixed by the
constitution.
2 Austin"s statements on this point appear to me hopelessly confused and
inconsistent. Sec Appendb: A.
3
Sec chap, xxvii., and especially chap. x,:xi.
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the society with which we are concerned includes one or
more persons or bodies, who, so far as they agree, possess
legislative power circumscribed by no definite limits; and so
may be taken to constitute a supreme legislative organ,
whose general rules, defining the rights and obligations of
private members of the comiunuity, will be habitually obeyed
by the bulk of the community. I shall assume that any
transgressor of these rules, ascertained to be such by the
judicature, will be punished by the executive government,
which will be able to bring overwhelming force to crush
auy openly recalcitrant member. I shall m;stune that these
organs co-operate harmoniously, keeping each to his proper
sphere, so that we may habitually speak of them as one
Government. Aud, finally, I shall assume that the I ..1.ws
with which we arc concerned in our theory of legislation
are rules which, if they have not actually emanated from
the resolutious of the supreme government, may at any rate
be regarded as having its approval, being maintained by
penalties inHicted by its authority. It is the connection
of Law with Government on the one hand and Penalty on
the other on which it appears to me important to lay stress
-understanding the coru1ection in either case to be taken
as normal, a.nd approximately universal in a well-ordered
community, not as absolutely universal.1
§ 3. In the preceding <liseu!3sion I have spoken of law
as detennining the (legal) r ights and obligations of private
members of the community. The terms used in this definition, though sufficiently familiar, require some further
explanation in order to make their import as clear as
possible.
Let us begin by considering the term '' legal obligation."
By this ,rn express the relation of a. general rule or
command, enforced by the authority of government, to the
member or members of the community whose civil conduct
it is intended to control. The law is conceived as exercising
1
See chap. xiii. I m11y repeat that the word " Penalty" is to be understood in a wide sense, to include negative as well as positi ye penalties, and
"damages" as well as punishment proper.
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a certain constraint 011 the will of such person or persons;
and it is this constraint that the term "obligation" expresses. A similar constraint is exercised in the case of
" moral obligations" by the conscience of the individual
who lies under the obligation, and the moral opinion of the
community of which he is a member.1
It is not quite so easy to see what is mea.ut by the
term " legal right"; 2 and perhaps the most convenient wa.y
of making this clear is to examine the relation of Rights to
Obligations according to the ordinary use of both terms.
A little reflection will show that we cannot conceive Rights of
anyone indiYidual without corresponding Obligations imposed
on others. Thus A's right of property in any material thing
necessarily implies obligations imposed on B, G, JJ, etc., to
abstain from interfering with A's use of the thing: similarly
any right to services that A may have in consequence of a
contract implies that the other party to the contract is under
an obligation to render the services : so again, if a child
has a right to education, some one is under an obligation to
educate it. I t is not, however, similarly clear that the
imposition of Obligations on one or more individuals always
involves the granting of Rights to other persons. Consider
(e.g.) the legal obligation on Englishmen to abstain from
suicide, vagrancy, or keeping gambling-houses : there do not
appear to be in these cases--as in those just consideredany definite Rights belonging to assignable individuals
which are violated if the obligations are not fulfilled. Still,
when we reflect on the interest that tlrn community at large
has in the observance of the laws in question, it does not
seem strained to say that the community has a right to
their observance.
1 The distinction-and possible divergence in particulars-between what
any individual believes to be moral trutl1, and the moral opinion of his
society, must always be borne in mind.
• The difficulty of defining "a right" is increased by the fact that while
we recognise in ordinary discourse that there arc 1noral as well as kgal rights,
and that the two kinds ofl'ights arenotnlways coincident, we still frequently
~peak of "rights" without clearly distinguishing which of the hvo we mean.
At present I am concerned with legal rights ; but the definition that I pro•
110se to give may easily be applied, niutatis 1nutandis, to moral right.5.
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Comparing these cases, I arrive at the conclusion that "a
right" is really an obligation regarded from a different point
of view: i.e. regarded in relation to the person to whom the
obligation is intended to be useful. In the case of such
rights as the right of property, the rule which binds or
obliges the members of the community to abstain from interfering with the owner's use of the appropriated thing has at
the same time t.he effect of securing or protecting the owner's
freedom of action in respect of the thing in question : and
hence some thinkers have conceived n " Right" as being
essentially "secured or protected liberty." But there are
other cases to which this definition clearly would not apply:
e.g. when a child is said to have a" right to education" there
is no liberty secured to the child, but merely an obligation
imposed on other persons of rendering it certain positive
services.1
Accordingly, in forming a definite conception of any
right, it is indispensable to ascertain the obligation implied
in it, and the persons on whom this obligation is throwu.
:For instance, in speaking of rules determining the rights of
private members of the community, we may imply either
obligations imposed on private persons, or obligations imposed on members of the government. The distinction
thus drawn is important in separating the discussion of
the work that Govemment has to <lo from the discussion
of the methods and instruments by which the work should
be <lone. It will be somewhat, further developed in the
next chapter.
1 Some writers hold that a. legal right implies tha.t the person who is
said to have tho right must he a.ble to obtain, by a legal process, redress or
punishment from any violation of his right. I a.gree that such redress or
punisliment must he somehow obta.inable-otherwise the rule professing to
determine the right wonld not dcsen-c the name of a law: but it does not
seem to me necessary that the individual whose right is viola.tcd should
l1imself have the right of suing or prosecuting the violator: it seems to me
better to regard this latter as a. secondary and additional right, which is
ordinarily &riven for the better security of the first, but may in some cases
be withheld. Thus I should say that a destitute pauper had a legal right to
relief in England, because the poor-law officials are liable to punishment if
they refuse him relief, though tho pauper himself cannot sue or prosecute
them.

